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CHAPTER I 

Backqround and Introduction 

Miqration is a complex social phenomenon. It is 

social in that the decision to move or not to move is made 

in a social context. A move influences not only the 

oriqin and destination at larqe and the individual 

specifically but also the hundreds of established role 

relationships and qroup aeaberships at the origin and the 

hundreds of perspective role relationships and groups at 

the destination. Thus, the choice to move is a decision 

to tear oneself fro• the social fabric of one comaunity 

and establish oneself anev in another. ftiqration is a 

processual activity in vhich the actor aust constant! v 
evaluate both the costs and benefits of the move. These 

costs and benefits are associated vi th characteristics of 

both the area of oriqin and the area of destination and 

personal factors as well as vhat Lee ( 1966) calls 

interveninq obstacles. 

Before the turn o.f the century, E. G. Ravenstein 

"postulated a nuaber of •lavs• of aiqration which foraed 

the first theoretical analysis of aiqration and qave the 

sub1ect the beqinninq of its theory" (Willis, 1974:8). 

Ravenstein•s work provides the framework within which 

modern demoqraphers can study the phenomenon of miqration. 

It was Ra venstein who first identified the li11i tations of 

1 
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distance on miqration and recoqnized different 

characteristics of aiqrants versus nonmiqrants. Much 

miqration research has been built on Bavenstein•s laws in 

the past century especially vith reqards to the 

relationship of miqration and distance (Zipf, 1946; 

Stou.ffer, 1940; Bose, 1958), selectivity of miqration 

(Shav, 1975; Petersen, 1975}, and determinants of 

aiqration (Lowry, 1966; Lee, 1966; Lichter and Fuquitt, 

1982). In comparison with deaoqraphic research on 

fertility and mortality, however, relatively little has 

been done in miq ration. This is due to two factors: ( 1) 

aost aiqration data is very poor and (2) reqional 

differences in fertility have been the major cause of 

differential population qrovth rates (Goldstein, 1976) • 

Goldstein ( 1976) arques that as fertility becomes more 

reqionallv hoaoqeneous aiqration vill become increasingly 

important as an explanatory factor in differential qrovth 

and chanqinq population composition. In a country like 

the United States where overall qrovth is approachinq zero 

and reqional differences in fertility are becoainq 

nonexistent, knowledqe of 

correlates and characteristics 

essential. 

aiqration, 

will become 

its trends, 

increasing! y 

Historically, 

f loved from the 

nonmetropolitan to 

population in the 

south to the 

metropolitan areas. 

United States 

north and 

Studies in 

has 

from 

the 
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past decade have pointed to maior shifts in this pattern 

of population redistribution and aiqration trends in the 

United States (Berry and Dahaann, 1977; Lonq and Hansen, 

1975; Beale, 1975). Since about 1970, two maior chanqes 

in population redistribution have been documented: ( 1) 

population appears to be flovinq towards the south and 

vest fro• the northeast and northcentral portions of the 

country and (2) nonaetropolitan counties are now grovinq 

faster than metropolitan counties due to hiqh rates of in-

miqration to nonaetropolitan counties and out-miqration 

from metropolitan counties (Berr-v and Dahmann, 1977). 

Distinctions between metropolitan and nonaetropolitan v 

are not the same as rural/urban distinctions. 

Metropolitan counties include those counties which make up 

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SBSAs) designated 

by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. These counties can 

include both rural and urban population. Non11etropolitan 

counties include counties which do not possess a city of 

50,000 or qreater population or are not part of a S"SA 

desiqnation. 

This break from traditional population flows has been 

referred to by several names incladinq the nonmetropolitan 

turnaround, the miqration reversal, the miqration 

turnaround and population dispersal. In addition, this 

turnaround has been both sudden and pervasive. For 

instance, miqration patterns that were documented vith the 
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1970 U.S. census of Population were reversed with 

preliminary data fro• a 1973 Current Population Sarvey 

(Beale, 1975). Further, the turnaround has not been 

limited to any one reqion of the country and it includes a 

wide variety of individuals (Caapbell and Garkovich, 

1984). 

Concomitant with this reversal in the traditional 

flows of population is a disruption in the traditional 

aotivation of aiqrants. Past aiqration studies had 

emphasized the importance of econoaic factors in the 

decision to aiqrate. fticro studies cited variables like 

perceived level of uneaployme.nt and waqe levels as central 

to the individual's decision to aiqrate (Todaro, 1976) 

vhile studies of aqqreqate data found that aiqra tion rates 

vere closely associated vith vaqe rates, uneaployaent 

rates and chaaqes in e•ployaent in aanufacturing (Lowry, 

1966). Those inYolYed in the present miqration reYersal 

have qiven different reasons for 11iqratinq includinq 

location of faaily, recreation facilities and dislike for 

cities (Ploch and Cook, 1982). In addition, individuals 

indicate a preference 

coaautinq ranqe of 

Zuiches, 1975). 

for non11etropo1itan areas within 

metropolitan areas (Fuquitt and 

Recent studies of aqqreqated data have docaaented the 

reduction in the association of aiqratioa rates and a 

variety of economic variables (Lichter and Fuquitt, 1982). 
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Thus. aiqration to areas of destination has been found to 

no lonqer be a.s closely tied to economic determinants as 

it once was and this is true both for interstate aiqration 

and 11etro-nonaetro aiqration (Sommers, 1981; Lichter and 

Fuquitt. 1982). 

These noneconomic reasons or deter min ants for 

aiqrating have been qrouped toqether under the qeneric 

tera, "quality of life." Because of its breadth of scope 

and nriety of use, quality of life is a difficult concept 

to define and has been dealt with very little in miqration 

research. Por the 11ost part, aqqreqate miqration studies 

have used dubious proxy variables like percent of forested 

land or percent of hotels and motels in an·area which are 

supposed to represent soae quality of life explanation for 

migration (Villiaas, 1981; Lichter and Fuquitt, 1982). 

Despite the obvious and admitted problems vith their 

utility• these variables have consistent! y helped to 

explain aiqration. In these studies, •quality of life" 

appears to be defined as simply an amenity or ecological 

factor. This only partially reseables a definition of 

quality of life eaployed in aicro studies that include an 

array of "perceived" qualities associated with education, 

incoae and housinq as well as ecoloqical and amenity 

qualities (Sofranko and Flieqel, 1984; Sofranko and Cook. 

1982). 
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The most comprehensive index of quality of life in an 

aqqreqate study is presented by Heaton, Clifford and 

Fuquitt (1981) in an article that refers to "noneconomic" 

rather than quality of life determinants of miqration. 

They use seYeral noneconomic 11easures including an amenity 

index that combines the number of hotels and motels per 

ca pi ta, percen taqe of seasona 1 housinq, and percentage 

employed in leisure and recreational industry. in 

addition, they use a climate variable which combines 

averaqe temperatures from January and June. This is the 

most comprehensive and loqical array of variables 

representing noneconomic or quality of life determinants 

of aiqration. 

Because of the volatile nature of the concept of 

quality of life, the qreat variety of interpretations of 

this concept, and its potential confusion with economic 

determinants, this study vill follow the lead of Heaton, 

et al. (1981) and refer to these deterainants as 

noneconomic rather than quality of life factors. It is 

felt that the concept of noneconoaic determinants of 

aiqration vill be less confusinq and create fever problems 

in the discussion of the results of the study. In 

addition, it is hoped that this vill prowide the 

qroundvork for future literature to avoid the concept of 

quality of life in aiqration analyses. 
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Despite inconsistencies in definition and 

aeasureaent, noneconomic reasons for miqratinq are playinq 

an increasingly iaportant role in both micro and macro 

level studies. Reasons for this cbanqe from economic to 

noneconomic reasons for aiqratinq have, at best, only been 

hypothesized. Campbell and Garkovich (1984), for 

instance, have attempted to explain the nonmetropolitan 

turnaround 

behavior." 

in particular as an 

Fi Ye character is tics 

•episode of 

led them 

collective 

to this 

conclusion, but no empirical evidence has been used to 

support this contention. The remainder of the literature 

documents the chanqes from economic to noneconomic 

determinants of aiqration but do not attempt 

vhy there has been a chanqe (Soamers, 1981; 

Puquitt. 1982) • 

to explain 

Lichter and 

A small body of literature on 

documents trends, characteristics and 

return migration 

determinants that 

reflect those experienced in the recent miqration reversal 

(Miller, 1977; Lee, 1974; Campbell and Johnson, 1976). 

Return aiqration can be broadly defined as that movement 

of individuals back to previous areas of oriqin whether 

that be a birthplace, a place where one vas raised, or 

simply a place of prior residence. In this respect, 

return migration is one of several coaponents that aake up 

total aiqration to an area. 

is one component of the 

ls a result, return miqration 

nonaetropolitan turnaround or 
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miqration reversal. This stud v arques that contrary to 

Campbell and Garkovich (1984) the "nevn trends in 

migration patterns and determinants are rooted in this 

more traditional component of aiqration rather than in a 

model of collective behavior. If return migrants share 

common characteristics and reasons for aiqratinq with 

those miqrants involved in the reversal, an abundance of 

return 11iqrants in this stream is potentially the reason 

vh y demographers have found that miqration rates are 

increasinqly related to noneconomic rather than economic 

determinants of miqration. 

E. G. Ravenstein postulated seven •laws• of migration 

which provide the theoretical framework within which 

modern demographers can study the phenomenon of migration. 

Amonq these laws, Ravenstein (1885/1976:199) proposed that 

"•iqration occurs in a stream from one point to another 

with a concomitant counterstream." Not until Eldridge 

(196ti), however, did any research decompose the migration 

stream into "primary" and "return" co11ponents. In 

addition, not until the 1960 Census was a direct measure 

of return aiqration possible in the United States. As a 

result., relatiYely little has been written reqardinq 

return miqration. That which does exist has larqely dealt 

with the characteristics of return 11iqrants and hov they 

differ both from other types of aiqrants and nonmiqrants 

(Lonq and Hansen., 1975, 1977; Lee., 1974; White, 1983). 
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There is very little research that focuses specifically on 

the impact of return aiqration on the miqration stream or 

on the differential determinants of return and primary 

aiqration. 

Davanzo and Plorrison (1981) have briefly alluded to a 

connection between return migration and the recent shifts 

that have occured in traditional population redistribution 

and determinants of miqration. Sommers (1981) documents 

the disruption in traditional deterainants of aiqration 

between 1960 and 1970. He finds that the strenqth of the 

economic determinants of interstate miqration in 1960 has 

been undermined by quality of life factors in 1970. No 

additional work has been done 

Census data for interstate 

incorporating 

aiqration. As 

the 1980 

far as 

metro--nonmetro miqration is concerned. Lichter and 

Fuquitt (1982:211) found that "traditional ecoloqical and 

economic base variables have been of diminishing utility 

in explaininq deconcentration durinq the 1970s." These 

studies have not considered the role of return 11iqration 

in their findinqs. This is partially explained by the 

fact that there is no data which can directly identify 

return 11iqrants to nonaetropolitan areas usinq the u. s. 
Census. Return 11iqration can, however. be identified at 

the state level. 

The return aiqration literature has identified 

characteristics of return miqrants that are similar to 
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those aiqrants in the reverse streams. Return migrants 

are older, more often white, and of hiqher educational 

attainment than nonmiqrants (Campbell and Johnson, 1976). 

These characteristics are similar to those of migrants 

inYolved in the nonmetropolitan turnaround (Beale, 1975; 

Lichter and Fuquitt, 1982). Further, return miqrants tend 

to be drawn less by economic factors and more by quality 

of life factors (lliller, 1973). Trends in the 

determinants of state in-miqra t.ion show that in-migrants 

as a vhole are nov beinq drawn less by economic factors 

and more by quality of life determinants of migration 

(Sommers, 1981}. Further, "returninq aiqrants appear to 

have fiqared prominantly in recent streams of movement 

that have reversed the direction in which net aiqration 

has traditionally flowed 11 (Da Vanzo and Borrison, 1981: 86} • 

Thus, not only do return 11iqrants share characteristics 

vith aiqrants involved in the reversal but they represent 

a larqer portion of that stream. 

Tracinq these tvo bodies of literature, return 

aiqration and aiqration reversal, leads to a possible 

connection between the two. It appears that the recent 

reversal in traditional aiqration trends and determinants 

can be tied to the phenomenon of return aiqration. This 

dissertation will explore the hypothesized relationship 

between return miqration and the recent reversal at the 

state level. In so doinq, it trill ascertain the 
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determinants of primary, secondary, and return miqration 

as well as identify the differences between these three 

types of migrants. This effort will hopefully illuminate 

the role of return aiqration in the broader miqration 

stream. 

Statement of the Problem 

The central concern of this dissertation is return 

11iqration and its potential role in the broader reversal 

in miqration. In order to address this issue, I will loo.t 

at two aspects of the aiqration phenomenon: the 

characteristics of the 11iqrants themselves and the 

characteristics of the states to vhich they move (the area 

of destination). Traditionally, these tvo aspects are 

dealt with separately because they deal vith different 

levels of aqqreqation and two different kinds of 

questions. 

of return 

Since I am interested in the whole phenomenon 

•iqration and its relationship with in-

aiqration, I will look at them at first as separate issues 

but then brinq them together in a discussion of the 

phenomenon of return aiqration. Specifically, I am 

interested in tvo maior issues: (A) deteraininq the 

selective characteristics of the miqrants themselves. 

i.e., hov return 11iqrants differ from primary and 

secondary miqrants aDd nonmiqrants and (B) discerninq 

apparent chanqes in the determinants of 11iqration at the 
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macro level explained by the fact that a larqe proportioD 

of miqrants are return aiqrants vho have different motives 

for aovinq than either primary or secondary migrants. 

The first thrust of this dissertation is the 

identification of the selective characteristics of the 

three types of aiqrants and the nonmiqrant population at 

destination. In other words, how do return migrants 

differ from primary and secondary miqrants and 

non11iqrants? Several studies have identified the 

characteristics of return aiqrants (Lee, 1974: caapbell 

and Johnson, 1976; Lonq and Hansen, 1975). In addition. 

research has identified selective characteristics of 

miqrants in qeneral (Petersen. 1975: Shav, 1975). Return, 

primary, and secondary miqrants and nonmiqrants vill be 

compared on eiqht socio-deaoqraphic characteristics: aqe, 

sex, education, occupation, marital status, household 

size, income and race. The first order of business is to 

establish that return aiqrants are qenerally different 

from other types of aiqrants and nonmiqrants. 

results in the first hypothesis: 

H1: Return aiqrants differ from primary and 
secondary aiqrants and nonmiqrants on 
eiqht sociodemoqraphic characteristics. 

This 

Particular differences between return. primary and 

secondary aiqrants and nonaigrants on each of the eiqht 

characteristics are hypothesized in eiqht sub-hypotheses. 
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H 1A: l!!ean aqe of return aiqrants is hiqher 
than both primary and secondary aiqrants, 
although it is closer to secondary 
aiqrants. 

l!iqrants are qenerally younqer than the population at 

destination (Shav, 1975; Petersen, 1975). A 

disp.roportionate number of return miqrants are retirees or 

are returninq after unsuccessful first moves and are thus 

older than other types of aiqrants (Eldridqe, 

Lansinq and ftueller, 1967). 

H 1B: lfo difference exists in the propensity to 
aiqrate between males and females. 

1965; 

Sex differences are related to distance moved but not to 

propensity to return (Bose, 1958; Lee, 1974). 

H1C: Mean education of return aiqrants is 
hiqher than primary aiqrants and 
nonmiqrants but equal to that of 
secondary aiqrants. 

Riqrants tend to have higher aedian education than 

nonaiqrants (Shaw, 1975; Petersen, 1975). First tiae 

movers (primary miqrants) t.end to have lover averaqe 

educational attainment than other aiqrants (Lee, 

Miller, 1977). 

R 1D: A hiqher proportion of migrants will be 
from white collar occupations than 
nonmiqrants. Beturn aiqrants vi11 have 
lover occupational status than secondary 
migrants but higher status than priaary 
aiqrants. 

1974; 

Research has sbovn that aiqrants tend to be from white 

collar occupations (Shaw, 1975), that primary aiqrants 

tend to be f roa lover skilled occupations and 
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t>rofessionals are chronic movers (Lonq and Hansen, 1977; 

Miller, 1977). 

H1E: A larqer percentaqe of return miqrants 
will be froa the sinqle, separated, or 
diYorced categories than priaarv, 
secondary, or nonaiqrants. 

Caapbell and Johnson (1976) arque that a larger percentaqe 

of persons in the aidst of marital disruption return home 

to their faailies and close friends than aove on to 

entirely new locations or move for the first time. 

B1F: Mean household size will be larqer for 
miqrants than nonaiqrants but no 
difference exists between types of 
aiqrants. 

Miqration can be prompted by the needs of increased 

household size (Petersen, 1975). 

H1G: Bean income is higher for aiqrants than 
nonaiqrants. ftean income is hiqher for 
return migrants than priaarv aiqrants .but 
lover than secondary aiqrants. 

Like education and occupation, incoae has been found to be 

positi•ely associated with aiqration (Petersen, 1975). 

Differences should exist between types of migrants to the 

extent that differences exist in the relative success of 

aiqrants (Lansinq and Mueller. 1967). 

B1H: The percent of aiqrants will be hiqher for 
whites than for blacks. 

ftiqration as a rule is primarily a vhite phenomenon 

(Petersen. 1975). The nonaetropolitan turnaround has also 

been found to be a white phenomenon (Lichter and Puquitt, 

1982). Despite a larqe amount of literature on black 
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return miqration, no comparison between black and white 

return rates has been drawn. 

The above hypotheses pertain to sinqle time periods. 

It is important to establish whether the differences on 

these eiqht characteristics between return, primary and 

secondary miqrants and nonmiqrants persist over time. The 

persistence in these differences from 1960 to 1970 and 

then to 1980 is hypothesized below: 

H 2: The selectiYe characteristics of miqrant 
types remain stable over time. 

A close look at the stability of miqration 

selectivity over time is crucial in deteraininq the 

relationship or lack of relationship between these 

selectivities and miqration determinants. The literature 

has already shown that determinants of aiqration have 

chanqed over time. If primary, secondary, and return 

miqrants differ on the eiqht socio-deaoqraphic variables 

and these differences persist for all three decades, then 

the reason vhy the determinants of 11iqration have shifted 

f roa economic to noneconoaic factors can be due to a 

chanqe in the relative proportion of each of these aiqrant 

types in the strea• of state in-11iqration. It is assumed 

froa this that the kinds of persons vho are return 

miqrants in 1960 must be the same as the return miqrants 

in 1970 and 1980. It is assuaed that persons with similar 

characteristics will move for similar reasons. Under 
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the increasinq proportion of return 

aiqration, if return aiqrants have different 

characteristics froa decade to decade, some factor other 

than proportion of return miqration could be operating in 

the chanqinq determinants of in-aiqration. Stability of 

selective characteristics over time acts as a form of 

control in the relationship of return miqration and the 

chanqinq determinants of in-miqration. 

J2gig!!l!!~!!~§ Q{ !ti.9!~!!2.! 

The second thrust of the dissertation deals vi th the 

determinants of return miqration. A number of studies 

look at the determinants of net aiqration or in-aiqration 

in qeneral (Lowry, 

studies have shown 

1966). Manv of the findinqs of these 

that miqration is tied to economic 

factors whether they be rates of unemployment, vaqe levels 

or perceived potential for iobs. In recent years, 

however, a qrovinq body of literature has found that 

miqration is decreasincrlv linked to economic determinants 

and increasinqly associated with noneconomic determinants 

(Sommers, 1981). This is especially the case with reqards 

to the nonmetropo1itan turnaround literature (Lichter and 

Fuquitt, 1982; Heaton, et al., 1981; Williams and 

Sofranko, 1980). In fact, the turnaround has appeared to 

be such a unique event in this reqard that Campbell and 

Garkovich (1984) have arqued that it is an episode of 

collective behavior and not traditional miqration. 
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Interestinqly. the return aiqration literature points 

out that return aiqrants are also drawn back primarily for 

quality of life or noneconomic reasons and less for 

economic reasons (Caapbell and Johnson, 1976; Miller, 

1973). In addition, the relative proportion of return 

miqration has increased throuqh 1970. Lee (1974) states 

that in 1960, return miqrants constituted 17 percent of 

all vhi te interstate aiqrants and 14 percent of blacks. 

For 1970, these fiqures had increased to 20 and 21 percent 

respectively. No comparative fiqures for 1980 have been 

published. A loqical deduction is that the qrovinq 

proportion of return aiqration is one reason why aiqration 

is decreasinqly linked to economic deterainants. This 

deduction leads to the central hypothesis of the second 

thrust of the study: 

H 3: Increases in the noneconomic reasons for 
state in-aiqration are explained by an 
increase in the proportion of aiqrants 
that are return miqrants. 

This overarchinq hypothesis is supported by three sub-

hypotheses: 

H3A: Between 1970 and 1980 return aiqration has 
increased as a proportion of all 
in-miqration. 

H3B: Between 1970 and 1980 noneconomic 
determinants of miqration have increased 
as a proportion of all determinants of 
in-miqration. 

H3C: Honeconoaic characteristics of a state are 
aore iaportant causa1 factors in return 
aiqration than they are in primary or 
secondary miqration. 
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The first order of business will be to deter:mine the 

proportion of return, primary and secondary migration in 

the total in-miqration to states. In addition, the study 

will ascertain whether the proportion of return •iqration 

to total in-aiqration has changed over time. It will deal 

exclusively with tvo periods: 1965-1970 and 1975-1980. 

The 19 55-1960 period is least important to the study of 

the migration reversal. Even thouqh the 1960 census was 

the first time that "data were available for 

systematically analyzing the volume and effect of return 

11iqration" (Lee, 1974:283), many of the noneconomic 

variables used to predict miqration in 1970 and 1980 

cannot be reproduced for 1960. As a result, an adequate 

comparison of economic and noneconomic determinants for 

1960 is impossible. 

Second, the study will identify the determinants of 

in-miqration to states. It will look first at the 

determinants of total in-migration in each of the two time 

periods. '!'his vill reveal hov these determinants cbanqe 

over time. Then it vill decompose total miqrat:ion into 

primary, secondary and return aiqration and compare the 

determinants of each within decades. It vill also be able 

to examine chanqes in the determinants of each type of 

11iqration across decades. This vi11 answer tvo questions: 

{ 1) do determinants of miqration differ between return, 

pri11ary, and secondary miqration and (2) have the 
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determinants of each chanqed over ti11e? Finally, it will 

atteapt to ascertain whether the determinants of total in-

m iqration change in importance (from economic to 

noneconomic factors) as the proportion of return miqration 

increases. 

f GB§}!_!;_ip_I! 

The siqnificance of this study is apparent from a 

theoretical standpoint. Some impact can potentially be 

measured from a policy standpoint. Movement of population 

is responsible for cultural diffusion, social change, and 

chanqes in the demands on city, state and federal monies 

and can influence policy in three va ys. Pirst, Goldstein 

(1976) arques that with the increased homoqeneity of 

fertility rates 

miqration has 

redistribution. 

for states and reqions in this country, 

become the primary cause of population 

Thus, knovledqe of aiqration and of the 

components of aiqration is integral to the development of 

future population policy. Policy that once was centered 

on fertility must nov take account of miqration. 

it is important to knov what the characteristics 

Second, 

of the 

three types of aiqrants are and whether these are chanqinq 

over ti•e. rtiqration affects both areas of oriqin and 

destination. If return aiqrants exhibit unique 

characteristics that are consistent over time and their 

relative proportion of the total in-miqration stream 
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increases over this same time period, then both the oriqin 

and destination will be affected by chanqes in one 

component of the migration stream. ls a result, policy 

chanqes must be made based on the level of different 

components of the aiqration stream and the particular 

demands of these miqrants. Third, it is essential to know 

what dravs aiqrants to an area. If the characteristics of 

an area attract return 11iqrants but not primary or 

secondary aiqrants the eventual reqional population 

composition vill become increasinqlv different. For 

example, differentials in the trends of return, primary 

and secondary miqration to a state can result in more 

homoqeneous or less bomoqeneous socioeconomic and ethnic 

composition of the population which can. in turn, result 

in social chanqe. Thus, decisions to invest money into 

particular kinds of industry vith specific occupational 

needs will potentially draw different kinds of miqrants. 

Rarely, however, does aiqration research have the 

opportunity to influe.nce policy development to the extent 

that Fuller, et al. (1983) have in Thailand. The present 

work does not have the illusion of beinq able to affect 

population policy to this extent. 

Theoretically, this dissertation can potentially make 

several maior contributions. 

for the miqration turnaround. 

one half of the turnaround, 

First, it offers one reason 

It empirically addresses 

i.e., the reversal in state 
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f lovs. Increases in return 11iqration can be seen to 

contribute to the reversal. Second, it offers an 

explanation for chanqes in the determinants of •iqration. 

Increases in return miqration can potentially play a major 

role in chanqes from economic to noneconomic reasons for 

miqration. Third, it indirectly explains vhy the 

turnaround vas not predicted. Gross •iqration estimates 

like qross birth esti.ates are made by de11oqraphers. The 

postwar baby boom was not predicted by demoqraphers usinq 

these qross estimates. Similarly, the nonmetropolitan 

turnaround like the postwar baby boom was not foreseen. 

If increases in return aiqration are a major contributing 

factor to the turnaround, then estimates of the components 

of a miqration stream may have revealed the beqinninqs of 

the turnaround that qross estimates could not predict. 

Fourth, this study offers further empirical support for 

established miqration theory, especially that of Lee 

(1966). Finally, this dissertation brinqs toqether micro 

and aqqreqate theory and evidence in an effort to look at 

a whole topic, naaely return miqration. 



CHAPTER II 

Review of the Literature 

The reversal in traditional patterns of miqration has 

created cause for alarm amonq a number of demographers. 

Not only vere they unable to predict the phenomenon but 

they have been sorely pressed to explain the phenomenon 

itself or the reason vhy the traditional reasons for 

movinq are also chanqinq (Wardwell, 1982) .. 'fhe most 

recent and most comprehensive theoretical explanation for 

the turnaround to date arques that the reversal has been 

an episode of collectiYe behavior (Caapbell and Garkovich, 

1984). The authors attribute this to 

characteristics: 

"f1) its size; (2) the quickness with which it 
beqan and developed into a larqe net in-
11iqrat ion to non-metropolitan areas: (3) it vas 
pervasive in its coveraqe (i.e., it was not 
limited to any one reqion of the country or one 
type of ecoloqy); (4) the miqrants were diverse 
in characteristics (e.q., aqe, occupation, 
etc.); and (5) more than other miqrations, it 
vas a 11iqration by choice (i.e., most of the 
miqrants vere not forced by economic necessity 
r availability of iobs 1 to aiqra te to a qiven 
area bat miqrated for other reasons)" (Campbell 
and Garkovich, 1984: 89-90). 

five 

The core of their theory is based on Smelser•s theory of 

collective behavior .. Fro11 it, they arque that there are 

six factors or determinants of the miqration turnaround as 

collective behavior: structural conduciveness, structural 

strain, qrovth and spread of a qeneralized belief, 

22 
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precipitatinq factors, mobilization of the participants 

for action, 

Campbell and 

and the operation 

Garkovich (1984) 

of social controls. To 

not the push and pull of 

economic factors, nor the quality of life or enYironmental 

amenities of rural areas, nor the preferences of miqrants 

for livinq in rural areas are enouqh to explain the 

draaatic reversal in •iqration. 

The focus of this dissertation was conceived as a 

reaction to Campbell and Garkovich (1984). Contrary to 

their reliance on a model of collective behavior as an 

explanation of the turnaround, this dissertation argues 

that many of the characteristics of the aiqrants, the size 

of the reversal, the reversal's pervasiveness and chanqes 

in the determinants of state in-miqration can be rooted in 

more traditional miqration theory. The nonmetropolitan 

turnaround and the larqer miqration reversal are a logical 

outcome of past population redistribution. The history of 

population redistribution in the United States fro• the 

turn of the century to the late 1960s or early 1970s has 

been one of doainant flows of population to cities and to 

the northeast and northcentral reqions of the country 

(Boque, 

f lov of 

1959; Hawley, 

miqrants has 

1971). Part of this traditional 

included a stream of rural 

Appalachian movement to urban 

northcentral and northeast 

Schvarzveller, et al., 1971). 

industrial locations in the 

(Hillery, et al., 1965; 

The period of heaviest out-
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aiqration from rural and nonmetropolitan areas occurred in 

the late 1940s and 1950s (Hillery, et al., 1965). Since 

about 1970, both the trends in reqional redistribution and 

rural-urban miqration have been reversed (Berry and 

Dahmann. 1977). 

Given the traditional flows of population for aore 

than half a century and the especially larqe amount of 

atiqration in the 1950s., one potential explanation for the 

turnaround is the disproportionately larqe percentage of 

miqrants retnrninq to their places of birth. The larqe 

amount of out-11iqration from the south and rural areas has 

drained these areas of potential out-aiqrants. Further, a 

larqer pool of potential return aiqrants exists for these 

areas. Riller (1973) found that states with the highest 

rates of return aiqrants are those that had built up the 

larqest pools of out-aiqrants. In addition., the time qa p 

between the decade of the reversal and the period of 

heaviest out-miqration for these areas is between 20 and 

30 years. 

In addition, much of the 11iqration reversal has been 

found to consist of the elderly population, a hitherto 

relatively nonmobile seqaent of the population (Heaton, et 

al., 1981; Beale, 1975). Thus, it could very well be that 

those who miqrated from the south and/or rural areas in 

the 1950s for employment reasons are nov retiring to their 

places of birth. In many cases, these individuals have 
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family, friends and possibly land and homes in the areas 

to which they are returninq. All of these factors ease 

the transition and make it easier to return. 

Farther, those variables which have been associated 

with the reYersal in •iqration and characterize the 11etro-

non11etro 11iqrant in an aqqreqate sense are the same 

determinants and characteristics of return miqrants 

{Lichter and Puquitt, 1982; Beale, 1975: Miller, 1977; 

Lee, 1974; DeJonq and Huaphrey, 1976). !ost important in 

this respect are the noneconomic or quality of life 

reasons for 11ovi nq qi ven by both return and metro-non metro 

miqrants (Campbell and Garkovich, 1984; Lichter and 

Fuquitt, 1982; Soaaers, 1981; !iller, 1973; Davanzo, 1976; 

Campbell and Johnson, 1976) • 

Quality of life as a concept encompasses a variety of 

indexes, definitions and indicators dependinq upon the 

level of analysis and the focus of the research (Heaton, 

et al., 1981; Campbell, et al., 1976; Pierce, 1984; 

Sofranko and Flieqel, 1984). For micro level studies, 

quality of life is measured by "perceived" happiness or 

satisfaction with the coaaunity, neiqhborhood, etc. 

(Caapbell, et al., 1976; Sofranko and Flieqel, 1984). 

With this indicator, quality of life i11plies an entire 

array of social, psycholoqical, economic, and individual 

factors. 
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Both economic and noneconomic variables are included 

as quality of life characteristics. In addition, it is 

difficult to differentiate between obiective economic or 

social conditions and the perceptions of these conditions 

level studies have taken tvo by respondents. Macro 

separate approaches to quality of life indicators. First, 

quality of life is equated vith ecoloqical or 

enYironaental amenities. Under this scheme, one proxy 

index is used to measure the concept quality of life 

(Williams, 1981; Lichter and Fuquitt, 1982; Sommers, 

1981). Problems vi th this approach cente.r around the 

Yaliditv of the indicators. It is unclear whether the 

indicators are actually aeasurinq a concept .known as 

quality of life. 

The second direction of macro studies has been to 

isolate a set of obiective indicators around which a 

notion of quality of life is subiectivelv attributed. The 

best of these studies develops an aaenity index and uses 

environmental Yariables (water and teaperature) to measure 

nonecono•ic determinants of 11iqration (Heaton. et al., 

1981). One nonmiqration stadv atteaptinq to rank cities 

with a variety of quality of life indicators includes nine 

characteristics vith which each city is rated (Pierce. 

1984). These characteristics include: the arts, c1imate, 

crime, economics, education, health care, housinq, 

recreation, and transportation. Based on the Places Bated 
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Almanac, Pierce (1984) uses aptJroxiaately eighty 

variables in these nine cateqories to rate quality of life 

in tJ. s. cities. 

since 

aigration 

econoaic to 

both 

are so 

the migration turnaround and 

closely associated vith chanqes 

quality of life or 

return 

fro• 

for noneconomic reasons 

aovinq, the concept of quality of life aust either be 

clearly delineated o.r dropped as a concept pertinent to 

the indicators actually used in in this study. For 

purposes of clarification in this study, quality of life 

aust neither be considered as broad a concept as used in 

aicro level studies nor as narrow a concept as siaply an 

ecological factor as used in soae aacro level studies. 

Rather, it aust be defined in a social, cultural and 

ecoloqical amenity context. It is a set of objective, 

noneconoaic characteristics which individuals subjectively 

include in attributinq satisfaction or happiness with an 

area. In other words, it is a set of noneconomic reasons 

associated with affinity to an area. 

Quality of life as a concept is extreself difficult 

to measure as vell as distinquish fro• economic factors 

associated with aiqration. Indicators used to measure 

this concept in the aiqration literature have included 

ecoloqical, social and cultural Yariables. The use of 

these Yariables has followed no pattern and the rationale 

for inclusion of several of thea is weak (Lichter and 
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Fuquitt, 1982). As a result, no consistent measure of 

quality of life can be found in the miqration literature. 

Pierce (1984), amonq others, has also included economic 

dimensions to the quality of life concept. Loqically, 

"quality of life• for a particular individual can be 

clearly tied to such econo•ic factors as incoae and 

occupation. 

All of the problems surroundinq the concept "quality 

of life" dictate the need to aove to a less volatile, more 

consistently accepted concept. Heaton, et al. (1981) 

eaploy the use of •noneconomic" determinants of miqration 

and have the most comprehensive set of these types of 

variables to be found in the miqration literature. 

Therefore, there is precedent in the literature for usinq 

noneconoaic determinants of miqration. In addition, 

noneconomic factors unlike quality of life factors are 

autuall v exclusive from economic factors. Thus, there is 

less chance of confoundinq the two concepts. Finally, 

there are fever value j adqements surroundinq the concept 

"noneconomicn than there is ••quality of life." The 

concept "quality of life" implies qood and bad quality to 

which persons tend to attach value judge11ents. 

Noneconomic factors are not so value-laden. As a result 

of all these arqaments, noneconomic determinants of 

miqration will be used throuqhout this study rather than 

quality of life. A set of noneconomic indicators will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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The chanqe to noneconomic reasons for moving as well 

as the characteristics of the aiqrants in the reversal. 

the pervasiveness of the reversal. its quickness and its 

size, then. miqht all be attributed to the components of 

the miqration stream itself (i.e.. the proportion of 

return miqrants). All five characteristics of the 

turnaround that Campbell and GarkoYich (1984) attribute to 

a collective behavior •odel can be associated vith 

traditional miqration theorv in the liqht of return 

miqration. In order to justify this departure, a closei: 

theoretical examination of the components of migration, 

the selectivity of 11iqration and the determinants of 

migration aust be made. 

~u!!.2!l~D!!? 2! niu~!i91! ·· 
navenstein (1885/1976) vas the first to identify 

streaas of migrants. Streaa movement is made up of a 

number of components or parts. These components of 

miqration refer to the various "types" of miqration or 

miqrants within a stream of miqration. Any aqqreqate 

stream to a destination is made up of return miqrants. 

those persons who are returninq to a location in which 

they have lived before. and nonreturn migrants, a residual 

category includinq all other types of movers. The 

aonreturn cateqorv has been fnrther broken down using 

Census definitions into primary miqrants. individuals who 
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left their state of birth less than five years before the 

Census, and secondary aiqrants, persons vho were livinq 

outside their state of birth five vears before the Census 

and in a third state the year of the Census (Eldridge, 

1965). Eldridqe ( 1965) aore specifically identifies 

return miqrants as individuals livinq in their state of 

birth at the time of the Census but not five years prior 

to the Census. 

llthouqh these definitions do not include every type 

of aiqrant, they do identify three broad categories of 

aovers that have been shown to differ in their motivation 

for 11ovinq and socio-deaoqraphic characteristics. For 

instance, it is qenerally accepted that persons who have 

prior aiqratory histories have a hiqher probability for 

aovinq than persons who have never moved (Davanzo, 1981; 

Goldstein, 1954). Whether this is due to differences in 

personality or differences in familiarity vith the 

miqration experience is difficult to sort out. Either 

way, both return and secondary aiqrants should share 

characteristics by virtue of frequency of moves that they 

do not share vith primary migrants. Further, those who 

return to an area where they have lived previous! y migrate 

to a location of familiarity, closer to family or friends. 

Those who are not familiar with an area are faced vith a 

more uncertain future in an area of which they know 

little. Lansing and Mueller (1967 :218) found that 
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althouqh "· •• familiarity does not shorten the length of 

the planninq period; ••• return aoves are associated with 

lack of consideration of alternative locations and with 

use of onlv one (or no) information source." It vould 

appear that familiarity itself does pla J a role in the 

propensity to return. 

Many aiqration decisions depend upon information 

costs and location-specific capital (assets that are more 

valuable in one location than they would be elsewhere). A 

aiqrant often qoes throuqh a decision-making process 

veiqhinq the costs and benefits associated vith the area 

of oriqin and the area of destination. The surplus of 

benefits over costs associated vith a particular location 

is known as location-specific capital. Usually, location-

specific capital is more valuable in the present location 

than in the potential destination. In liqht of the 

Lansinq and Mueller (1967) findinqs, however, return 

migrants not only invest less in information costs than 

other types of aiqrants, their location-specific capital 

is aore valuable in the area of destination than other 

miqrants (Davanzo and Morrison, 1981). Thus, a decision 

to return should be easier to make than a decision to move 

to a brand new location. Some research has shown that 

return aiqrants moTe back soon after a first move. This 

has proapted study of the "success" of miqrants. This 

research has shown that return miqrants are less 
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successful than other miqrants. Both Vanderkamp ( 1972) 

and Lansinq and Mueller (1967) arque that return miqrants 

are less successful than their counterparts in the 

miqration stream. This lack of success revolves around 

disappointment about incoae or iob opportunity as a result 

of the first move or simply failure to cope vi th the 

demands of the new situation. The qrovinq literature that 

points to the hiqher incoae, education and occupational 

achievements of return miqrants would 

body of research, however (Lee, 

Johnson, 1976). 

tend to refute this 

1974; Campbell and 

Much of the return aiqration literature has dealt 

with trends in return miqration associated with specific 

racial qroups or qeoqraphic regions. The qrovth of black 

return aiqration to the south has been of particular 

interest (Lonq and Hansen, 1975, 1977a. 1977b; Campbell. 

Johnson and Stanqler, 1974, 1975: Lieberson, 1978; 

Randolph. 1982; Randolph, 1982: Johnson, 1973). 

Li and 

This 

literature has documented the reduction of black miqration 

fro• the south to the north as well as the increased 

return of blacks to the south throuqh the 1970s. These 

black return miqrants tend to be younqer, better educated, 

and employed in hiqher status occupations than the total 

black population in the south (Campbell, Johnson and 

Stanqler, 1974, 1975). In addition, trends in the 

selecti Yity of return 11iqrant s have not chanqed (Long and 

Hansen, 1977b). 
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A nuaber of studies have investiqated returo 

11.iqration to the Appalachian Reqion (Deaton and Anschel, 

1974; Sch warzveller, et al., 1971; White, 1983). ~QY!l!~iJ! 

fS!!.ili!!§- i~ I~~nsiti2J! (Schwarzweller, et al., 1971) 

emphasizes the role of the family in the miqration of 

mountain families to the urban industrial centers of the 

northcentral United states. The fa•ilv itself acts as a 

source of information for potential aiqrants as well as a 

hoae to which a miqrant can return. Based on an intensive 

study of one coaaunity, it supports the theory that 

family, faailiaritv and support networks ease aigrant 

transition to a nev environment as vell as return to the 

area of oriqin. Deaton and lnschel (1974) arque that much 

of Appalachian return miqration is due to the marginality 

of the miqrants or their inability to obtain satisfactory 

employment in the city. Return aiqrants qenerall y are 

selective of the less educated and the middle-aged and are 

consequent! y considered less successful. ihi te ( 1983) 

finds that Appalachian Kentucky is experiencinq a larqer 

proportion of return miqration in its miqration reversal. 

He arques that the characteristics of the reversal in 

Appalachia are thus different froa those in the remainder 

of the nation. He does not, however, test this 

difference. fty arqument is that White•s (1983) findinqs 

for Appalachia are, 

nationwide trend. 

in fact, reqional evidence of a 
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Several broad findinqs in the literature have been 

aade reqarding the characteristics of return migrants, the 

determinants and the role of return aiqration. First, 

return aiqrants have been found to be older than primary 

aiqrants (Campbell and Johnson, 197q). This is loqical 

considering that to return one aust have moved at least 

one time previously. lqe differentials should be smaller 

between return and secondary aiqrants due to their 

similarity in frequency of Jai.qration experiences. Second, 

research on the proportion of the sexes in the return 

aigration stream is inconsistent. Both Campbell, et al. 

(197q) and Caapbell and Johnson (1976) find that return 

migration consists of a larger proportion of feaales. Lee 

(1974), however, reveals inconsistent patterns between 

males and feaales for return aiqration and concludes that 

there probably is no difference between return, primary 

and secondary migrants on the basis of sex. Third, 

because of the lesser investment in inforaation and 

location-specific capital for the return miqrant, not only 

education but also incoae and occupational prestiqe haYe 

been found to be si•ilar to sliqhtly lover for return 

aiqrants than for other types of miqrants (Lonq and 

Hansen, 1977; Siller, 1977) • Return aiqrants do, however, 

rank hiqher on all three variables than nonaigrants 

(l!iller, 1977). Bo differences on marital status or 

household size haye been found to exist between the three 
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types of miqrants (Lonq and Hansen. 1977; Lee. 1974). 

When coapared to nonaiqrants. hoveW"er. aiqrants have been 

found to have larqer households (DeJonq and Buaphrey. 

1976; Petersen, 1975). Finally. return as well as the 

aiqration reversal are priaarilJ white phenoaena (Lichter 

and Fuquitt, 1982; Davanzo and Morrison. 1981). 

Return aigration has been linked to both quality of 

life or noneconomic determinants of miqration and• at 

least indirectly, to the reversal in aiqration trends. 

!tiller (1973) in particular has separated return and 

nonret.urn aiqration when lookinq at the deterainants of 

aiqration. Included as deterainants in his equation are 

incoae levels. .rat.es of eaployaent qrovth. uneaployment 

rates. educational leTels. nature of eaployaent available 

and birth rates. Killer (1973) finds that those states 

with the larqest pools of individuals born in the state 

but livinq outside the state have hiqher proportions of 

return miqrants. These states are also those with the 

weakest attraction for individuals not born there. Past 

accuaulated out-aiqrat.ion is responsible for the larqe 

pool of potential return miqrants. These states also have 

fever econoaic reasons for attractinq nonreturn miqrants. 

As a result. he e•ploys the use of another concept, back 

aiqration or a ratio of return miqrants to the number of 

persons born in a state but livinq outside the state of 

birth. Dsinq his operationalization of return aiqration, 
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the ratio of return lliqrants to the total population in 

the destination state, he finds that return aiqration does 

not respond to the economic incentiYes in his model. 

Using the concept back miqration, the correlation with 

economic deterainants remains the saae as that for 

nonreturn migration. In sua, vhen return migration is 

separated from nonreturn aiqration, nonreturn is found to 

be more closely associated with economic determinants. 

There appears to be little association between econoaic 

factors and return aiqration. With either concept, back 

miqration or return aiqration, he finds that nonreturn 

aiqration is more directly related to economic 

deterainants of aiqration than return aiqration. Miller 

(1973) arques that since return miqrants spend less in 

information cost and their location-specific capital is 

more valuable in their "hoae• location, aiqration to these 

areas would logically be tied to noneconomic rather than 

economic reasons for aovinq. Family ties, homesickness or 

other social rationalizations includinq crime rate, 

enYironaental amenities, etc. will more likely be qiven 

for returninq than income, job possibilities or other 

econoaic reasons. Yf this is the case, states which haYe 

a larqer proportion of return 11iqrants should reflect more 

of a tendency toward noneconomic correlates of in-

aiqration. 
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Finally, return miqration, at least in part, has been 

tied to the current reversal in miqration trends. Despite 

the amount of literature pertaininq to the nonmetropolitan 

turnaround, only two studies have hinted at the 

relationship between return aiqration and the nev trends 

(Davanzo and ~orrison, 1981; White, 1983). White's (1983) 

research specifically deals with Appalachian Kentucky and 

points to the a aount of return aiqration in this area as 

the reason why its reversal is different from nationwide 

trends. The Davanzo and ftorrison (1981) work refers to 

this relationship in passinq but also ties the reversal of 

black miqration from the south to return miqration. Many 

of the blacks currently moYinq from north to south are 

those vho were from the south oriqinally (Davanzo and 

Morrison., 1981; Lieberson, 1978; Lee, 1974). 

~~!§!tt.i!itI·Q~ lJig!:~!iQ!! 

As Boque (1959) has pointed 

aqqreqate rates of miqration are 

out, the 

qenerally 

various 

taken as 

dependent variables while factors of push and pull operate 

as independent variables. These independent variables 

fall into two classes: attributes of persons and 

conditions in the community. A ma1or problem of dividinq 

independent variables into these tvo classes is that it 

tends to confuse the notion of micro versus macro units of 

measure. Despite this criticism. however, it is iaportant 
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to investiqate the "whole" or entire pheno11enon of return 

miqration and include both micro and macro aspects. Not 

only do conditions in the comaunity affect •iqration 

generally and return 11iqra tion specifically,, but 

individual characteristics also affect the propensity to 

11iqrate. In addition,, this differential selection of 

aiqrants can also affect chanqe in the social and 

deaoqraphic makeup of both the areas of oriqin and 

destination. As Petersen (1975:287) has noted: 

1 general analysis of migration,, in other vords, 
aust beqin vith the various aotives that 
determine why in any situation soae leave and 
others stay, and since these aotives are not 
usually established directly,, they aust be 
inferred fro• the differential aiqration rates. 

Thus an inteqral step in deter11ininq the role of return 

aiqration within the lliqration strea• is the investiqation 

of miqratory selection or hov the various types of 

miqrants (return, primary,, and secondary} and nonaigrants 

differ on various socio-de11oqraphic characteristics. 

Kiqratory selectivity is a aa1or branch of 

traditional aiqration research. 1 nnaber of socio-

demoqraphic characteristics have become accepted as 

correlates of the propensity to aiqrate and trill be 

considered in the present study. The study of the 

selective characteristics of miqrants is beset with 

probleas based on usinq Census data. Each of the 

characteristics are determined "post factua. 11 
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Characteristics like aqe. sex and race are not affected. 

However. income and occupation can be influenced by the 

move itself. Recoqnizinq th is shortcominq of Census data 

is iaportant althouqh it is a limitation that cannot be 

a voided. These variables include: aqe., sex. education• 

occupation. marital status., household size. incoae and 

race. 

Ag~. Miqration is qenerallv thouqht to be an 

experience of the younqer meabers of the society but this 

can depend on the type of aiqrant and direction of 

miqration (Petersen. 1975; Shaw., 1975). Internal 

miqration is hiqhest for aqes 15 to 24 vears. More recent 

findinqs pertaininq to the nonmetropolitan turnaround and 

return aiqration have found that these miqrants are older 

on the averaqe than other types of aiqrants. DeJonq and 

Humphrey (1976:526) find that metropolitan-to-

nonmetropolitan miqrants are "more selective of younger., 

higher socioeconomic status household heads with a smaller 

household size than are miqrants vho compose the 

non metropolitan-to-metropolitan stream." This 

contradictory findinq aay be attributed to the use of data 

from only one state. Lichter• et al. ( 1978) find exactly 

the opposite as the nonaetro-to-metro stream is especially 

selective of the younqer. upper socioeconomic qroups. 

Importantly. they find that non11etro-to-11etro miqrants are 

younqer than metro-to-nonmetro miqrants. They are us in q 
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national data as vell as the 1975 Current Population 

Survey. Pindinqs for return miqration shov the exact 

trend as Lichter and fuquitt (1982). i.e.. older aiqrants 

in the stream. Return migrants are thus hypothesized to 

be older than other types of aiqrants. This seems a 

loqical conclusion since return aiqrants must be primary 

11iqrants before they can return (Eldridqe. 1965; ca11pbell 

and Johnson, 1976; Campbell. et al.. 1974) • 1 

disproportionate nuaber of return aiqrants are retirees or 

are returning after uns'1ccessful first moves and are thus 

older than other tfpes of aiqrants (Eldridqe, 1965; 

Lansinq and Mueller, 1967). 

.~.!· One of RaYenstein•s laws vas that fe•ales are 

aore prone to miqrate shorter distances than males but 

contemporary research is less co.nclusive. Petersen ( 1975) 

arques that females are aore prone to internal aiqra tion, 

aales to international aiqration. For internal aiqration 

in the United states only, Lichter, et al. (1978) found 

sex to vary little with aiqration behavior between 

metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. Likewise, Lee 

( 1974) found males and females to differ little in return 

aiqration. Miller (1977) finds that males are aore likely 

to be priaarr movers as vell as return and "chronic• 

(secondary) aowers. !ost of the reverse and return 

aiqration literature aqrees that there are no di.fferences 

between the sexes in the propensity to aiqrate. 
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li.!~a\!Q~· Miqration tends to be selective of the 

hiqhlv educated, i.e •• miqrants tend to have hiqher median 

education than nonaiqrants. For internal miqration in 

qeneral, miqrants tend to haYe more education than those 

in the area of oriqin but less than those in the area of 

destination (Shaw, 1975). Within the metro-to-nonmetro 

stream the findinqs are consistent--this stream is 

differentially comprised of those with hiqher median 

education. Not only do they have more vears of schoolinq 

than those in the nonmetro-to-metro stream but they also 

have more education than the population at the area of 

destination reqardless of whether that destination is 

metro or nonmetro (Lichter, et al •• 

Huaphrev, 1976). Similarly, return 

1978: DeJonq and 

miqrants have been 

found to have the same characteristics. They have more 

years of schoolinq than primary miqrants as well as 

nonaiqrants in the area of destination (Campbell and 

Johnson. 1976: Lee, 1974: Killer, 1977). Much like the 

co11parabili ty of the aqe co11posi tion of the metro-to-

nonmetro stream with the return strea11, nonmetropolitan 

turnaround aiqrants and return miqrants share similar 

educational characteristics. 

Q££l!I!~!!~!!· Conteaporary 11iqration research in the 

United States has shovn nearly universally that aiqration 

is selective of the more skilled and white collar 

occupational cateqories. This findinq pertains to 
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miqration in qenera1 (Shaw, 1975), the non11etropolitan 

turnaround (Lichter, et al., 1978; DeJonq and Humphrey, 

1976), and return miqration (~iller, 1977; Lonq and 

Hansen, 1977; Campbell and Johnson, 1976). Professionals 

in particular tend to more often be chronic movers than 

return aiqrants (!iller, 1977). 

Less research has been conducted 

comparinq aiqrants vith nonaiqrants 

status than the other characteristics 

based on marital 

included in this 

discussion. Shat has been confirmed is that internal 

miqrants in qeneral are as likely to be married as single 

as the qeneral population. In fact, Landis (1946) found 

that interstate miqrants are sliqhtlv •ore likely to be 

married than nonmiqrants. Thus, little difference seems 

to exist between miqrants and nonaiqrants with respect to 

marital status. Miqration, however, mav be motivated by 

factors of •arriaqe. A move to a nev location may 

accompany marriaqe itself or persons experiencinq divorce 

or separation aay moYe as part of their adiustaent to new 

conditions. Contrary to findinqs that point to no marital 

status differences between miqrants and nonmiqrants, 

return miqration appears to be made up disproportionately 

of persons who are either sinqle, separated or divorced 

(Campbell and Johnson, 1976). Campbell and Johnson (1976) 

arque that a larqer percentaqe of persons in the aidst of 

marital disruption return home to their families and close 
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friends than move on to entirely .new locations or mo•e for 

the first time. 

~.. ~· The broader •iqration literature 

points to a positive correlation between household size 

and miqration (Petersen. 1975). ftiqrants tend to have 

larqer families than nonaiqrants. Differences in 

household size between aiqrants do exist depending on the 

direction of the •iqration. DeJonq and Humphrey (1976) 

found that household size was smaller for metro-to-

non•etro 11iqrants than nonaetro-to-aetro miqrants, 

althouqh household size for both streams was larqer than 

that for nonaiqrants. llo research to date has identified 

differences in household size for return miqrants versus 

other cateqories of aiqrants or nonaiqrants. Generally, 

aiqration can be proapted by the difference in needs of 

increasinq household size. 

!P~9•!• Incoae, lite education and occupation, 

appears to be consistently related to all foras of 

aiqration (Petersen, 1975). l!iqrants tend to have hiqher 

median incomes than nonaiqrants at the area of 

destination. This is the case both for the 

nonaetropolitan turnaround (Lichter. et al., 1978; 

and Humphrey, 1976) 

Caapbell and Johnson, 

and return aiqration (Miller, 

1976; Kiker and Traynhaa, 

DeJonq 

1977; 

1973). 

Differences in aedian income should exist between types of 

aiqrants to the extent that differences exist in the 

relative success of miqrants (Lansinq and ftuel.ler, 1967). 
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~· Differences between black and white aiqration 

propensity have proapted some researchers to include 

separate models for each (Sommers, 1981) as vell as 

calculate separate trends in return migration (Lee, 1974). 

Whites are more likely to ever miqrate than blacks but 

blacks are aore likely to return to some regions 

(particularly the south) than whites (Lee, 1974). Soaaers 

(1981) found that vben co11parinq tvo models of miqration 

(one for whites and one for blacks) the determinants were, 

in essence, of the same maqnitude. Despite the large 

propensity of blacks to return to the south (43.9 percent 

of all black in-aiqrants to the south atlantic, 54.7 

percent to the east south central, and 40.8 percent to the 

vest south central reqions for 1965-1970) (Lonq and 

Hansen, 1975; Campbell, et al., 1974), retgrn aiqration 

tends to be a predominantly white phenomenon (Da Vanzo and 

Morrison, 1981; Campbell and Johnson, 1976). Likewise, 

the nonaetropolitan turnaround is also larqely a white 

phenomenon (Lichter, et al., 1978). 

12et.e11i1ant§-2!·· MigEai:ifl!-

Since Bavenstein, a qreat deal of research on the 

aiqration phenomenon has been conducted. This research 

has resulted in a number of models which attempt to 

explain miqratory behavior. These models, althouqh they 

have developed from a number of different directions of 
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research, can be classified as either deterministic or 

probabilistic (Shav, 1975). Probabilistic aodels occur in 

the form of the mover-stayer continuum or stochastic 

model. As the name implies, a statistical evaluation of 

the likelihood of a aiqration occurrence is aade in order 

to describe the process of aiqration for specific times or 

locations rather than 

the sociodeaoqraphic 

as an effort at 

and economic 

causal analysis of 

determinants of 

aiqration behavior. Because this study is attemptinq to 

address chanqes in the determinants of in-aiqration due to 

the chanqinq size of the return aiqration stream, the 

probabilistic approach is of limited usefulness. In the 

deterministic approach, on the other hand, a precise 

relationship between the aiqration event and the predictor 

or explanatory variables is the ob1ective. Logically, the 

theory in this study has qrovn out of these deterainistic 

kinds of models. 

Shav (1975) includes within the deterministic 

approach behavioral aspects of the decision to miqrate, 

spatial aspects of miqration, the selectivity and 

differentials of aiqration, and the economic aspects of 

aiqration. From the deterministic viewpoint, migration is 

seen as an adaptation to chanqinq social and economic 

conditions in the environaent. Many variables have been 

found to be correlated vith aiqration. For instance, 

selectiwity and differentials in aiqratio.n have been found 
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alonq aqe, sex, education, occupation, life-cycle and 

career pattern characteristics. Such spatial aspects as 

distance, direction, interveninq opportunities, and 

coapetinq aiqrants have been found in the qravity and 

staqe miqration aodels. Further, structural economic 

considerations like income, unemployment, education, 

urbanization, and indus·trial chanqe have been found to 

effect miqration (Shaw, 1975). Thus, both the study of 

the selectivities of aiqration and the determinants of 

miqration that are employed here are born out of the same 

theoretical tradition. 

Two of the most notable models of aiqration, Zipf's 

(1946) distance aodel and Stouffer's (1940) interveninq 

opportunities aodel, are both considered qravity models 

and are essentially psycholociical in nature (Petersen, 

1975). Both, however, employ the spatial dimension as an 

explanation of aiqration. Endemic to the decision to 

aiqrate are certain spatial factors or interveninq 

opportunities that restrict migration streaas. The 

factors enterinq into ·the decision to aiqrate, according 

to Lee (1966), are associated with characteristics of the 

area of oriqin and destination, interveninq obstacles, and 

personal factors. Both Zipf (1946) and Stouffer (1940) 

are concerned with only the interveninq obstacles involYed 

in the decision to aiqrate. 
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The ZiT>f (1946) aodel is classified as a distance or 

qravitational model in the sense that distance from place 

(P1) to place (P2) is used as the interveninq variable and 

acts to restrict aiqration. In other words, the qreater 

the distance between P1 and P2, the fewer the number of 

miqrants between the tvo places. Zipf (1946: 677) 

explains "'that the number of persons that move between any 

two communities in the United States whose respective 

populations are P1 and P2, and which are separated by t:he 

shortest transportation distance D, will be proportionate 

to t:he ratio P1 x P2/D, subiect to the effect of modifvinq 

factors." Simply, the number of miqrants between any tvo 

cities is dependent upon the shortest distance between the 

two. Thus, distance behaves as a qeoqraphical barrier to 

miqration. 

Stouffer 

qoinq a qiYen 

( 1940) arques that the number of people 

distance is not a function of distance 

directly but of the spat:ial distribution of opportunities. 

These opportunities are defined as the particular vacancy 

a qiven miqrant occupied and similar vacancies within a 

ranqe of comparable rent prices anvvhere in the city which 

he miqht have occupied but did not. In a later article, 

Stouffer (1962) redefines opportunities to a qiven city as 

the number of miqrants to that 

of 100,000 popu1ation or more, 

suburban satellites. Further, 

city from all other cities 

except from that city's 

miqrants compete for the 
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vacancies open in a qiven city and determine the 

attractiYeness of that city. Finally. the opportunities 

interveninq between tvo places act to discouraqe aiqration 

between them. Thus. vhen miqration between two cities (a 

and b) is beinq studied. three factors must be considered: 

(1) miqration is a direct function of the opportunities at 

place b; (2) miqration is an inverse function of the 

intervening opportunities between places a and b; and (3) 

miqration is an inYerse function of the nuaber of migrants 

competinq for opportunities at place b (Stouffer, 1962). 

In his study of 116 miqration streams. Stouffer (1962) 

found that the use of competinq miqrants and interveninq 

opportunities aodel erased larqe discrepancies in the 

distance models. 

llthouqh these •odels seem to show proaise • both have 

drawn criticism froa various directions. Stouffer's aodel 

amounts to a sophistication of Zipf's use of distance as a 

spatial restriction to aiqration. Stouffer (1940, 1962) 

arques that a distance model such as Zipf's is inadequate 

and too simplified to deal with the coaplexities of 

aiqration. Shaw (1975) points out that the ma1or problea 

of qravity models lie in the inadequacy of their 

assuai>tions. These assumptions tend not to take in·to 

account the diversity of individuals and personal needs, 

the irreqularity and inconsistencv of aiqration with 

respect to direction, or that miqration is not necessari1y 
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a function of population size. ~he major criticism 

leveled at both these aodels is that thev tend to confuse 

unit of analysis by explaininq aqqreqate movement in terms 

of individual decisions. In addition, there has been 

little effort to elaborate Stouffer's model theoretically. 

Some eapirical research incorporatinq distance vith other 

factors has been done, however. For instance, Rose ( 1958) 

found that the distance moved steadil v declined with 

descendinq class order except for the lowest class. 

It seeas evident that there are major probleas usinq 

the qravity aodels to explain miqration. The importance 

of these models is in the use of the spatial diaension as 

a factor restrictinq 11iqration. Because the present study 

is dealinq exclusively vith in-aiqration, location of 

prior residence is impossible to identify. ls a result, 

distance aoved will be virtuallv impossible to calculate. 

Further, since this study is usinq state level data, 

distance of move •ould be hiqhly inaccurate if it could he 

calculated. Since specific location within the state is 

not identified, accurate calculations of distance moved 

could not be made. These limitations severely restrict 

the utility of distance as a variable in the present work. 

The most potentially fruitful theoretical avenues 

open for the present study include an examination of the 

selectivities and determinants of miqration. 

Selectivities of miqration has been discussed in an 
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earlier section. After havinq svsteaaticallV eliminated 

other deterministic approaches to aiqration, I will 

discuss that body of literatare pertaininq to the 

determinants of miqration. 

Research on the determinants of miqration and many of 

the tenets of this approach are based on the work of 

Ravenstein (1976), Lee (1966), Todaro {1976) and Lowry 

(1966). Prom this perspective, the flov of miqrants from 

one location to another is determined by characteristics 

of the area of oriqin, the area of destination and 

interveninq obstacles that act to either push or pull 

aiqrants to particular locations (Lee, 1966). These 

characteristics can act in either a positive or neqative 

manner in influencinq an individual aiqrant. It was 

Ravenstein vho first identified the limitations of 

distance on aiqration. He arqued that "the rate of 

aiqration is inversely related to distance between points" 

(Ravenstein, 1976:198). Thus, distance acts as a control 

on the aiqratory process. Usinq the rather large rural-

urban aiqration in nineteenth century Enqland as a point 

of reference, he identified aanv processes of conteaporary 

miqration including staqe miqration, streaa aigra tion, 

movement towards industrial and coaaercial centers and 

characteristics of aiqrants. 

Buildinq on Ravenstein•s theory, Everett Lee ( 1966) 

uses the concepts of push and pull, characteristics of the 
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area of oriqin and area of destination, 

which are involved in the decision to 

respectively, 

aiqrate. In 

addition, personal characteristics are taken into account. 

In other words, different people can be affected in 

different ways by the saae set of obstacles. .Further, 

volume of miqration is determined by the deqree of 

diversitv in the area, the deqree of diversity in the 

people, the difficulty in surmountinq the interveninq 

obstacles and fluctuations in the economy. In addition, 

while miqration is selective of the younger, better 

educated meabers of an area, the characteristics of 

aiqrants tend to be intermediate between the 

characteristics of the population at the area of oriqin 

and the population at the area of destination (Lee, 1966) • 

For exaaple, migrants tend to 

than the population at the 

have less median education 

area of destination. He 

emphasizes 

evaluations 

individuals 

Implicit in 

notion that 

individual decisions to miqrate, personal 

of obstacles, and differences between 

in response to the same set of obstacles. 

both Lee and Ravenstein, however, is the 

certain characteristics of an area of 

destination act to either pull or repel potential 

aiqrants. In this vay, these theories fora the qroundwork 

of aore recent determinants of aiqration research. 

Michael Todaro ( 1976) builds upon Ravenstein• s 

theory, emphasizinq the role of economic motivation. His 
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features: ( 1) aiqration is 

determined by rational econoaic considerations; (2) it is 

based on expected rather than actual rural-urban vaqe 

differentials; (3) the probability of obtaininq an urban 

job is inYersely related to urban unemployment rates; and 

(4) hiqh rates of expected uneaplovaent determine 

indiYiduals' decisions to aiqrate. A qiYen potential 

11iqrant, whether through heresa y fro• other miqrants or 

relatiYes, inforaation presented in newspapers or other 

literature, or siaply fro• the acceptance of a stereotype 

of the city as the economic proaised land, creates an 

expected probability of eaployaent and level of waqes. 

Todaro (1976) has found that the potential aiqrant makes 

his or her decision to move based on the expected rather 

than actual eaployaent and vaqe opportunities. 

Additional research concerninq the deterainants of 

miqration is centered on the wort of Ira Lowry (1966). In 

ttig1;ati:o.J!- aJ!d · ll!!"ti:il!Rliill · .siU!-t-4- ( 1966: 22) he arques 

" ••• that the choice of destinations does reflect a 

knovledqe of and interest in labor market conditions 

there." Prom this perspectiYe, miqrants choose 

destination locations based on economic characteristics of 

the location and, thus, miqration rates can be directly 

tied to aacro-leYel econoaic characteristics of a 

location. Lowry (1966) found that rapidly risinq incomes 

in a qiven locality are indicative of a tiqht labor market 
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and act as an inducement to in-miqration. Three further 

findinqs of his vork include: (1) places experiencinq 

prosperity qenerallv have labor market conditions which 

attract in-miqrants from a nationa 1 pool of persons, 

especially fro• nearby places; (21 net miqration to a 

qiven place is a function of the size and composition of 

the resident population, vhich determines the amount of 

out-aiqration, and the availability of iobs and the level 

of vaqes, which determines the amount of in-miqration; and 

(3) measured over a substantial time interval (a decade) , 

net miqration to a qiven place has a direct relationship 

to the qrowth of eaployment in that place and an inverse 

relationship to the natural increase of the resident labor 

force. This is reflected in chanqes in the total number 

employed in the area. 

The primary focus of the Lowry study is the economic 

determinants of the rate of in-miqration. Because it 

deals vith the factors associated with the area of 

destination involved in determininq miqration • this study 

can be classified as a qravity model or a pull model. The 

variables explaininq aost of the variance in his model are 

rate of unemployment, number of persons in the civilian 

nonaqricultural labor force, and hourly manufacturing vaqe 

in dollars. Similar to Todaro' s model, Lowry recognizes 

the importance of ra t.e of une11plovment and vaqe level in 

explaininq the rate of in-miqration. 
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The decade or so follovinq Lovry•s (1966) classic 

study witnessed numerous studies linkinq migration to 

economic determinants. Follovinq from a human ecological 

point of v iev, miqration is seen as an adaptation to 

social and economic conditions in the environment (Shaw, 

1975). As such, fluctuation in aiqration rates depends on 

such structural variables as income, une 11 ploy men t , 

education, urbanization and industrial chanqe. ttiqration, 

in essence, is seen as the method by which labor demands 

are met. ttorrison (1977:69) clearlv ties economics in the 

fora of emplovaent qrovth and aiqration: 

In-aiqration and employment qrovth reinforce one 
another. Employment qrovth acts as a maqnet to 
attract available miqrants C1obs drav migrants). 
Alternatively, differential employment qrovth 
itself may result from differential in-migration 
and its invigoration of local demand for qoods 
and services (addition of miqrants stimulates 
new 1obs). 

conversely, out-migration is seen to staqnate an area as 

productivity of the labor force is reduced and thus the 

attractiveness of the area. This has been particularly 

applied to the Appalachian Reqion (Photiadis and 

Schvarzveller, 1971; Hansen, 1970). 

The publication of the 1970 Census and the 1975 

current Population Re port called into question the theory 

that miqration fluctuation 11as dependent upon economic 

determinants alone. Beale (1975) identified the "nev" 

nonmetropolitan turnaround and Berrv and Dahmann (1977) 
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amonq others documented the reqional shifts in net 

miqration. As these tvo nontraditional trends have taken 

shape a discussion has arisen in the literature pittinq 

those supportinq an "economic determinants" stance aqainst 

those follovinq a "quality of life" or "noneconomic 

determinants" stance. 

At this point, the issue of quality of life versus 

econoaic determinants of miqration is a conf usinq body of 

literature. !uch of this has to do with the variety of 

definitions of quality of life. This plethora of 

definitions can be classified under three categories: one 

micro level approach and tvo macro level approaches. 

First, the micro level approach tends to define quality of 

life in terms of "perceived" satisfaction or happiness 

vith where the respondent is livinq. This perception is 

based on a variety of sub1ective evaluations of obiective 

criteria including economic situation, social conditions, 

housinq and others (Campbell, et al., 1976). As a result, 

both economic and noneconomic variables play a role in 

defininq quality of life. From this perspective, there is 

an overlap between economic determinants and quality of 

life determinants of miqration. They are 

indistinquishable in the subiective perception of the 

individual respondent. Second, one aacro level approach 

has only superficially approached the issue of quality of 

life. This approach equates quali tv of life with 
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ecoloqical or environmental amenities like the percent of 

forested land or an index of the proportion of hotels and 

aote1s in an area (Williams. 1981; Lichter and Fuquitt, 

1982). Generally, no theoretical discussion of quality of 

life is addressed and the reaotest relationship betvee.n 

the variables chosen to measure quality of life and the 

concept itself are left to conjecture. 

The third approach falls between the first tvo on a 

continuum of breadth of definition. Tvo articles 

exemplify this approach (Heaton, et al., 1981; Pierce, 

1984). This aacro level approach defines quality of life 

as a set of ob1ective social, cultural and environmental 

i.ndica tors. Important here is that they are objective in 

nature. Heaton, et al. (1981) uses an aaenity index plus 

several env ironaental measures (presence of water, averaqe 

temperature). Pierce (1984) uses the Places Rated Almanac 

to rate United States cities with approximately 80 

variables vhich are placed in nine cateqories. These 

cateqories or broad characteristics include: the arts, 

cliaate, criae, economics, education, health care,, 

housinq, recreation, and transportation (Pierce, 1984). 

Althouqh econoaics is included as one of nine variables 

aeasurinq quality of life, it can be easily separated from 

the others because of the nature of the indicators. 

Because of the nature of the problem of defininq 

quality of life and the level of analysis, the third 
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approach is 

In addition, 

the most appropriate for the present study. 

it vi.11 use the concept noneconomic 

determinants rather than quality of life determinants of 

migration. As stated earlier, quality of life poses too 

many problems to be considered operational in a study such 

as this. 

Williams and Sofranko (1979) found that at the micro 

level of analysis the aaior stated motivations for leaving 

places of oriqin, especially aaonq those from metropolitan 

areas, are qua lit v of life or noneconoaic considerations. 

Aaonq both the economic and quality of life variables they 

found associated vith the nev miqration trends were: 

econoaic--(1) eaplovaent qrovth resultinq from industrial 

decentralization; (2) suburbanization and exurbanization; 

and (3) qrovth associated with extractive industry; and 

quality of life-- (1) the 11ove11ent of urban elderly to 

rural retirement areas; 

recreation areas; (3) 

(2) the development of rural 

qrovth in opportunities for higher 

education in non11etro areas; and (4) chanqing residential 

preferences. 

Pau1 Sommers (1981), analyzinq 1960 and 1970 Census 

data for states as vell as Current Population Reports 

between 1970 and 1979, found that the 1960 to 1970 

miqration pattern has fallen apart--that between 1960 and 

1970 economic factors played a aa1or part in the rate of 

specific net migration but since 1970 quality of life 
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factors have played an ever increasinq role in the 

determinants of miqration. Economic variables that he 

included as explanatory factors include median family 

income, mean unemployment rates and averaqe monthly family 

AFDC payments in the state. The quality of life factor 

that he includes is a dummy variable for reqion "employed 

to capture the reqional pattern of net miqration that 

emerqes after economic factors have been taken into 

account" (Sommers. 1981: 295). Althouqh the adequacy of 

his quality of life indicator can be called into question, 

it is significant that the noneconomic factors have been 

found to have a larqer role in the determinants of net 

aiqration. Sommers (1981) recommends further study usinq 

such quality of life indicators as crime rate, pollution, 

climate and environmental amenities. 

James Williams (1981:183) finds that "no evidence is 

found of declininq importance of traditional employment 

related factors as determinants of 11iqration." Usinq 

qross aiqration data for nonaetropolitan State Economic 

Areas of the Midwest, he regresses in and out-migration on 

a set of determinants that include employment chanqe, 

percent of vortforce in the 11ilitarv, presence of a 

university, 

education 

population size. 

and percent of land 

unemployaent rate. income. 

area which is forested. 

Since one of 

argue aqainst 

the central features of this article was to 

the hypothesis that economic determinants 
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were "losinq qround" as 

would appear inadequate 

explanations for 11iqration, it 

that he include only tvo quality 

of life measures, 

and presence of 

responded to 

percent of land area which is forested 

a university. 

Williams arquinq 

Ploch and 

that 

Cook (19 82: 37) 

"the turnaround 

11iqration aovement is a hiqhly complex pheno11enon that is. 

as vet, not well eaouqh understood to be reduced to a set 

of equations." Citinq data from ~aine, they contend that 

quality of life circumstances may play a larqer role than 

Williams allowed. Williams• (1982) response to the Ploch 

and Cook (1982) comment focoses on the differences in 

conclusions 

approaches 

drawn from aicro 

to studvinq the 

versus aacro 

turnaround 

oriented 

and its 

determinants. He contends that micro level approaches 

will qenerallv find quality of life determinants to be 

more important and more macro or ecological approaches 

will support the traditional economic determinants of 

miqration arqument. This has to do vi th differences in 

the definition of quality of life and in the scope of 

quality of life indicators between micro and macro level 

studies. 

In a more macro level approach to explaininq the 

trend in deconcent:ration. however, Lichter and Faqui tt 

(1982) do not support Williams• arqument. Employinq 

Census and Current Population Report data for 1970 and 

1975. they find that "it nevertheless reaains clear that 
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traditional ecoloqical location and economic base 

variables have been of di11in ishinq utility in explaininq 

deconcentration durinq the 1970s" (Lichter and Puquitt, 

1982: 220). Bot only are their findinqs at odds vi th 

Williams• f 1981) but they discover these trends usinq 

macro level data. The pertinent variables used as 

determinants include ad1acency to metropolitan counties, 

location of an interstate hiqhvav, density, a regional 

variable, percent employed in manufacturinq, percent 

eaployed in aqriculture and a proxy quality of life 

variable. This proxy variable attempted to tap soae sort 

of leisure scale by "creatinq a dummy variable indicatinq 

whether the county had tvice the number of hotels and 

motels in 1967 that one would expect on the basis of its 

1970 population• (Lichter and Puquitt., 1982: 217). It is 

crucial to note that despite the obvious inadequacy of 

this indicator (as the authors theaselYes admit) that it, 

li.ke the quality of life measure in somaers ( 1981), plays 

such an important role as a determinant of 11iqration in 

the post-1970 period. 

Shav (1975) has pointed out that aiqration is 

determined by a combination of social and economic factors 

associated vith the areas of oriqin and destination. Much 

of traditional 1i terature has focused entire! y on the 

economic aspects of these determinants, but increasingly 

research has shown that miqration, especially that in the 
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past decade or so, is less dependent upon economic factors 

and more dependent upon noneconomic or quality of life 

factors. This has been especially found in reqards to the 

miqration that has broken with tradition--that of the 

nonaetropolitan turnaround and reqional redistribution. 

What is important is that not only are the trends 

different and the determinants chanqinq, as has been 

pointed out, but that the selectivity of the aiqrants 

involved in this new migration also have characteristics 

that differ fro• aore traditional aiqrants (Lichter, 

Fuquitt and Heaton, 1978; DeJonq and Humphrey, 1976). The 

crux of this logic is that both the chanqinq determinants 

and changing selectivity of the aigration for the past tvo 

decades increasingly reseable the determinants and 

selectivity of one coaponent of the migration 

stream--return migration (!iller, 1973; Lee, 1974; Davanzo 

and ftorrison, 1981). 



CHAPTER III 

Methodoloqy 

lfethodoloqicallf, this research focuses on two 

distinct thrusts: ( 1) identif yinq the selective 

characteristics of priaary, secondary and return lli.qrants 

and nonmiqrants and (2) determininq the role of return 

11iqration as a factor in the relative iaportance of 

econoaic and noneconomic determinants of in-aiqration. 

Since both issues eaploy a unique array of variables, use 

a different set of data, and ask separate questions, 1 

have separated the two in this chapter. 

Operationalization of variables and discussion of the data 

and aethod have been divided so that they are first 

discussed for the selectivity of 11iqration and second for 

the determinants of miqration. 

£fil!§.Y2 12~!~ ··· ~!!g Jln.i! ··· 2! !.!gl.!§i§ · 

Because aiqration is a complex social phenomenon, 

•uch of what can be learned or explained about it is 

limited by the kinds and amount of available data. In 

this respectr data themselves liait the definitions of 

primary, secondary and return miqration, the unit of 

analysis, and the scope of the study itself. Data 

encompassinq the components of aiqration come from two 

types of sources: lonqitudi.nal surveys and Censuses. 

62 
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The two most heavily used lonqitudinal studies that 

incorporate miqration data are the Panel Study of Income 

Dynamics (PSID) from the University of Michiqan and the 

Continuous Work History Sample (CWHS} of the Social 

Security Administration. The former renders information 

on approxi11atel y 5,000 families between 1968 and 1982. 

The latter is a larqe sample of workers vho pay social 

security. The shortcominq of the PSID is that it is not 

applicable to the deterainants of miqration question. 

Problems in the ewes are many includinq the aqe of the 

data (last available year was 1974), errors in the data, 

and its unsuitability for identifyinq return migrants 

(Brown and Wardwell, 1980). 

The advantaqe of the lonqitudinal data is 

render more continuity in the presentation 

that they 

of the 

aiqration phenomenon. The vast array of moves and returns 

can be identified for individual aiqrants. For instance, 

a lonqitudinal study could reveal that a particular 

individual had aiqrated thirty times in a lifetiae and had 

actually "returned" to four separate locations at 

different periods of his aiqration history. 

This depth of analysis is lost usinq Census data 

which takes a snapshot of the population once every ten 

years and then asks only several aiqration related 

questions. ls a result, the picture of aiqration•s 

complexity is lost.. For instance, the above hypothetical 
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indiYidual's miqration history could look quite different 

usinq Census data. The advantaqe of Census data, however• 

is that the maior streaas of aiqration can be identified 

and the scope of the aiqration phenomenon becomes clear. 

Census data, althouqh it identifies residence for only 

three points in time, sheds liqht on the societal role of 

miqration and its deterainants. 

associated vith •iqration can 

identified with Census data. 

Community characteristics 

11uch aore easily be 

Considerinq the advantaqes to Census data, especially 

as they pertain to the kinds of questions that this study 

seeks to answer, I have decided to employ Census data in 

this research. As far as aiqration is concerned, the 

Census delineates three points in tiae as reference 

periods--place of birth• residence five years before the 

tiae of the Census, and residence at the tiae of the 

Census. Despite a county distinction for residence both 

five years before and at the time of the Census, place of 

birth is coded only for state. Thus, the lowest common 

denoainator for residence is the State of Birth. As a 

result, I must limit ay discussion of the role of return 

aiqration on the determinants of in-aiqra tion to the 

state. 
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!2~E~!!g~J!! ·· !~I.i~l!l~e 

The concern of this research is the selectivity and 

determinants of return 11iqration. Because Census data do 

not allow for tracinq miqration history, a return migrant 

is defined as an individual who was born in state A, lived 

in state B five years before the Census, and has moved 

back to state l at the time of the Census. Obviously, 

usinq these data qreatly underestimate not only aiqration 

propensity but the various types of aiqration. Lansinq 

and ~ueller (1967) show that return miqration to place of 

birth is a small part of the total return migration 

picture. In fact, it amounts to less than half of return 

miqration. Return to places where one qrev up represents 

the larqest percentaqe of return miqration, f olloved by 

return to place of birth and return to place vhere one had 

lived previously but was not born or raised. As a result, 

one must recoqnize the vast under-representation of the 

element of return miqration used in this study. 

Return miqrants may be compared to primary and 

secondary migrants and nonmiqrants. Follovinq from 

Eldridqe•s (1965) terminoloqv, primary migrants are 

individuals vho left their state of birth less than five 

vears before the Census. The state in vhich they were 

born is the same as that in which they were residinq five 

years before the Census. A secondary miqrant is one who 

is born in state l, lives in state B five years before the 
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Census, and lives in state c at the time of the Census. 

The secondary miqrant has •oved at least twice and each 

time to a different state. A nonaiqrant is a person vho 

lived in the same state in all three points in time. The 

Census also identifies individuals who reside outside 

their state of birth both fiYe vears prior to the Census 

and the year of the Census. Althouqh these individuals 

have not been identified in the literature, I will 

recoqnize them as five-fear non11iqrants. Individuals vho 

live in the same state in all three points in time will he 

referred to as li.fetiae non11iqrants. Table 1 clarifies 

the distinction in types of 11iqrants and nonmiqrants. 

When focusinq on the determinants of aiqration, 1 

look first at the total stream of aiqration into a state 

and then break this stream into primary, secondary and 

return aiqration. The total stream is called in-

miqration, the ratio of all persons 11ovinq into a state 

for a qiven Census vear to the number of persons residinq 

in that state. 

~~l§~~!!!!I · Qf.···· ~ig~A!iQ!==!~!:i~J!l~§ 
Eiqht socio-demoqraphic variables will be used to 

determine differences between primary, secondary, and 

return miqrants and nonmiqrants. I have selected out 

those variables that the literature has found to 

distinquish aiqrants from nonaiqrants: aqe, sex, 
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Table 1: Definitions of Kiqrants and Non11iqrants 

tUqrant/Honaiqra nt 

Lifetime Nonmiqrant 
Five-year Nonmiqrant 
Primary !iqrant 
Secondary ftiqrant 
Return Pliqra nt 

Birth 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

Place of 
Residence 

5 years aqo 

A 
B 
l 
B 
B 

Census 
Year 

A 
B 
B 
c 
A 
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education, marital status, occupation, income, household 

size and race. Standard Census cateqories and definitions 

will be employed for each. Definitions can be found in 

the Description and Technical Documentation for the Public 

Use Saaples (U. s. Bureau o.f the Census, 1963, 197 3) or the 

Description and Technical Documentation for the Public Use 

Micro Sample (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1983). 

~ ty- of ··_tt!~u;!tU.@--J!ll.'! 3!!!..4-Jlethqq · 

The analysis of aiqration selectivity is based upon 

data secured from Public Use Samples (PUS) from 1960 and 

1970 and Public Use Micro Samples (PUfllS) from the 1980 

United States Censuses of the Population. (U.S. Bureau 

of the Census, 1963, 1973, and 1983). All three files are 

from the l sample. 

1960 and 19 80. 

ICPSR. 

These include the 1/1000 saaples from 

The data have been secured on tape from 

The 1960 and 1980 samples are representative of the 

total u. s. population and include individuals from all 

fifty (50) states. There is, however, soae variation 

between census years in sample size. This is due to a 

difference in the val' that the files were created. For 

1960 and 1980, the 1/1000 sample literally means one-one-

thousandth of the total u.s. population. This translates 

into a total sample size of 180,047 for 1960 and 226,674 

for 1980. The sample size for 1960 and 1980 is further 
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reduced by the fact that "residence five years before the 

census,• the aiqration question is not asked of everyone 

and this is the basis for the aiqration analysis. In 

addition, only one-half of the sampled households were 

coded for the aiqration question in 1980 doe to budgetary 

probleas. "Thus. the 5-percent saaple includes only a 2 

1/2-percent sample for miqration and place of vorlt" (U. s. 
Bureau of the Census, 1983: 8). As a result, the sample 

sizes that are directly applicable to the kinds of 

quest.ions asked in this analysis are 154,960 for 1960 and 

97,312 for 1980. 

The data for 1970 are selected in a somewhat 

different manner than those for 1960 and 1980. They are 

taken from a 1/100 sample of the 151 state saaple data. 

This aeans that if the population of the u.s. was 200 

million in 1970 (which is a low figure). 151 of that 

nuaber is 30 million. One-one-hundredth of that fiqure is 

300,000. Since this is a 1/1000 saaple, a subsample of 

1/10 from the 300,000 primary sample is what is ta.ken. In 

my hypothetical example, this results in a sample size of 

30,000, not far froa the 34,539 actually found in the 1970 

file. In addition, all of the cases in the 1970 file are 

part of the migration sample. 

The data for this study are all froa the state, l 

samples to assure representation bv state and, thus, 

generalizability to the U.S. population. The Census 
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Bureau samples alonq three qeoqraphic divisions resultinq 

in three different samples. There is the A sample or 

sample of individuals by state, the B sample or saaple of 

county qroups of 250,000 or more population, and the c 
saaple or sample of the nine qeoqraphic divisions vitb 

neiqhborhood characteristics included. 

Both the 1960 and 1980 samples 

from all fifty states. The 1970 

include individuals 

sample includes only 

thirteen states. The reduced nuaber of states results 

froa the samplinq procedure discussed above. The thirteen 

states include: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, 

Hawaii, Idaho, !ontana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oreqon, Utah, 

Washinqton, and Wyominq. Since they all appear to be 

western states, they are not representative of the total 

U.S. population. However, this was the only Public Use 

sa11ple for 1970 available fro• ICPSB. In addition, the 

miqration data in this file is compared with the aiqration 

data reported in published reports from 1970 usinq the 

entire aiqration sample. The percentaqes reported in each 

are siailar. Therefore, the 1970 data provide an 

interestinq comparison point for 1960 and 1980 but its 

value for qeneralizability is extremely li11ited. As a 

result, results of the data analysis concerninq 

selectivities should be interpreted with caution. 

Primary, secondary, and return aiqrant and non11iqrant 

cateqories are crosstabulated with each of the eight 
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socio-demoqraphic characteristics for each decade. This 

results in a coaparison of the miqrant qroups over eiqht 

selective characteristics for three points in time. 

~~:t~!:.!il!!~t§ 2!.n!9rSlti2!!==!~J;i~~l~§ 

Relevant explanatory indicators consist of economic 

as well as noneconomic characteristics of the area of 

destination. l number of variables have coamonly been 

Economic variables found to be used in prior research. 

aost hiqbly correlated vi th rate of in-aiqra tion are: 

chanqe in civilian nonaqricultural employment, income, and 

rate of unemployment (Lowry, 1966; Greenvood, 1976; Hall 

and Licari, 1977; Shav, 1975; Willis, 1974). Rate of in-

aiqration can be de.fined as the number of in-miqrants to a 

state divided by the population of that state aqed five 

years or older multiplied by 1000. Further, Shaw ( 1975) 

has identified median aqe of the population, median 

education of the population, and chanqe in employment by 

industry as important variables in explaining the variance 

in the rate of in-miqration. Noneconomic indicators 

either suqqested or used in prior research include: crime 

rate, pollution, density of population (population per 

square mile), averaqe number of persons per room, percent 

of forested land area, and a proxy measure for leisure, 

i.e., twice the number of hotels and motels in 196 7 that 

one would expect on a basis of 1970 population (Williams, 
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1981; Lichter and Fuquitt, 1982; Sommers, 1981; Ploch and 

Cook, 1982). 

Since the central focus of this study depends on 

differentiatinq economic fro• noneconomic determinants of 

miqration, a number of clearly delineated indicators will 

be used to predict rate of in-miqration. I have chosen to 

follov both Heaton, et al. (1981) and Pierce (1984) in the 

selection of the independent variables, especial! y the 

noneconomic indicators. Pour variables represent the 

economic determinants of aiqration: ( 1) median faail v 
income (PAl!.INCOM) ; (2) unemployment rate (UN EMPLOY) ; ( 3) 

percent employed in manufacturinq (ftANUF); and (4) percent 

employed in professional and technical occupations (PBOP}. 

These four variables represent a cross-section of economic 

influences on aiqration. l!iqrants are qenera.lly attracted 

to hiqh vaqe. low unemployment areas where the economic 

base is qrovinq. A qreat deal of literature supports the 

use of the first three variables (Lowry, 1966; Todaro, 

1976; Williams. 1981; Sommers. 1981; Shav. 1975; 

Greenwood, 1976). Recent literature has shown that 

miqration is decreasinqly related to manufacturinq 

eaployment (Lichter and Fuquitt, 1982). This has to do 

with recent move•ent. froa secondary to tertiary levels of 

industry. To coapensate for the chanqinq coaposition of 

the workforce, I haYe included percent employment in 

professional and technical occupations. If aiqration is 
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not as clearly related to manufacturinq employment, 

economic determinants may still be at work in the chanqinq 

types of employment. 

A set of obiective noneconomic characteristics of a 

state which individuals have been found to sub1ectively 

include in attributinq satisfaction or happiness vi th an 

area will also be employed in this studv. These have been 

taken both fro• the miqration literature and from the 

quality of life literature. Pierce (1984) examines the 

Places Bated Almanac which emplo,-s approximate! y eiqht v 

indicators in nine cateqories of quality of life. These 

nine cateqories have been rated in importance for an 

individual's perception of quality of life by a random 

saaple of the population (Pierce, 1984). The cateqories 

listed in order of perceived importance are: economics, 

climate, crime, housinq, education, hea 1th care , 

recreation, transportation, and the arts. Several points 

are worthy of note. First, economics was rated first and 

included indicators siailar to those used in this study. 

Second, both transportation and the arts were considered 

so unimportant that they appear to play little if any role 

in the delineation of quality of life (Pierce, 1984). 

Given the emphasis on the noneconoaic characteristics 

which play a role in miqration and the lov ratinqs of both 

transportation and the arts by Pierce's sample, the 

noneconomic indicators for the present study will focus on 
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the remaininq six cateqories. Rather than employ a larqe 

array of indicators, one variable was chosen from each 

cateqory. This results in six noneconomic indicators. 

They are: ( 1) c1iaate--averaqe January temperature 

divided by the averaqe June temperature (CLIMATE) ; (2) 

cri11e--the overa 11 crime rate or the number of crimes per 

100,000 population (CRIME); (3) health care--the number of 

hospital beds per 100, 000 population (HOSPBEDS); (4) 

educat.ion--the ratio of students to teachers in public 

elementary and 

housinq--percent 

(HOUSING) ; and 

development usinq 

secondary schools (EDUC) ; (5) 

of owner occupied housinq units 

(6) recreation--an index of amenity 

percent of labor force employed in 

entertainment, recreation, and personal services, the 

number of hotels and aotels per capita, and the proportion 

of housinq units that are seasonal (AMENITY). 

Both the climate and recreation variables are taken 

from Heaton, et al. (1981). The climate variable reflects 

the mildness of the temperature of a qiven state. The 

amenity index for recreation vas transformed due to the 

skewness of the variables. Heaton, et al. (1981: 47) 

perform a loqarithaic transformation on each variable, 

"then the transformed variables vere standardized and 

summed to create the amenity index." An identical 

transformation was necessary for these data due to the 

skewness. 
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Preliminary analysis looked at both the independent 

effects of the six noneconomic variables and their 

combination in a sinqle index to see if they did in fact 

tap a sinqle concept of quality of life. In an effort to 

try to establish if there vere an underl yinq core set of 

variables ta ppinq "quality of life" a factor ana 1 ysis vi th 

a Variaax rotation vas run to see if these ten variables 

vould load onto a sinqle factor. This analysis rendered 

four separate factors. 'Ihe results of this analysis are 

presented in Tables 6 and 7 and vill be discussed more 

fully later. Important here is that no single factor 

tapping an underlyinq quality of life variable vas 

discovered. Thus, no aethodoloqical iustif ication could 

be brouqht to bear in support of quality of life as a 

multidimensional concept. In addition, it is an 

insurmountable task to iustif y vhv economic variables can 

or cannot be included in a quali t v of life concept, 

especially if that concept statistically does not exist. 

As a result, the decision to refer to these six variables 

as noneconomic determinants of miqration not quality of 

life determinants vas supported. ouality of life is too 

elusive yet volatile a concept to eaplov in this analysis, 

especially since inclusion and exclusion of variables in 

its operationalization is coapletely arbitrary. 
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The anal vsis of miqration determinants is based upon 

data secured from a variety of Census publications. Data 

on in-aiqration, return, primary. and secondary miqration 

rates for 1970 are found in published tables in Becent and 

Lifetime ftiqration subject reports (U. s. Bureau of the 

Census. 1973). A comparable subject report for 1980 vill 

not be published due to budget cuts. In order to find 

miqration data by state comparable to the 1970 published 

reports, I have generated a facsimile table for 1980 usinq 

the 1/1000 state 1980 Public Use fticro Sa•ple data. Data 

for the independent economic and nonecono•ic variables 

exist in published form in the State and Metropolitan Area 

Data Book (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982) and the Census 

of Population and Housinq (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972 

and 1982). Data for aqgreqate rates of 11iqration as well 

as characteristics of states that have been shown to 

influence migration were collected for all 50 states for 

tvo decades--1970 and 1980. 

In order to discuss the chanqinq determinants of in-

miqration and their relationship to return aiqration, 

qrovth or decline in each type of miqration is calculated 

for each of the decades. With this information, the 

relative proportion of return aiqration as well as the 

chanqe in this proportion fro• decade to decade will be 

determined. Second, the four dependent variables (rate of 

in-aiqration, rate of priaarv aiqration. rate of secondary 
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miqration, and rate of return miqration) will be reqressed 

on the ten independent variables for each of the two 

decades. This results in eiqht reqression equations. The 

qeneral fora of the reqression equations includinq 

predicted relationships is: 

MIGRATION = a + bFAIUJCOf! -bUNEMPLOY + b!IANUF + bPBOF 

- bC.L.IMATE - bCBif!E + bHOSPBEDS - bEDUC 

+ bHOUSING + blMENITY + e 

•here the dependent migration variables are: 

and 

IN!UG = rate of in-11iqration 

PRIMARY = rate of priaarv miqration 

SECOBDRY = rate of secondary miqration 

RETURN = rate of return 11iqration 

the independent Yariables are: 

a = intercept 

FAMINCOM = median fa•ily incoae 

UNEftPLOY = unemployment rate 

MANUF = percent employment in manufacturinq 

PROF = percent employment in professional and 

technical occupations 

CI.IMA TE = averaqe January temperature divided by averaqe 

June temperature 

CRIME = criae rate (number of crimes per 100, 000 

population) 

HOSPBEDS = number of hospital beds per 100, 000 population 

EDUC = ratio of students to teachers in public 
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elementary and secondary schools 

HOUSING = percent of owner occupied housing units 

AMENITY = recreation aaenit v index 

e = error term 

Each of the four equations are run for 1970 and 1980. 

This procedure will tap the relative role of the economic 

and noneconomic determinants of in-miqration in general as 

vel.l as for the three components of aiqration. Results of 

these equations are compared usinq standardized regression 

coefficients (beta coefficientsl (Levis-Beck, 1980) • 

Thus, chanqes in the relationship of the determinants can 

be observed for the different types of miqration and the 

time period of the observation. In the reqression 

equation, the independent influence of each variable is 

taken into account, controllinq for all other variables in 

the equation. 

Finally, this study will attempt to ascertain whether 

the determinants of total in-11iqration chanqe as the 

proportion of return miqration increases. The literature 

has shovn that return miqration is more closely associated 

with noneconomic reasons for movinq. As a result, it has 

been hypothesized that the larqer the proportion of return 

miqration the more closely in-miqration will be associated 

with noneconomic determinants. To directly determine the 

role of return aiqration, it will be entered as a eleventh 
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independent variable in the in-aiqra tion equation for the 

tvo decades. Proportion of return aiqration will be coded 

into low and hiqh cateqories, and included as a dummy 

variable. This codinq allows for the creation of 

interaction terms for proportion of return miqration with 

each other independent •ariable. This allows for a direct 

test for the influence of the proportion of return 

aiqration on both the economic and noneconomic 

determinants of in-aiqration. 

Multiple reqression is the best statistical technique 

to use in the kind of analysis for this dissertation. The 

larqe number of •ariables beinq analTzed, the kinds of 

questions beinq asked, and the interval or ratio nature of 

the variables themselves point to 11ul tiple reqression as a 

loq ica 1 choice. 

One problem that this study faces is criticism based 

on arguments of "ecoloqical fallacy." In examining the 

determinants of 11iqration, in-miqration rates grouped by 

states which infer indiYidual level 11iqration behavior are 

beinq used. Because the studT uses aqqreqated data to 

infer individual leYel beha•ior, it is potentially exposed 

to model misspecification and bias in its estimates based 

on the aqqregation process itself. Robinson's (1950) 

landaark study shoved that correlations of two variables 

at the aqqreqate level can differ from correlations of the 

same two variables at the individual level. Since that 
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time socioloqists have been reluctant to infer individual 

level behavior from aqqreqate data • 

. At the same time, however, a qrovinq body of 

literature has shown how to avoid the ecological fallacy 

and how to resolve problems caused by the ecological 

fallacy (Gove and Huqhes, 1980; Hanushek, et al., 1974; 

Pirebauqh, 1978; Lanqbein and Lichtman, 1978). These 

studies agree that the key to ecoloqical inference is in 

theory, not in technique (Langbein and Lichtman, 1978; 

Hanushek, et al., 1974). If in the theory, all pertinent 

variables related to the dependent variable have been 

specified, many of the problems of ecological inference 

vill be resolved. When there is aisspecification, the 

error term vill be correlated vith one or more of the 

independent variables in the reqression equation (Lanqbein 

and Lichtman, 1978). To deal with the problems of 

ecoloqical inference, one "· •• must consider both the 

causes of the individual behavior in qaestion and the 

process by which individuals were qrouped" (Lanqbein and 

Lichtman, 1978: 61). The present study has attempted to 

theoretically explore all a venues of potential correlation 

with in-11iqration. Both aicro and macro theories of 

aiqration concur with the select.ion of most of the 

variables in this aodel. In fact, additional noneconomic 

variables have been included in an effort to address 

shortcominqs in earlier research. However, relationships 
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unanticipated by either myself or prior research may be at 

work. In this case, it is i11perati ve that the present 

study be coqnizant of potential model misspecification. 

Data availability have not only forced the use of 

aqqreqate data but also limited the level of agqreqation 

to the state. The fact that individual level data 

appropriate to the research question are dated (the last 

year of the CWHS is 1974} forced the use of agqreqate 

data. In addition, the availability of information on 

return miqration is limited to the state level, dictatinq 

the use of state aqqreqated data. Qualities of the state 

itself, aside from those mentioned in the model may be 

related to in-migration to that state even after all of 

the theoretical precautions have been taken to properly 

the diversity of the specify the aodel. However, 

qeoqraphical area and 

vi thin states should 

the heteroqeneity of individuals 

randomize the selection of 

individuals in the aqqreqa tion process and sufficient! y 

reduce the effect of aqqreqation. If these precautions do 

not reduce the potential for the ecoloqical fallacy, the 

bulk of the analysis is based on comparisons of 

standardized reqression coefficients (betas). Research 

has shown that reqression coefficients are least 

susceptible to bias due to ecoloqical inference (LOnqbein 

and Lichtaan, 1978: Hanushek, et al •• 1974}. Correlations 

tend to be more susceptible to bias. Thus, the 
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coefficient of multiple determination and standardized 

reqression coefficients (which are linear transformations 

of the correlation coefficient) can become biased in the 

presence of ecologica 1 inference. 



Chapter IV 

Data lnalysis--Selectivities of Miqration 

Results of the data analysis vill be reported in tvo 

chapters. The present chapter deals with the 

selectivities of miqration for 1960. 1970, and 1980. 

Chapter V reports the findinqs of the reqression analysis 

used to determine the role of return •iqration as a factor 

in the relative importance of economic and noneconoaic 

determinants of in-.aiqration. The analysis of the 

selectivities of miqration involves crosstabulatinq eiqht 

socio-demoqraphic characteristics with the types of 

miqrant and nonmiqrant cateqories for 1960, 1970, and 

1980. These characteristics include: age. sex, 

education, occupation, aarital status. household size, 

income, and race. The findinqs reported in this chapter 

will be divided into eiqht sections corresponding to the 

eight characteristics. Findings for each census year vill 

be presented under the selectivity characteristic heading. 

The results are comparable across years as the data 

are all one-in-one thousand samples randomly selected from 

all fifty states. One ma1or difference between the tables 

for 1960 and 1970 and 1980 is that there is one fever 

miqrant ca teqory for 1960. A complete list of the 

miqrant/nonmiqrant cateqories includes: lifetime 

nonaiqrant, return miqrant, primary miqrant, secondary 

83 
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miqrant. and fiYe-year nonaiqrant. Definitions are qiven 

in Chapter III. In 1960. state of reside.ace fiYe years 

aqo was not coded. Rather. a qeneric classification 

including saae house, different house saae state, 

dif.ferent house dif.ferent state. etc. was used in the 

aiqration codinq. As a result, it is iapossible to 

determine whether an individual had lived in the same 

state at both the tiae of their birth and five years 

before the 1960 census. The difference between a primary 

and secondary aiqrant is based on this particular piece of 

information. Since these two types of aiqrants are 

indistinquishable for 1960. the cateqories have been 

collapsed into a sinqle priaarf /secondary migrant 

classification for 1960. State of residence five years 

prior to the census was coded for both 1970 and 1980 so 

these categories reaain separate for these years. 

_'t!l!e!-.2! · !j.gr1!t.!!" aad· l!!!!i!UH!.t.§-

Table 2 presents a breakdown of the 

aiqrant/nonaiqrant classification for 1960, 1970 and 1980. 

In 1960, nearly tvo-thirds of the population were lifetiae 

nonaiqrants, 64.1 percent, while aore than a quarter were 

fiye-vear nonmiqrants, 26. 9 percent. Only a very saall 

percentaqe, 9. 0 percent, could be classified as aiqrants 

(return, priaary and secondary aiqrants), while the 

percentaqe of nonaiqrants (includinq both lifetiae and 
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five-year nonaiqrants) was at its hiqhest across decades, 

91.0 percent. 

In 1970, the percentaqe of non11iqrants (both lifetime 

and five-year non•iqrants) declined to 86.9 percent. Only 

47.4 percent of the population, however, fell into the 

lifetime nonaiqrant cateqorv, vhile 39. 5 percent were 

classified as five-year nonmiqrants. There is a 

tremendous di.fference between the percentaqe of lifetime 

non•iqrants for 1970 and the percentaqe of lifetime 

nonaiqrants in 1960 and 1980. Doubt reqardinq the 

randoaness of the sample can be cast based on this 

discrepancy. A nuaber of recalculations and checks were 

made in the codinq, etc., to uncover an error were tried 

with no success. It can only be assumed that this can be 

associated with the sa11plinq. Other miqrant cateqories 

have reasonable sizes and are directly comparable to 

published reports. The proportion of return miqrants 

chanqed little from 1960 to 1970, 1. 1 percent as opposed 

to 1. 4 percent. The proportion of primary and secondary 

miqrants increased fro11 1960 to 1970 vith a total of 11.5 

percent in both cateqories of which 5. 7 percent vere 

primary miqrants and 5. 8 percent were secondary 11iqrants. 

In 1980, the nonmobile portion of the population 

(includinq both lifetiae and five-vear nonmiqrants) 

decreased to a lov of 80.0 percent. This marks an 

increase in the proportion of miqrants in the population 
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Table 2: Percent of Population in Miqrant 
and Nonaiqrant Status 

Miqrant/Nonmiqrant 

Lifetime Nonmiqrant 
Return Miqrant 
Primary Miqrant 
Secondary Miqrant 
Five-Year Non11iqrant 

N of Cases 

64.1 1." 
7.6 

26.9 

154 ,960 

Year 

47.4 
1. 7 
5.7 
5.8 

39.5 

34,539 

1980 

65.4 
2.0 
4.0 

14.0 
14.6 

97, 312 
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from 1960, 9.0 percent, to 1980, 20.0 percent. Lifetime 

nonmiqrants make up 65.4 percent of the population. The 

five-year nonaiqrants make up onlv 14.6 percent of the 

population. This is a drasticall Y reduced fiqure from the 

26.9 percent in 1960 and the phenomenal 44.0 percent in 

1970. The proportion of return aiqrants has not increased 

much since 1960 when 1. 4 percent of the population vas 

classified as return 11iqrants to 1980 when iust 2.0 

percent of the population was classified as return 

11iqrants. It appears that the ma ior chanqe in the types 

of miqrants found in the in-11iqration stream are amonq 

primary, and especially secondary miqrants. In 1960, 

primary and secondary miqrants toqether made up only 7.6 

percent of the population. In 1970, 5.7 percent of the 

population were primary miqrants and 5.8 percent were 

secondary miqrants.. By 1980, however, secondary 11iqrants 

alone accounted for 14.0 percent of the population. There 

appears to be a slight decrease in the percentage of total 

nonmiqrants. Hovever, this table shows that the 

percentaqe of lifetime nonaiqrants has fluctuated qreatl y 

over time, but is virtually the same in 1960 and 1980. It 

appears that the aajor shift that has occurred in three 

decades is the chanqe from a population that is relatively 

nonmobile (the five-year nonmiqrants) to a population that 

is hiqhly mobile (secondary miqrants). 
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Be turn,. primary,. and secondarv in-miqrants and 

lifetime and five-year non11iqrants were compared on eiqht 

socio-demoqraphic characteristics traditionally found to 

be selectivities of aiqration: aqe,. sex,. education,. 

occupation,. marital status, household size,. income and 

race. Hypothesis one states: 

H 1: Return miqrants differ from primary and 
secondary 11iqrants and nonmiqrants on 
eiqht sociodemoqraphic characteristics. 

This hypothesis establishes that return miqrants are 

actuall v different from other types of 11iqrants and fro• 

nonmiqrants. The results for 1960 are presented in Table 

3; results for 1970 in Table 4; and results for 1980 in 

Table 5. The analysis for the eiqht socio-demoqraphic 

characteristics shows that the clearcut acceptance or 

reiection of this hypothesis is not possible. The 

conditions of the hypothesis dictate that return miqrants 

differ from three other ca teqories (primary and secondary 

migrants and nonmiqrants) on eiqht characteristics for 

three time periods. This means that to be accepted, 

return miqrants would have to differ on a total of 

seYentv-tvo comparisons. It is best to address the 

hypothesis pertaininq to ea ch of the sociodeaoqraphi c 

characteristics in turn and then return to this 

hypothesis. 
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Table 3: Selective Characteristics of f!iqrants 

Characteristic 

Aqe 

0-14 Years 
15-19 Years 
20-24 Years 
25-29 Years 
30-39 Years 
40-49 Years 
50-59 Years 
60-69 Years 
10 and 

Bean 

Sex 

Male 
Female 

over 

Education 

Less than 8 
8-11 Years 
12 Years 

Yrs 

1-3 Yrs Colleqe 
4 or llore 

l!ean 

Occupation 

White Collar 
Blue Collar 

Marital Status 

Married 
Widowed 
Di/Sep/Sinqle 

Non11iqran ts: 1960 

l!iqrant/Honaiqrant Status 
Life 

flon.miq 

28.6 
9.7 
6.5 
6.2 

14.2 
13.3 
10.0 
6.7 
4 .. 7 

31. 5 

48.6 
51.4 

36.2 
32.7 
20.2 
6.7 
4.2 

10.3 

68.3 
28.8 

47.2 
4.8 

48.0 

Return 

22.7 
5.9 

10.3 
19.1 
20.8 
9.9 
6.6 
3.3 
1.5 

28.7 

52.9 
47.1 

26.4 
26.8 
23.8 
12.1 
10.8 

11.7 

66.4 
30.6 

56.8 
3.7 

39.5 

Prim/Second 

21.5 
10.3 
15.9 
12.3 
18.1 
9.7 
5.5 
4.1 
2.6 

26.5 

52.0 
48.0 

25.1 
25.0 
24.8 
13. 2 
11. 9 

11.9 

73.7 
24.1 

52.3 
3.0 

44.6 

and 

5-Yr 
.Honaiq 

8.7 
4.6 
4. 1 
5.2 

16. 7 
18. 1 
17.3 
13.9 
11.4 

44.9 

47.6 
52.4 

25. 6 
37.1 
21. 2 
9.3 
6.8 

11. 3 

58. 7 
37.9 

64.9 
10.5 
23.6 



Household Size 

One 
Tvo 
Three 
Four 
Five or Pl ore 

Mean 

Incoae 

LT $5000 
$5000-$9999 
$10,000-$14.999 
$15. 000-$24. 999 
$25,000 

!lean 

Race 

White 
Black 
Other 

or more 

5. 0 
15.8 
16.7 
20.5 
42.0 

4.4 

40.3 
42.4 

9.9 
3.3 
1.3 

a.9110 

89.0 
10.1 

0.9 

90 

5.5 
13.8 
15.9 
25.4 
39.4 

4 .2 

44.9 
39.9 
1.1 
2.9 
1.0 

9.300 

94.2 
5.4 
0.4 

14.6 
15. 7 
16.5 
19.8 
33.2 

3.8 

34.9 
38.1 
10.3 
3.5 
1.1 

9.985 

92.4 
6.8 
0.8 

9. 8 
26.6 
18. 7 
17. 3 
27.5 

3.6 

37. 7 
40.6 
11. 7 
4. 3 
1.8 

10.400 

87.8 
11.4 
o. 8 
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Table 4: Selective Characteristics of Miqrants 

Characteristic 

Aqe 

0-14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 
70 and 

Mean 

sex 

Male 
Female 

Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 

Over 

Education 

Less than 8 
8-11 Years 
12 Years 

Yrs 

1-3 Yrs College 
q or More 

rte an 

occupation 

White Collar 
Blue Collar 

Marital Status 

rtarried 
Widowed 
Div /Sep/Sin qle 

Nonmiqrants: 1970 

Miqrant/Nonmiqrant Status 
Life 

Nonaiq 

47.0 
12.4 
8.5 
5.4 
8.0 
7.1 
6.1 
3.4 
2. 1 

21.6 

49.6 
50.4 

35.3 
20.4 
18.0 
11. 1 
15.3 

11.2 

78.9 
21.1 

29.4 
2. 1 

68.5 

Return 

30.5 
12. 5 
17.0 
14.6 
14.6 
6.9 
3.1 
0.6 
0.4 

22.9 

51.3 
48.7 

28.0 
20.9 
22.6 
17.8 
10.7 

11.9 

74.8 
25.2 

41.5 
1.5 

56.3 

Primary 

27.4 
13. 1 
24.6 
11. 9 
10.3 
5.3 
3.6 
2.1 
1.6 

23. 7 

54.7 
45. 3 

21.2 
19.2 
24.7 
17.0 
11.8 

11. 9 

76.6 
23.5 

40.9 
1. 8 

57.3 

Secondary 

17.6 
7.7 

12. 2 
13.8 
20.1 
12.3 
6.7 
5.2 
4.4 

32.4 

51.1 
48.9 

18.6 
20.6 
24.7 
18.9 
17.1 

13.3 

74.5 
25.5 

57.1 
3.6 

39.3 

and 

5-Yr 
Nonaiq 

12. 8 
5.7 
6.0 
6.8 

15. 2 
16. 7 
14. 8 
11. 4 
10. 6 

42.4 

47.9 
52.1 

18. 5 
27.0 
27.9 
15. 1 
11. 5 

12.9 

67.7 
32.3 

59.2 
8.3 

32.5 



Household Size 

One 
Tvo 
Three 
Four 
Pi Ye or Pl ore 

Mean 

.Incoae 

LT $5000 
$5000-$9999 
$10,000-$14,999 
$15,000-$24,999 
$25,000 

Mean 

Race 

White 
Black 
Other 

or more 

5.3 
11.6 
15.4 
22.5 
45.0 

4. 5 

16.4 
30.4 
28.4 
17.6 
7.1 

14,040 

94.4 
1.4 
4.2 

92 

7.9 
13.0 
18.6 
19.9 
40.6 

4.2 

17.3 
35.8 
23.9 
16.4 
6.6 

14, 760 

94.8 
1.5 
3.6 

15.8 
17.9 
13. 7 
15.3 
37.5 

3.8 

20.4 
28.8 
23.9 
11.4 
15.5 

21,210 

98.7 
0.8 
0.5 

10.9 
18.9 
16. 5 
19.2 
34.5 

3.9 

16.8 
31.0 
25.8 
16.6 
9.8 

16,380 

97.6 
0.5 
1. 9 

12.4 
27. 0 
15.9 
16. 7 
28.0 

3. 5 

20.9 
27.8 
25.1 
18. 8 
7.4 

111,020 

96. 3 
0.5 
3.2 
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Table 5: Selective Characteristics of l!iqrants 

Characteristic 

Aqe 

0-14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 
70 and 

lie an 

Sex 

!ale 
Female 

Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
over 

Education 

Less than 8 Yrs 
8-11 Years 
12 Years 
1-3 Yrs Colleqe 
4 or More 

Mean 

Occupation 

White Collar 
Blue Collar 

Mar ital status 

!tarried 
Widowed 
Di•/Sep/Sinqle 

Non11iqrants: 1980 

Miqrant/Nonaiqrant Status 
Life 

Nonaiq 

21.0 
11. 7 
10. 5 
8.8 

13.3 
9.4 

10.2 
8.3 
6.7 

33.4 

48.2 
51.8 

22.7 
25.1 
29.1 
13.3 
9.2 

12. 1 

69.5 
30.4 

43.9 
5. 6 

50.5 

Return 

16.4 
8.0 

14.1 
19. 7 
19.6 
9.6 
4.9 
3.9 
3.8 

30.3 

52.5 
47.5 

17 .o 
17.6 
25.4 
20.4 
19.6 

13.5 

70.6 
29.3 

47.3 
3.5 

49.2 

Primary 

23.2 
10.8 
20.5 
15. 8 
14.3 
4.7 
4.1 
4.3 
2.3 

26.3 

50.0 
50.0 

22.7 
15.1 
24.2 
19.3 
18.7 

12.8 

75.8 
24.3 

40.6 
2.0 

57.4 

Secondary 

10.0 
7.6 

11.8 
14.9 
23. 7 
11. 3 
8.8 
6.5 
5.4 

35.1 

49.4 
50.6 

11.6 
18.4 
27.8 
21.4 
20.8 

14.1 

70.6 
29.3 

53.1 
5.2 

41.6 

and 

5-Yr 
Nonmiq 

6.7 
6.6 
3. 0 
2.6 

12.3 
16." 
20.4 
17.5 
14. 4 

48.3 

46.3 
53.7 

12.6 
26.0 
30. 7 
15.4 
15.2 

13.4 

72. 2 
28.7 

62.2 
10.3 
27.6 



Household Size 

one 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five or More 

Mean 

Income 

LT $5000 
$5000-$9999 
$10,000-$14,999 
$15,000-$24,999 
$25,000 

ftean 

Race 

White 
Black 
Other 

or more 

9.9 
21.4 
18.1 
21.6 
28.9 

3.6 

18.11 
9.9 

11.6 
26.5 
33.6 

20,371 

85.0 
12.0 

3.0 

12.3 
21.5 
20.6 
24.1 
21.6 

3.4 

22.5 
10.8 
15.8 
24.1 
26.8 

18, 167 

87.4 
8.7 
3.9 

16. 5 
24.2 
18.1 
19. 9 
21. 3 

3.2 

29.5 
9.7 

12.8 
22.2 
25. 8 

16,155 

87.8 
9.0 
3.2 

15.8 
26.2 
18.6 
19.3 
20.0 

3.2 

26.3 
8.7 

11. 1 
22.2 
31.7 

18,947 

86.7 
11.0 

2.2 

12. 9 
32. 1 
16.8 
17. 5 
20.7 

3.2 

18. 5 
9. 6 

10.2 
21. 1 
40.5 

22,750 

84.0 
13.8 
2.1 
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ls~··· 

Differences between miqrants and non11iqrants vith 

reqards to aqe have been adequatelv established in the 

literature. For the most part, median aqe of migrants has 

been found to be in .the early to mid twenties, while 

nonaiqraats tend to averaqe in the thirties. ltiqr a tion, 

then, is an experience of the vounqer meabers of society 

(Petersen, 1975; Shaw, 1975). Differences between return 

aiqrants and priaary and secondary aiqrants have not been 

as clearly established, al thouqh it is expected tha·t 

return aiqrants are older than both primary and secondary 

aiqrants. 

Hypothesis 11 a tteapts to differentiate among the 

types of migrants; that is, that return migrants have a 

hiqher median aqe than both primary and secondary 

aiqrants, but that median aqe of return miqrants is closer 

to secondary miqrants. It states: 

H1l: Kean aqe of return migrants is hiqher than 
both primary and secondary 11iqrants, 
althouqh it is closer to secondary migrants. 

The data in Tables 3, 4, and 5 show that aiqrants as a 

whole do tend to be younqer than nonmiqrants. Mean aqe of 

aiqrants is found to be in the early to mid twenties, 

while nonmiqrants tend to averaqe in the thirties for all 

three decades. 

As far as the comparison of the aiqrant trpes is 

concerned, the present analysis shows that in 1960 mean 
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aqe of return miqrants was very similar to the composite 

cateqory of primary and secondary 11iqrants. In fact, onl v 

two-tenths of a year separates the mean aqe of return and 

priaary/secondary 11iqrants. In 1970, return miqrants have 

a lover aean aqe than both primary and secondary miqrants. 

The mean is actual! y closer to primary aiqran ts than it is 

to secondary migrants. Secondary aiqrants are the oldest 

of the miqrants vi th a difference of nearly ten years (9. 5 

years) above that of return miqrants. In 1980, return 

miqrants fall between primary and secondary migrants in 

averaqe aqe. Primary miqrants are the younqest of the 

aiqrants with an averaqe aqe of 26.3 years; return 

miqrants have an averaqe aqe of 30.3 years: and secondarv 

aiqrants have an average aqe of 35.1 years. Thus, even 

for 1980 return aiqrants tend to be more similar to 

primary aiqrants than to secondary migrants in aqe. 

Given the results of the analysis on aqe, hypothesis 

1A must be reiected. Contrary to the hypothesis, return 

11iqrauts appear to be the same or aboat the same aqe as 

other miqrants. In addition, return miqrants are closer 

in aqe to primary miqrants than to secondary miqrants. 

The data simply do not show a continqent of older return 

miqrants moving after retirement. 

~·· 
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The selectivities literature states that there is 

basically no difference between the sexes in the 

propensity to miqrate (Petersen, 1975; Sha•, 1975). What 

differences do exist are usually associated with internal 

versos international aiqration or distance of migration. 

Hypothesis 18 f ollovs directly fro• this literature and 

states: 

H1B: No difference exists in the propensity to 
aiqrate between males and females. 

In 1960,. approximately 49 percent of nonmiqrants vere 

male while about 51 f)ercent of aiqrants were male. Thus, 

there is very little difference between males and females 

in their propensity toward miqration. Individual 

differences between miqrants show that these percentages 

are consistent for return and primary/secondary aiqrants 

also. 

For 1970, the relationship established in 1960 

continues. A larger percentaqe of miqrants are male while 

nonmigrants are more often female, but the difference 

re11a ins very saall. Differences between the types of 

aiqrants show that a larqer percentaqe of primary migrants 

are male. 51'. 1 percent, than either return or secondary 

migrants. Percentaqes of return and secondary aiqrants 

that are male are closer to each other (51. 5 percent and 

51.1 percent) than to primary miqrants (54.7 percent). 

Bu.t these differences are very small. 
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In 1980, this same relationship is seen aqain. A 

larqer proportion of aiqcants are male while a larqer 

proportion of non•iqrants are female, but these 

differences are small. Differences between aiqrant types 

are saaller than in 1970 but these differences do persist. 

A hiqher proportion of return aiqrants tend to be male 

than either priaarv or secondary miqrants. 

The literature has qenerallv found that sex 

differences are related to distance moved but not to 

propensity to return (Rose, 1958; Lee, 1974). The present 

study finds that there is no relationship between sex and 

migration. What little differe.nce that exists in the 

percentaqes is due to the fact that it deals with state 

in-migration vhich can involYe a distance eleaent not seen 

in other kinds of miqration analvses. To be considered a 

mover a aiqrant would have to cross a state line which 

area of oriqin and the 

studies that deal with 

forces a certain space between the 

area of destination. ftiqration 

county divisions or Standard Metropolitan Statistical 

qeoqrapbical area to be Areas require a much smaller 

crossed to be labelled a moYe. 

Differences between males and females in the 

propensity to aiqrate cannot be established from these 

data. In addition, no real difference exists between the 

sexes in the propensity for beinq a particular type of 

miqrant. Hypothesis 1B aust then be accepted. 
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The miqration literature on selectivities generally 

arques that miqra nts have hiqher education than 

nonaiqrants (Sbav, 1975; Petersen, 1975). In addition, 

first time movers have been found to have lover educations 

than other miqrants (Lee, 1974; Miller, 1977). Hypothesis 

1C follows from this literature: 

H1C: Median education of return migrants is 
hiqher than that of primary migrants and 
nonmiqrants but equal to that of 
secondary miqrants. 

The data in Tables 3, 4, and 5 show that for the most part 

migrants do have a higher aean education than nonmiqrants 

for all three time periods in the analysis. In 1960, both 

lifetime and five-year nonaiqrants had a lover mean 

education than both return and primary/secondary migrants. 

The analysis for 1970 reveals a somewhat different trend. 

Lifetime nonmigrants had the lowest mean education but 

f ive-vear non mi qr ants had a hiqher mean education than 

either return or primary migrants. In 1980, the trend 

returned to that of 1960. All three miqrant groups had a 

hiqher aean education than the nonaiqrant groups. For 

three decades, then, there is only one discrepancy froa 

the qeneral findinq that miqrants have hiqher mean 

education than nonmiqrants. 
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The mean education of return 11iqrants and 

primary/secondary aiqrants is rouqhly equal in 1960. 

Since hypothesis lC arques that there will be a difference 

between priaary and secondary miqrants, the 1960 results 

are difficult to apply to the hypothesis. In 1970, mean 

education of return miqrants is equal to that of primary 

miqrants and much less than that of secondary aiqrants. 

This findinq refutes hypothesis 1C. ftean education of 

return miqrants in 1980 falls aidvay between that of 

primary and secondary miqrants. The aeans for return and 

secondary aiqrants are a little closer than those of 

return and primary aiqration in 1980. Generally, the 

findinqs coaparinq mean education of the types of aiqrants 

are fairly inconclusive. The only consistent findinq is 

that secondary miqrants have the hiqhest mean education 

for two decades. The results of this analysis lead to the 

reiection of hypothesis 1C. Return miqrants do have a 

lliqher aean family incoae than non•iqra.nts over the three 

decades but do not necessarily have a hiqher mean family 

income tha.n primary miqrants and certainly do not have 

similar education levels as secondary miqrants • 

. O!t§JJPa ti!?!! · 
The miqration selectivities literature shows that 

siqrants tend to be from vhite collar occupations (Shav, 

1975). Nonaiqrants, consequently, tend to be from blue 
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collar occupations. Primary and return migrants are 

selected from lover skilled• blue collar occupations while 

secondary migrants are more likely to be fro• 

professional, vhite collar backqrounds (Lonq and Hansen, 

1977; Miller, 1977). There is, however, some interaction 

between miqration and occupational status. Occupation 

chanqes with migration and thus it is difficult to tell 

whether professionals tend to be chronic movers or if 

professional status is a result of miqration. Hypothesis 

1D follows from this literature: 

H1D: A higher proportion of aiqrants will be 
fro• white collar occupations than 
nonmigrants. Beturn 11iqrants will have 
lover occupational status than 
secondary miqrants but hiqher status 
than primary miqrants. 

The panels for occupation in Tables 3. 4, and 5 show 

a breakdown of white and blue collar occupations. This 

was generated by qroupinq the manaqers and professionals 

and technical and sales occupations toqether as vhite 

collar and qroupinq the reaaininq classifications together 

into blue collar occupations. 

In either form {the white collar/blue collar 

dichoto•y or more specific qroups) , the results are 

inconclusive. In 1960, migrants as a whole fell between 

five-year and lifetime non11iqrants in the percentaqe 

represented a11onq white collar occupations. The 1970 

results point to the same conclusion. namely that aiqrants 
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are at a midpoint between five-vear and lifetime 

nonmiqrants in the proportion in white collar occupations. 

The pattern that had developed in 1960 and 1970 cannot be 

seen in 1980. There is a larqer proportion of primary 

miqrants in white collar occupations. Further, 

differences that are seen in the preYious decades converge 

in 1980. The percentaqe of anv miqrant or nonmiqrant 

classification in 

similar. others. 

for an hypothesis 

white collar occupations are very 

As a result, there is not much support 

arquinq that a hiqher proportion of 

aiqrants will be from white collar occupations. 

The second part of hypothesis 1D argues that the 

percentaqe of return 11iqrants in white collar occupations 

will lie between that of primarv and secondary miqrants. 

Contrary to the hypothesis, there is consistently a hiqher 

percentaqe of primary miqrants in white collar occupations 

than either return or secondary miqrants. Further, return 

aiqrants are similar to secondary miqrants in their 

percentaqe in vhite collar occupations. Thus, return 

aiqrants do not ha Ye lover occupational status than 

secondar'f 11iqrants, nor do thev have hiqher occupational 

status than primary aiqrants as stated in hypothesis 1D. 

There is 

re la tionshi p 

very little literature that add.resses the 

between marital status and migration. 
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Campbell and Johnson (1976) arque that a larqer percentaqe 

of persons in the aidst of marital disruption return home 

to their faailies and close friends than aoYe on to 

entirely nev locations or move for the first time. 

Hypothesis 1E follows from their arqument: 

H1E: A larqer percentage of return aiqrants will 
be from the sinqle, separated, or divorced 
cateqories than primary, secondary or 
nonaiqrants. 

The data in Tables 3, 4, and 5 show that five-year 

nonmiqrants are most likely to be aarried, most likely by 

far to be widowed, and least lit.elv to be divorced, 

separated or sinqle. Miqrants, as a vhole, fall between 

the two nonaigrant types in the percentage that are 

divorced, separated or sinqle. These f indinqs are borne 

out for all three decades. 

When the miqrant types are compared in 1960, a larger 

percentaqe of priaary/secondary miqrants than return 

miqrants are found in the divorced, separated or single 

cateqory. In 1970, a larger l)ercentaqe of primary and 

return aiqants than secondary miqrants can be found in 

this cateqory. In 1980, the saae pattern exists. I 

hiqher percentaqe of primary miqrants followed by return 

and secondary aiqrants can be found in the diYorced, 

separated or sinqle category. The results of the data 

analysis for 1960, 1970, and 1980 all re1ect hypothesis 

1E. 1 larger percentaqe of return aiqrants is not from 

the divorced, separated or sinqle cateqory. 
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Very little li tera tu re exists pertaininq to the 

relationship between household size and miqration. That 

which does exist is inconclusive. Some literature shovs 

that aiqration can be proapted by the needs of increased 

household size (Petersen, 1975). other literature shows 

that children can be an obstacle to miqra tion. Hypothesis 

1F arqoes that migrant household size will be larger than 

that of nonmiqrants: 

H1F: Mean household size vill be larqer for 
miqra nts than nonmiqrants but no 
difference exists between types of 
miqrants. 

The results of the analysis show that lifetime 

nonaiqrants consistently haYe the larqest averaqe 

household size for each of the three census years. In 

addition, mean household size of aiqrants themselves 

differ for 1960 and 1970 but not for 1980. In fact, mean 

household size has consistently dropped for all cateqories 

of 11iqrants and nonaiqrants over time and differences in 

the means between cateqories are qradually converginq. 

These findinqs lead to the rejection of hypothesis 1F. 

The miqration selectiYities literature has 

consistently found income, lite education and occupation, 

to be positively related to aiqration (Petersen, 1975). 

Hypothesis 1G states: 
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H1G: Mean income is hiqher for miqrants than 
nonaiqrants. Mean income is hiqher for 
return aiqrants than primary aiqrants bat 
lower than for secondary aiqrants. 

The findinqs of this study do not fully support this 

contention, however. In 1960, the five-year nonaiqrant 

category had a higher aean family incoae than the aiqrant 

categories and aqain ia 1980 both five-year nonaiqrants 

and lifetiae nonaiqrants had hiqher aean faaily income 

incoaes than the aiqrant qroups. Thus, the first part of 

hypothesis 1G is not supported. In 1970 and 1980 

hypothesis 1G is partial! y supported. All three 

categories of aiqrants had hiqher mean family incoaes in 

1970 than nonaiqrants. This supports the first part of 

the hypothesis for this decade only. In 1980, return 

11iqrants had higher aean family incomes than primary 

migrants but lover mean family incoaes than secondary 

migrants. This is the only decade in which this portion 

of the hypothesis is supported. These inconsistent 

findings may be attributed to differences in mean 

household size or aqe of the different miqrant types. 

The last selective characteristic to be considered is 

race. The literature shows that miqration is primarily a 

white phenomenon (Petersen, 1975). No difference between 

aiqrant types has ever been tested. ls a result, 

hypothesis 1H states: 
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H1H: The percent of aiqrants will be hiqher 
for whites than for blacks. 

The findinqs in the last panel of Tables 3, ti, and 5 

address this issue. In 1960, a hiqher percent of 

nonaiqrants are black. In fact, the percent of migrants 

that are black is only half that of nonaiqrants. A hiqher 

percent of whites are found a11onq both of the miqrant 

qroups. In 1970, whites are no aore likely to be found in 

aiqrant or nonaiqrant qroups. In 1970, however, a higher 

concentration of whites can be found in the saaple than is 

represented nationwide. Because of this, soae doubt may 

be cast on the representation of the 1970 findings for 

race. In 1980, the same patterns exist that are found in 

1960. Nonmiqrants appear to have a larqer concentration 

aaonq blacks than whites. Thus. hypothesis 1H is 

accepted. 

Hypotheses one and tvo present a qeneral arquaent 

concerning the relationships of miqrants and nonaigrants 

on eiqht socio-demoqraphic factors and the stability of 

these relationships over time. These two hypotheses are: 

H1: Return aiqrants differ froa primary and 
secondary •iqrants and nonmiqrants on 
eiqht sociodeaoqraphic characteristics. 

H2: The selective characteristics 0£ aiqrant 
types remain stable over time. 
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The previous eiqht headinqs discussed these relationships 

on a characteristic by characteristic basis. The broader 

comparison of 11iqrants versus nonaiqrants on each of these 

characteristics has been basically supported in this 

study. l!iqrants are, in fact, selected from the younger, 

better educated, white portions of the population. In 

addition, interstate aiqrants are more likely to be male 

and have smaller households, but do not necessarily coae 

from vbi te collar occupations nor are they a ore likelf to 

be sinqle, separated or divorced, 

have hiqher mean faaily incomes. 

and are not likely to 

The last three 

relationships are contrary to some prior research in these 

areas (Petersen, 1975; Shaw, 1975). 

When aiqrants are broken into several cateqories and 

these categories then compared, results become less 

consistent vith prior research. one findinq of this study 

is that only as auch as 20 percent of the population is 

classified as 11iqrant throuqb census definition for any 

qiven point in time. This is a small saaple to beqin vitb 

and the number of cases involved in comparison is reduced 

when one qoes to breakinq this qroup into tvo or three 

subqroups as has been done here. Given this 

qualification, it is interestinq to note that the findinqs 

have been extremely consistent across time on all eiqht 

characteristics. Even thouqh six of eiqht hypotheses vere 

rejected, this vas done in the same pattern each year. 
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For instance. a aidranqe position for return aiqrants 

between primary and secondary aiqrants vas predicted for 

many of these characteristics. What has been found is 

that primary aiqrants actually haYe hiqher incomes or 

smaller households than either return or secondary 

11iqrants and that these findinqs persist across decades. 

One major discrepancy in the analysis is the 

inconsistency between the findinqs for 1970 and the other 

tvo decades. It appears that the sample from 1970 is not 

representative of the D.S. population. Mean age of 

aiqrants and racial distribution of the population in 1970 

are tvo examples of the lack of consistency between the 

findings for 1970 and those for both 1960 and 1970. This 

casts a larqe shadow of doubt on the results for 1970 and 

any interpretation of the results for this decade must be 

aade with caution. 

Based on this analysis. a qeneral picture of return 

aiqrants can be culled out. The hypotheses point to the 

uniqueness of the return aiqrant in his/her selectiYe 

characteristics. The reason for this vas to establish 

that if return aiqrants were different in their 

characteristics from other aigrants and tae proportion of 

return aigration increased over tiae. then these 

differences in orientation of the return aiqrant could he 

vlaat is causinq the shift from econoaic to noneconomic 

determinants of in-miqration on the aqqreqate level. In 
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sum, return aiqrants are younqer than nonaiqrants and 

secondary miqrants and more similar to primary miqrants. 

There is no appreciable difference between migrant types 

across time. Contrary to the arqu•ent that return 

aiqrants haYe relatively hiqh education, this study shovs 

that they are less educated than secondary aiqrants and 

five-year nonmiqrants and aost siailar to primary miqrants 

in education. Return miqrants resemble secondary migrants 

in occupation as theJ are more likely to be fro• the ranks 

of blue collar workers. As far as marital status is 

concerned, return aiqrants are less likely to be single, 

divorced or separated than either priaary aiqrants or 

lifetiae nonaiqrants and so do not move hoae due to 

marital disruption as Campbell and Johnson (1976) have 

arqued. Their households are larqer than other migrant 

types but are smaller than the households of lifetime 

nonaiqrants. Finally, there appears to be no clear 

relationship with incoae for return miqrants and they are 

no aore or less likely to be black than other kinds of 

aiqrants. lhat has been accomplished in this section has 

been to shov that return aiqrants actually are different 

froa other aiqrants on some of these characteristics, just 

not in the ways that the hypotheses have predicted. 



Chapter V 

Data lnalysis--Determinants of Miqration 

While Chapter IV dealt vi th the selective 

characteristics of miqrants and nonmiqrants, the present 

Chapter will focus on the economic and noneconomic 

determinants of miqra tion. 

arqued that there are a 

The miqration literature has 

number of characteristics 

associated with the coa•unity, city, or state that act to 

attract or repel potential miqrants. on an aqqregate 

level, these characteristics can be associated with 

emplovment and income potential, or certain social or 

environmental amenities like recreation facilities, 

retirement communities, etc. Chapter III outlined ten 

such variables vhich have been found to be correlated vith 

11iqration in a Yariety of studies. '!'he Yariables with 

their abbreviations are: number of hospital beds per 

100,000 persons (BOSPBEDS); crime rate per 100,000 persons 

{CRIME); percent of owner occupied housing {HOUSING); 

uneaplovment rate fUBBMPLOY); median family income 

(PlftINCOM); a coaposite temperature index calculated by 

dividinq the averaqe January temperature bf the averaqe 

June temperature (CLIMATE); percent of the labor force 

employed in the aanufacturinq industry (MANUF); percent of 

the labor force employed in professional and technical 

occupations (PROF); a composite amenity index vhich is 

110 
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made up of the percent employed in recreation or personal 

industry, the number of hotels and motels per capita, and 

the percent of seasonal housinq in the state (AflENITY): 

and the ratio of students to teachers in elementary and 

secondary schools in the state (EDUC). 

This chapter reports the results of a series of 

reqression equations used to tap the determinants of state 

in-aiqration. These equations are based on a different 

set of data than that discussed for the selectiYities of 

aiqration. Zero-order correlation coefficients and 

standardized reqression coefficients (Betas) are reported 

for all ten independent variables in the analysis as well 

as the F-test of siqnificance, the intercept. the 

coefficient of determination (R-squared), and the 

coefficient of determination ad1usted for degrees of 

freedom for each equation. There are a total of four 

dependent variables of interest in this study: the rate 

of in-aiqration (INIUG): the rate of return aiqration 

(RETURN); the rate of primary aiqration (PBI~ABY); and the 

rate of secondary miqration (SECONDBY). The analysis 

involves a separate reqression equation for each o.f the 

dependent variables for a total of four equations for each 

decade. The investiqation covers both the 1970 and 1980 

censuses. 

In addition, this study is concerned about the 

potential role of return aiqration in the chanqinq pattern 
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of the determinants of miqration over the last decade. As 

a result, it divides states into two qroups based on the 

level of return aiqration. States with rates of return 

miqration less than the aean rate of return vere 

classified as "lov" return states; states vith rates 

hiqher than the mean were classified as "hiqh" return 

states. l duaay code was assiqned based on this 

classification vith the "low" states assiqned the zero 

code. With this codinq scheme, it is possible to discern 

whether the relatiYe rate of return aiqration has any 

affect on the economic and noneconoaic determinants of 

miqration. Tvo additional equations, one for each decade, 

will be analyzed for interaction effects with this dummy-

coded ret11rn miqration variable. 

R~!~!'.!!i!!~!!t2 2!l!!~ili2.! 

'rhe central focus of this study is the role of return 

aiqration in the chanqinq econo•ic and noneconomic 

determinants of in-aiqration. Past miqration research has 

shown that traditional economic and ecological 

deter•inants of 

predictive power 

miqration 

(Lichter and 

are veakeninq in 

P'uquitt, 1982), 

their 

vhi1e 

noneconomic correlates of miqration are qaininq in their 

predictive ability (Soaaers, 1981). At the same time that 

this chanqe is occorrinq, traditional flovs of miqration 

have reversed (Beale, 1972). This reversal has occurred 
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on three fronts: (1) movement from North to South; (2) 

movement fro• metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas; and 

(3) aoveaent from urban to raral places within 

nonmetropolitan areas (Lichter. Fuquitt. and Heaton, 

1985). A •a ior theoretical explanation for the 

non11etropolitan reversal in particular is that it is an 

episode of collective behavior (Campbell and Garkovich, 

1984). Contrary to this stance. the contention of this 

study is that the reversal is simply traditional aiqratory 

patterns vith an unusually larqe proportion of a given 

type of miqrant, specifically return migrants, in the 

stream of migration. It is this chanqe that has effected 

the change in the determinants of aiqration and in the 

reversal in traditional flows of 11iqration. 

In order to arrive at a sufficient explanation for 

return aiqration • s potential role in the chanqinq economic 

and noneconomic determinants of in-aiqration, a number of 

conditions need to be established. The first condition is 

that return 11iqration has increased as a proportion of all 

in-aiqration. It is on this initial step that problems 

arise. Table 1 presents the distribution of the three 

types of miqrants and two types of nonmiqrants for 1960, 

1970, and 1980. The table shows that return aiqration has 

actually increased froa 1960 to 1980. In 1960, 1.4 

percent of the population were return miqrants; in 1970 

this fiqure rose to 1.7 percent: and in 1980 it aqain .rose 
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to 2.0 percent. So at first qlance return migration has 

appeared to have qrovn. 

Bot what is also apparent is that the amount of in-

aigrat ion itself has risen. Total in-aiqra tion is equal 

to the sua of return, primary and secondary miqration. 

When these figures are added, ve see that in 1960, 9.0 

percent of the population were in-aiqrants; in 1970, 11.5 

percent were in-aiqrants; and in 1980, in-aiqration had 

risen to 20.0 percent. Thus, while return aiqration qrev 

by 21.4 percent from 1960 to 1970 and 17.6 percent fro• 

1970 to 1980, total in-aiqration qrew by 27.7 percent from 

1960 to 1970 and a tremendous 73.9 percent fro• 1970 to 

1980. This rise in total in-aiqration was due to a rise 

in secondary aiqration of approximately 141 percent fro• 

1970 to 1980. ls a result of the larqer r.ise in total in-

miqration, return aiqration has actually decreased as a 

proportion of all in-aiqration froa 15.5 percent of in-

aiqrat.ion in 1960 to 14.7 percent of in-aiqration in 1970 

to a lov of 10.0 percent of in-miqration in 1980. Thus, 

the first condition as stated in hypothesis 31 is 

rejected. The proportion of return aiqration relative to 

total in-miqration has not increased from 1960 to 1980. 

The second condition that 

process is to establish the 

noneconoaic determinants as 

determinants of in-aiqration 

.needs to 

i.ncreasinq 

be met in this 

importance of 

to econo11ic compared 

fro a 1970 to 1980. 
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Reqression analysis for 1960 was fruitless to continue due 

to the lack of data on many of the noneconomic 

determinants of aiqration. Because no adequate coaparison 

of econoaic and noneconomic factors could be drawn, 

regression analysis on 1960 data were dropped fro• the 

study. 

Four economic and six nonecono•ic variables were used 

to explain rate of in-migration, primary migration, 

secondary migration and return miqration. There has been 

much discussion concerning what constitutes noneconomic 

and economic determinants of miqration. Much of past 

miqration research has been inadequate in their 

operationalization of noneconoaic (Williaas, 1981; Lichter 

and Puquitt, 1982), while at the same time noneconoaic 

indicators research includes so many variables that their 

inclusion would be pointless for analysis. This study 

has, therefore, dropped the concept quality of life in 

lieu of the concept of noneconomic determinants of 

miqration. Six of the aost important noneconomic 

variables have been chosen for this research. They have 

been drawn fros a variety of sources including Heaton, et 

al. (1981) and Pierce (1984). 

F' !§~OE'-· 1'jij£i__i! 

In an effort to discover any underl yinq coamonalities 

of the economic or noneconoaic independent variables, a 
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factor analysis was run for both 1970 and 1980. Results 

of this analysis are presented in Tables 6 and 7. In both 

decades, four unique factors vere uncovered; ho vever, the 

variables that load on these factors differ between 1970 

and 1980. 

In 1970, CRiftE, PlSIBCOlf, and PBOP load on factor 

one: HOSPBEDS, EDUC and UIEftPLOY load OD factor tvo; 

lftEIITY and BllUF load on factor three; and HOUSIIG and 

CLI!ATE load on factor f oar. There does not appear to be 

any clearly econoaic or noneconoaic factor except factor 

four. In 1980, CBiftE, HOUSIRG, FlftIICOft, and PROP load on 

factor one; HOSPBBDS, CLI!ATB, and EDUC load on factor 

tvo; UIB!PLOY and !AIU!' load on factor three; and only 

l!IERITt loads on factor four. Clearly, conditions have 

changed between the tvo decades. In 1980, there is one 

clearly econoaic factor (factor 3) and two noneconoaic 

factors (factors tvo and four). Thus, differences between 

economic and noneconoaic deterainants of aiqration are 

increasinqly distinctive. 

z.erg:Ordef-CG(!,'.el,1ti2!·CIA;t~i1::-1~I~-

Table 8 presents the zero-order or Pearson product-

aoment (r) correlation matrix for all variables in 1970. 

The zero-order correlation coefficient aeasares the 

s~renqth of the linear relationship betveen tvo variables 

without statistical controls fro• a third variable. 
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Table 6: Factor l!atrix of Independent Variables: 1970 

Correlations 
·- ·'· -- -- -- ·~·· ~ .. - --· .., -· ---- - '~- -- - - "'·'' ..... ·-· -··-· .... 

·-~~--,~~~.,....~~ .... 
Variable Factor1 Pactor2 Factor3 Pactor4 Coaaunal 

HOSP BEDS -.oo -.86 .17 -.16 .80 
CRil!E .72 .24 • 12 .33 .69 
ROUSING -.57 .22 .15 -.64 .81 
CLIMATE .02 • 3q • 03 .88 .89 
AMENITY -.05 .17 -.85 .01 .76 
EDUC -.24 .80 .01 .34 .81 
UNEl!PLOY .29 .69 -.26 -.21 .66 
FA!IIRCOM .92 -. 11 .13 -.02 .87 
PIAIUP -.06 -.10 • 93 -.01 .88 
PllOP' • 84 .01 -.22 -.03 .76 
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Table 7: Factor !atrix of Independent Variables: 1980 

Variable 

HOSP BEDS 
CBU!E 
HOU SI BG 
CLilUTE 
AMENITY 
EDUC 
UIEMPLOY 
.FlllINCO! 
f'IANUP 
PROP 

Correlations 
., .. .. .. -~ ... . 

-------,--.--....... ------------ .,.. __ =:. . .--. ......... =.~--~.--~.-~.-.;;...oo. Pactor1 

-. 17 
.67 

-. 11 
.12 
.03 

-.32 
.oo 
.85 

-.06 
.13 

Factor2 

-.89 
.54 

-.12 
.69 
.09 
.78 
.29 
.04 

-.19 
-.28 

.FactorJ 

-.05 
-.17 

• 28 
-.21 
-.25 
.21 
• 82 
.06 
• 76 
.13 

Factor4 

-.16 
-.01 

.27 
-.57 

.86 

.oo 

.04 

.22 
-.32 
-.02 

coaaunal 

.85 

.76 

.75 

.86 

.82 
• 76 
• 76 
.18 
• 72 
.6 3 
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Interpretation of the zero-order correlation coefficient 

is straiqhtforward. Correlation coefficients ranqe from 

-1.0 to +1.0. The closer the coefficient is to 1 or -1 

the stronqer the relationship. A neqative coefficient 

indicates that low scores on one variable tend to be 

associated with hiqh scores on the second variable. 

f!uch of what has been arqued in previous chapters 

centers around the uniqueness of the return aiqrant. 

PreYious research has indicated that return aiqrants 

qenerally do not aove for the saae reasons that other 

aiqrants do. Accordinq to Lansinq and Plueller ( 1967) , the 

return 11iqrant is in possession of more location-specific 

capital in the area of destination than either the primary 

or secondary aiqrant possesses. The first four rows of 

Table 8 report the zero-order correlation coefficients 

associated vith the relationships of the ten independent 

variables and the four de pendent variables. It is 

immediately apparent when comparinq the four dependent 

variables on each of the independent variables that: the 

return aigrant is indeed unique. 

independent variable, return 

other three types. 

on nearly every sinqle 

miqrants differ from the 

The relationship of 

independent Yariables differs 

return miqration with the 

radically from that of in-

miqrants, primary 11iqrants, and secondary migrants. In 

six cases, the siqn of the relationship (vhether it is 



Table 8: Zero-Order Correlation Matrix for Dependent 
and Independent Variables: 1970 

HOSP BEDS CRIME HOUSING CLIMATE AMENITY EDUC UNEMPLOY FAMINCOM MANUF FROF 

INMIG -.432 .200 -. 313 .230 .612 .197 .438 .268 -.556 .442 
RETURN -.030 -.651 .494 -.134 -.039 • 231 • 023 -. 740 -.007 -.508 
PRIMARY -.394 .249 -.309 .212 .590 .136 .379 .334 -.488 • 4 75 
SECONDARY -. 428 .269 -.390 .256 .595 .192 .454 .334 -.577 .478 

HOSPBEDS -.198 -.056 -.412 -.277 -.667 -.483 .067 .258 -.043 
CRIME -. 427 . 338 .036 .136 .155 .610 .046 .479 
HOUSING -.441 .012 .109 -.069 -.494 .156 -.435 
CLIMATE .021 .489 .112 -.043 -.020 .022 .... 

.147 .238 -.109 -.676 .062 "' AMENITY Q 

EDUC • 311 -.302 -.078 -.138 
UNEMPLOY .097 -.303 .230 
FAMINCOM .097 .669 
MANUF -.291 

_J 
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positive or neqa ti ve) is actual! y different from the other 

three dependent variables. This is the case vith return 

11iqration•s correlation with crime rate (-),median family 

income (-) • the mildness of the climate (-), percent of 

the labor force employed in professional and technical 

occupations {-), and the amenity index (-). In each of 

the above six cases, in-miqra ti on, primary 11iqra tion, and 

secondary aiqration retain si11ilar correlation 

coefficients that are different from return aiqration; 

that is, they are all positiYe and are of roughly the saae 

magnitude. In addition to these six cases, on three 

occasions, naaely number of hospital beds per 100,000 

persons (-), une11ployaent rate (+), and percent employed 

in 11anufacturinq (-), the siqns are the saae for all four 

types of aiqration but the strenqth of the relationship 

differs greatly. In these cases, also, the strength of 

the relationships for the three remaininq migrant types 

are all similar. In each case, it is only the return 

miqrant qroup which differs. Onlv in one of the ten 

relationships do the coefficients for return migrants 

appear similar to those of the other three aiqrant types, 

namely the student/teacher ratio. 

The coefficients for return aiqrants indicate that 

prior to additional analysis there is very little 

relationship between return aiqration and the economic 

reasons associated with aiqration. Specifically, there is 
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little association between return miqration and the 

uneaployment rate, r = • 023, and the percent employed in 

the manufacturinq industry, r = -.007. In addition, there 

appears to be little association between return miqration 

and several noneconomic variables, na11el v, the number of 

hospital beds per 100,000 persons, r = -. 030, the mildness 

of the climate, r = -.134, and the amenity index, r = 
-.039. On the other hand, there is a strong neqative 

correlation between return 11iqration and mediaB family 

incoae, r = -. 740, percent of the labor force employed in 

professional and technical occupations, r = -.508, and the 

crime rate, r = -.651. 

For inmiqrants, primary 11iqrants, 

aiqrants the findinqs are nearly opposite 

and secondary 

those of the 

retorn miqrants. A hiqh rate of in-miqration, primary or 

secondary miqration is associated vi th hiqher levels of 

professional and technical employment, lover levels of 

aanufacturinq e11ploy11ent, hiqher levels of median family 

incoae, hiqh rates of une11plov11ent, and lov rates of 

hospital beds per 100,000 persons. In addition, all three 

are stronqly associated 

index. This appears 

vith hiqh ratinqs on 

to be a contradiction 

the a.11enity 

froa the 

predicted lack of association 

Without takinq into account 

vitb noneconomic variables. 

the influence of other 

variables, it seeas safe to assume that the composite 

picture of the relationships of in-miqration, pr i11ary 
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miqration, and secondary miqration with the independent 

variables is quite siailar. Conversely, return aiqration 

has little in common with the other three miqrant types. 

The second use for a zero-order correlation matrix is 

to evaluate the correlation coefficients of the 

independent variables in order to beqin to assess the 

extent of hiqh aulticollinearity. The correlation 

coefficients for the independent Yariables are foand in 

rows 5 through 13 of Table 8. Larqe correlation 

coefficients between independent 

indicator of hiqh multicollinearity. 

are unreliable in the face of hiqh 

variables are an 

Parameter estiaates 

multicollinearity due 

to the larqe variances in the slope estimates and, 

consequently, larqe standard errors (Levis-Beck, 1980). 

Four symptoms of multicollinearity include: (1) a 

substantial R-square for the equation but statistically 

insiqnificant coefficients; (2) reqression coefficients 

which chanqe vhen independent variables are added to or 

dropped from the equation; (3) suspicion reqarding the 

maqnitude of the coefficients; and (rt) a coefficient with 

the "vronq" sign (Levis-Beck, 19 80: 59-60). The 

preferred method for assessinq multicollinearity is to 

reqress each independent variable on all other independent 

variables. A quick perusal of the correlation 

coefficients for the independent variables indicates that 

there is certainlf cause for concern over 
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multicollinearity. There are four coef.ficients in the 

matrix of independent variables with correlations above c 

= • 60. Ten reqression equations, each with a different 

independent variable used as dependent variable, were 

qenerated. The coefficient of determination ranged from a 

lov of .31 for unemployment to a hiqh of .74 for median 

family income. The reaainder ranqe between .52 and .66. 

If multicollinearity is discovered, Levis-Beck (1980) 

offers four possible solutions to the problea. They are: 

(1) enlarqe the sa•ple; (2) combine those independent 

variables that are hiqhly interrelated into a sinqle 

indicator; (3) not to interpret the independent effect on 

Y of a chanqe in the value of a sinqle X; or (4) discard 

the offendinq variable (Levis-Beet, 1980: 61). Because 

each of the ten independent variables are theoretically 

iust.i.fied for beinq in the equation, it is essential that 

they remain in the equation. In addition,· it is 

impossible to enlarqe the sa •ple since the popolat ion is 

beinq studied. An attempt has beea made to combine the 

variables into a sinqle indicator, but there is no 

methodoloqical basis on which to do so. Because all four 

of the options have been exhausted with little remedy, the 

oriqina1 model will be retained with the understandinq 

that an interpretation of the standardized reqression 

coefficients is accompanied by a caution concerninq the 

efficiency of the coefficients. 
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Qgt~!:!i!B!!!t§ Q~, !n-•i.9!'.!!!iQ!!::=liI2 
Table 9 pre sen ts the results of the reqression 

analysis of the four dependent 11iqration Yariables on the 

ten economic and noneconomic deterainants of aiqration for 

1970. Each of the panels of the table will be discussed 

separately. 

Taken toqether these 

explain nearly 69 percent of 

ten independent variables 

the variance in total in-

aiqration. ~ost iaportant in this reqard are the amenity 

index, beta = .53, and the crime rate, beta= -.29. These 

are the only two variables siqnificantlv related to in-

aiqration. The aaenitv index for 1970 incorporates a 

measure of nuaber of hotels per capita and the proportion 

of the workforce employed in personal services, 

recreation, and entertainment. Percent of seasonal 

h ousinq was not accessible for 1970. Data pertain inq to 

the percent of seasonal housinq vas not available for 

1970. The positive slope between the aaenity index and 

in-aiqratlon indicates that in-aiqrants are siqnificantl v 
attracted to a state for its recreational development 

amenities. A large leisure related workforce and larqe 

nuaber of hotels and aotels per capita tends to attract 

inaiqra.ots to the state. In addition to the attraction to 

amenities, in11iqrants tend to respond to the crime rate. 

The lower the crime rate in a state, the hiqher the rate 

of in-miqration. 
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Table 9: Standardized Beqression Coefficients for 
In-!liqration, "Return. Primary, and Secondary l!iqration 

Reqressed on Ten Independent Variables: 1970 

Variable 

HOSPBEDS 
CRI!!E 
HOCJSING 
CLIMATE 
AMENITY 
EDUC 
UN EMPLOY 
!" A!II NCOM 
MAIHJF 
PROF 

R-squared 

adi a-squared 

stand error 

P-test 
df=l0,39 

siqnif F 

Dependent Variables 
~ -· •• -. -·· ~, ... - v .... .... - •·· ... -- •• <· 

----------------------------~- . .;.:s..-..,;i;:..;.o._-a. .... ~--;ll;ll:..-------------------
IlUl.IG 

beta 

-. 19 
-.29* 
-.12 

• 15 
• 53*** 
.05 
• 13 
• 30 

-.03 
.25 

.69 

.62 

3.34 

8.88 

.0000 

RETOBH 

beta 

.05 
-.32 

.01 
-.09 
-.12 
.18 
.13 

-.51** 
.01 
.03 

.67 

.58 

.37 

7.77 

• 0000 

PBI!flRY 

beta 

-.22 
-.26 
-.08 

• 17 
.58*** 

-.02 
.OB 
.31 
• 07 
• 30• 

.67 

.58 

1. 74 

7.88 

.0000 
·-·- ... .... ~ .... ,_ --- .. . 

SECONDRY 

beta 

-.17 
-. 23 
-. 16 

• 14 
• 46*** 
• 08 
• 1LJ 
• 36* 

-.12 
.18 

• 74 

.67 

1. 67 

10. 92 

• 0000 
---,----------------"'9-- ------------~----------------- ~-----~---""""'·--....:0.."'5.-~~.,,,,..--------------

* Significant at • 05 level 
** Siqnificant at .01 level 

*** Siqnificant at • 001 level 
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Table 10 presents the reqression anal vsis for those 

variables that were siqnificantlv related to rate of 

migration for 1970 in the overall ten variable model. As 

can be seen from this Table, AMENITY has an extremely 

stronq positive effect on rate of in-micrration to states, 

beta = .61. When in-miqration is reqressed on only the 

tvo siqnificant variables, 

its effect on in-aiqration, 

the amenity index increases in 

froa .53 to .61, and crime 

rate loses effect, from -.29 to • 18. In fact, the effect 

of crime rate chanqes sign and becomes nonsignificant in 

the reduced aodel. In addition, these two variables alone 

explain 41 percent of the variance in in-aiqration. The 

remaining eiqht variables in the equation together explain 

38 percent of the variance in in-aiqration. Usinq 

adjusted R-square instead, the reaaininq eight variables 

only explain an additional 24 percent of the variance. 

Hiqh rates of in-aiqration to states in 1970 are the 

result of hiqh rates of leisure and recreational 

employment and a hiqh number of hotels and motels per 

capita and only somewhat to hiqh crime rates. This last 

part seems illoqical in that hiqh crime rates seem to 

attract 11iqrants. It is felt that either migrants may be 

attracted to states which are deYelopinq certain amenities 

but also have higher crime rates or that this is a 

spurious relationship. Obviously, the amenities of a 

s-tate are much more iaporta nt than other variables in 

explaining hiqher rates of in-miqration. 
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Table 10: Standardized Regression Coefficients for 
In-eiqration, Return, Primary, and Secondary ~igration 

Beqressed on Siqnificant Variables Only: 1970 

Dependent Variables 
••·mar - • .,,~~-.a;..~~-.-...--.-------~ 

Variable IN"IG SECONDBY BETUBN PRilURY 

beta beta beta 

UIENITY • 61*** • 56*** 
CHIME .18 -.32** 
FArlINCOM -. 55*** 
PROP • 44*** 

B-sqaared • 41 .61 .54 

ad1 B-squared .38 .60 .52 

stand error 4.24 .31 1.87 

F-test 16.13 37.00 27.69 
df=2,47 

siqnif F .0000 .0000 .0000 
.,_ --· -•· -• - --~ .... ••'- ••· >'' - ••'' -- -· -,-., -· ,.,. --· ,~ ........... , ...... A .... ,.,.,•-· ·- -· ..... ••M •• ., .. .,..., ••• 

beta 

• 64*** 

.40*** 

• 52 

• 50 

2. 07 

25. 02 

• 0000 
----~------- __ :-_ _,_.,~~~-----..:a~.-~c.-,-::o::a...~-..::a.---~~~-------------

* Siqnificant at .05 level 
** Siqnificant at .01 leYel 

*** Siqnificant at .001 level 
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For the overall in-miqration rate, there appears to 

be little relationship between in-11iqration and two of the 

more important econoaic determinants of migration, rate of 

unemploy11ent, beta = • 05, and percent of the labor force 

employed in 11anufacturing, beta = • 006. The miqration 

literature traditionally cites these two variables as 

extremely important in predictinq miqratory behavior. In 

fact, all of the econo•ic determinants of miqration for 

this model are nonsiqnificant. 

Jlll.,~El-4!!1.!U·.2!- Ret.u;p···· KisJ;:a!ii!-.':.:ft~·· 

Coluan 2 of Table 9 presents the results of 

reqressinq return miqra tion on the ten economic and 

quality determinants of aiqration for 1970. The ten 

variables in the equation explain a total of 67 percent of 

the variance in return 11iqra ti on. The ad iusted R-square 

for all ten variables is • 58. Five of the ten 

relationships are verv veak (betas < .10). Only tvo 

variables are siqnif icantl y related to return miqra tion, 

median family income, which has a beta of -. 51 and crime 

rate, beta= -.32. This •eans that the lover the median 

income and crime rate in a state, the hiqher the rate of 

return aiqration. The finding for median faaily incoae is 

opposite that for in-miqration, pri•arv aiqration, and 

secondary miqration. 
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Table 10 shows that when these two significant 

variables are analyzed by themselves, they explain a total 

of 61 percent of the variance in return aiqration. The 

adjusted R-sq11are is .60. Thus, onlv 6 percent of the 

'f'ariance in ret11rn aiqration is explained by the remaining 

eiqht variab,les in the equation. Usinq differences in 

ad1usted R-square reveals that the remaining eight 

variables explain -2 percent of the variance. Thus, 

return aiqration depends nearly entirely on fluctuation in 

median family income and criae rate. 

Q~t~J;liD!ll!§ ·· Q! · fl'.i.!~!I · tli9Illi2Jt:::l21q ·· 

Coluan 3 of Table 9 presents the regression equation 

predictinq rate of primary 

independent variables for 1970. 

aiqration from the ten 

These variables combine 

to explain 67 l)ercent of the variance of primary aiqration 

vith an :F-value of 7 .. 88. The adiusted R-square is • 58. 

It was noted in the discussion on the zero-order 

correlation matrix that the relationships of primary 

aiqration with the ten independent variables are similar 

to those of in-miqration. For the aost part, the saae 

case exists for the reqression equation involving priaary 

aiqration. Of the two significant standardized regression 

coefficients, the aaenit y index has the stronqest effect 

on primary migration, beta = .58. The only other 

siqnificant effect on primary aiqration is the percent 
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employed in professional and technical occupations, beta = 
• 30. The amenity indel'. is also the most significant 

predictor of in-aiqration. Crime rate and percent 

employed in professional and technical occupations have 

siailar sized coefficients for both in-11iqration and 

primary migration. 

has a significant 

The only difference is that crime rate 

effect on in-aiqration and percent 

employed in professional and technical occupations has a 

significant effect on priaary aiqration. 

When priaary aiqration is regressed on only 

s iqnif icant independent variables, 54 percent 

the tvo 

of the 

variance is explained. The ad1usted B-square is • 52. 

This compares to 67 percent of the variance usinq all ten 

independent variables (.58 percent adjusted). Thus, only 

13 percent of the variance in primary migration is being 

explained by the remaining eiqht independent variables. 

If adjusted R-square is used only 6 percent of the 

variance is explained by the re11aininq eiqht variables. 

!!~!~~!ii~!!§··· 2! ·· ~!H!~iA(% !:liil"~!ii?B:::.::!21~ · 
Column 4 of Table 9 shows that primary, secondary and 

in-miqrants are very similar, while return migrants seem 

to follow a separate pat.h. The two siqnificant effects on 

secondary aiqration are the amenity index, beta = .46, and 

median family income, beta = .36. Like both in-miqration 

and priaary migration, the most siqnificant predictor of 
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secondary miqration is the amenity index. The difference 

between these three dependent variables is that the second 

strongest predictor is unique to each. 

When an equation is run usinq only these two 

siqnificant independent variables, both qet stronger in 

their independent effects (see Table 10). .In addition, 

these tvo variables eXlJlain 52 percent of the variance in 

secondary aiqration (50 percent, ad1usted). This aeans 

that the reaaininq eiqht variables toqether explain 22 

percent of the variance in secondary aiqration (17 percent 

usinq adiusted R-square). 

The results of the 

noneconomic determinants 

analysis on the economic and 

of aiqration for 1970 reveal no 

consistency between aiqrant types in their differences in 

the economic and noneconomic deterainants of aiqration. 

The stronqest predictor by far of in-migration, primary 

miqration and secondary aiqration is the amenity index, a 

noneconomic measure. Accordinq to the hypothesized 

relationships, these three types of aiqration were 

supposed to be the ones most likely predicted by economic 

factors. Only primary and secondary miqration are 

siqnificantly effected by economic determinants of 

aiqration. In contrast to what vas oriqinally expected, 

the stronqest predictor of return aiqration for 1970 is 

median family income, an economic determinant. 
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l~J;Q=2.{g!l!~ · ~Ql~:~tll~ll!:!! · t!Sl!Ii!=::1~~Q · 
Table 11 presents the zero-order correlation matrix 

for the dependent and independent variables for 1980. The 

presentation in this table is exactly the same as that in 

Table 8. The first four rows of Table 11 display the 

correlation coefficients between the four dependent 

variables and the ten independent variables. Co•parinq 

these rovs shows that return miqrants are, in fact, 

different types of aiqrants in their relationship to the 

ten independent variables. In five of the ten 

correlations, return miqration reverses the siqn of the 

relationship that exists with the other three dependent 

variables. There is a positive relationship between in-

aiqration, primary miqration and secondary aiqration and 

crime rate, whereas there is an equally strong negative 

relationship between return aiqration and criae rate. 

Similarly, there are positive relationships between the 

first three dependent variables and aedian faaily incoae, 

mildness of the cliaate and the percent of persons 

eaployed in professional and technical occupations. In 

each of these cases, there is an equally strong neqative 

correlation vith return miqration. In the fifth case, 

there is a neqative association between in, priaary, and 

secondary miqration and {>ercent of owner-occupied housinq 

but a stronq positive correlation between return miqration 

and this variable. In addition, in four instances the 

correlation coefficient for return miqration differs 
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qreatly in maqni tude from the coefficients for the other 

three dependent·· variables. This occurs vi th nuaber of 

hospital beds per 100. 000 persons. percent of workforce 

employed in manufacturinq, student/teacher ratio. and the 

amenity index. 

from 1970. 

~hese findings corroborate the analysis 

The conclusion that one can drav is that return 

miqrants are simply dravn to areas for different reasons 

than other types of aiqrants. Interestingly, there are a 

great number 

miqration and 

there are 

correlations. 

housinq and 

of neqative relationships between return 

the ten independent Yariables. In fact, 

only tvo moderately 

~hese are vith percent 

student/teacher ratio. 

stronq positiYe 

of owner-occupied 

Both of these 

variables were included 

factors. In addition, 

are with variables like 

in the analysis as noneconoaic 

the stronq neqatiYe relationships 

criae rate and aedian f aail y 

incoae. These coefficients iaPlY that hiqher rates of 

return aiqration are associated with areas which have 

lover crime rates and lover aedian f aaily incoae. 

Further, hiqher rates of return aiqration are associated 

with a hiqher percentaqe of owner-occupied housing and a 

hiqh stadeot/teacher ratio. The composite of the return 

aiqrant fro• these associations is one of someone 

returninq hoae to his relative! y cri•e free. lower incoae 

place of birth. In contrast to this picture, the other 



Table 11; Zero-Order Correlation Matrix for Dependent 
and Independent Variables: 1980 

HOSPBEDS CRIME HOUSING CLIMATE AMENITY EDUC UNEMPLOY FAMINCOM MANUF PROF 

INMIG -.576 .536 -.186 .241 .511 .168 -.174 .366 -.586 .105 
RETURN -.136 -.362 . 406 .... 076 .100 .439 -.080 -.300 -.133 -.196 
PRIMARY -.500 . 417 -.155 .143 .615 .106 -.207 .332 -.480 .090 
SECONDARY -.573 .591 -.224 • 276 .442 .149 -.147 • 389 -.593 .123 

HOSP BEDS -.510 - .169 -.509 -.183 -.612 -.217 -.235 .126 .113 
CRIME -.571 • 473 .130 .102 .019 .500 -.197 .249 .... 

w HOUSING -.338 .065 .218 .124 -.515 .159 -.374 I.I' 
CLIMATE -.277 . 390 .045 -.052 -.093 -.042 
AMENITY -.038 -.153 .063 -.341 -.012 
EDUC .293 -.197 -.005 -.269 
UNEMPLOY .043 .379 -.070 
FAMINOOM -.169 ,506 
MANUF .089 
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three miqrant types have positiYe correlations with crime 

rate, median faaily income, aildness of the cliaate, and 

the amenity index of recreational development. stronq 

neqative correlations exist between these three dependent 

Yariables and nuaber of hospital beds per 100,000 persons, 

percent of owner-occupied housinq, rate of unemployment, 

and percent of labor force eaploved in manufacturinq. 

The zero-order correlation coefficients for only the 

independent variable relationships indicate that there 

should be few possibilities for •alticollinearity. ftost 

of the indepeadent variable correlations are less than r = 

• 55. There is only one association which could present 

some potential multicollinearity problems. It is the 

relationship between the student/teacher ratio and the 

nuaber of hospital beds per 100.000 population, r = -.612. 

When each of the independent variables were reqressed on 

all of the others, all but three of the 

equations had coefficieats of de·teraination of 

.60. 

untt0iU1.t§·· 2! -n:.Uu1ili»=llii ·· 

regression 

less than 

Table 12 presents the results of the four regression 

equations on in-miqration, return miqration, primary 

aiqration, and secondary miqration. Each column of the 

table corresponds to one of the four equations. The first 

coluan of Table 12 investiqa tes the relationship between 
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rate of in-migration and ten independent Yariables. The 

full model explains 76 percent of the variance of in-

aiqration; the P-Yalue is 12.20. The adjusted R-square is 

• 70. 

ls far as individual relationships within the model 

are concerned, the aost siqnificant predictor of in-

aiqration is the percent eaployed in •anufacturinq, beta = 

-. 40. This is folloved by the n11aber of hospital beds per 

100,00 persons, beta = -.~6. the amenity index, beta = 

.25, and percent of owner-occupied housinq, beta = .23. 

The first major point is that of the four siqnificant 

effects on in-aiqration, only percent employed in 

aanufacturinq is an econoaic determinant but it has the 

stronqest effect on in-aiqration. Interestingly, no 

ecoaoaic determinants of in-aiqration were siqnificant in 

1970. 

Table 13 shows that when in-aiqration is reqressed on 

only the four siqnificant independent variables fro• the 

full aodel, housinq loses its effect. In addition, these 

four variables explain 67 percent of the variance in in-

aiqration (ad1nsted I-square is .6q). This means that the 

reaaininq six V"ariables explain only 9 percent of the 

variance in in-•iqration. Usinq ad1usted B-square, only 6 

percent of the V'ariance is explained by the remaininq six 

variables. 
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Table 12: Standardized Reqression Coefficients for 
In-ftiqration, Beturn, Priaarv, and secondary Migration 

Regressed on Ten Independent Variables: 1980 

Variable 

HOSP BEDS 
CBI KE 
BOU SI MG 
CLIMATE 
ll!ENITY 
EDUC 
UNEMPLOY 
FUIIICOM 
!UNUF 
PROF 

R-squared 

adj a-squared 

stand error 

F-test 
df=10,39 

siqnif P 

Dependent Variables 
.... - .• , ...... -~· ............ -- ..... .., --· .•• , •. - - ....... w ..... ·- ··-- -· - - ---· ..... ·- -~ ~ ........ ---· ·-· ·-· "' ·- --.. ·- _.,, -· •• • 

INllIG 

beta 

-. 46** 
• 22 
• 23* 
• 08 
.25* 

-.13 
-.08 

.10 
-.40*** 

• 111 

• 76 

.70 

6.39 

12.20 

.0000 

RETOBN 

beta 

-.21 
-.40* 
.12 

-.13 
.01 
.45* 

-.18 
-.10 
-.17 

.14 

.47 

.33 

.60 

3.44 

.003 

PBI!IABY 

beta 

-.36* 
.03 
.15 
.17 
• 48*** 

-.10 
-.14 
.21 

-.19 
• 07 

.67 

• 59 

2.14 

8.09 

.0000 

SECOND BY 

beta 

-. 46** 
• 31* 
.24* 
• 05 
• 15 

-. 17 
-.03 

.06 
-.45*** 

• 15 

• 76 

• 70 

4.71 

12. 36 

- 0000 
,,,.. .• ,. .. .;, .. -w· ·••• ·-· ·.~ ..•. . ••• .,. .. -·" • ..,, --· -.,, -·•· .v. -- ..... ··~ .,... _,._._, -· -•» .... -- '" ••· ··•· """ ..... - ....,. ,..,, -· .,.,. -- ·- ,,,. "' -· ·-'M • ., .• ~ -· -•· 

------· ·-·~----...-~.. - -- ...... ,,, -- ·---'r~----~;~.;>~_,,_,;a,.;a.~~~ ..... -.- --· ---- -

* Siqnificant at .OS level 
** Siqnificant at .01 leYel 

*** Siqnificant at .001 level 
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Table 13: Standardized Regression Coefficients for 
In-l!iqration, Return, Primary, and Secondary f.lliqration 

Reqressed on Siqnificant Variables Only: 1980 

Dependent Variables 
-· -· ·- ·- h ·-

.. .. -· -· ,.. ,,._ ._.,. - - - -· - -- ·- - .... -- .... -- ..... --- -· ,,.._ ......... ' 
---·~......,,_,;.-......~~------.;~;'..)11...:;:a...;.--..,.,~"T-~,----· -Variable IlUIIG RETURN PRIMARY SECONDBY 

beta beta beta beta 

AllENITY • 29** • 54*** 
CRIME -.41*** • 41*** 
HOSP BEDS -.46*** -.40*** - • 33** 
HOUSING -.06 • 14 
EDUC • 48*** 
f!ANUF -.42*** 

R-squared .67 .36 .53 • 69 

ad1 B-squared .64 .33 .51 .66 

stand error 6.94 .58 2.33 4.98 

F-test 22. 81 13.21 26.91 24.97 
df 4, 45 2 ,4 7 2,47 4,45 

siqnif l' .0000 • 0000 .0000 • 0000 
-- • • •• •· ·-· ••• ,,., ..... -· ' - ... v "·· ·- -. ,.. 

------------------------·----------~------·-··-·-·-··T""°'...;... .. ~_.;:..,._,"IC:a,.=>.:;tt:1;.-,=.,,,._.~.-------------------
* Siqnificant at .05 level 

** Siqnificant at .01 level 
*** Siqnifica.nt at .001 level 
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qgt~Ja!ill§!!!:§· Qf· !!~!!Ell Jlj,g~~1i2!t::=l~~2 
Column 2 of Table 12 displays the ma1tiple regression 

equation -perforaed on rate of return aiqration for 1980. 

The amount of Yariance in return aiqration explained in 

this equation is somewhat less than that in the return 

miqration equation for 1970 and less than the equations on 

the reaaininq three independent variables for 1980. This 

explained variance aaounts to only 47 percent of return 

aiqration (33 percent of the Yariance usinq ad 1usted R-

square). This could be due to the potential 

multicollinearity or could simply be that return aiqration 

is increasinqly elusive in its susceptibility to 

prediction. It could be that the variables used in the 

past to explain aiqration and specifically return 

•iqration are siaply not appropriate to current trends in 

aiqration behavior. 

Only two variables have a siqnificant effect on 

return aiqration. These are the student/teacher ratio, 

beta = .45, and criae rate. beta = -.40. All other 

variables had standardized reqression coefficients at • 21 

or less and were nonsiqnif leant. Both of the stronqest 

predictors of return aiqratioa are noneconoaic 

determinants. Economic determinants of return aiqration 

were found to be nonsiqnificant in 1980. 

When return aiqration is reqressed on the two 

siqnificant variables for 1980. 36 percent of its variance 
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is explained (33 percent using adiusted B-square). This 

compares with 47 percent (33 percent) when all ten 

variables are used in the analvsis. Thus, the two 

siqnificant independent Yariables explain only 11 percent 

less variance than the full model. Usinq adjusted R-

square, these two variables explain all of the variance in 

the more elaborate aodel. Further, vhen return is 

regressed on the siqnificant variables, each of the 

effects becoaes stro.nqer. Beturn miqration in 1980 is 

dependent on tvo noneconomic determinants. This 

represents a major change from 1970 when median family 

inco•e was the stronqest predictor. 

~~1~J;!tillll!.2 ··· Qf · gJ;ll~~I-· Jti.qJ;~ll2U::::-l!!!'l 
Column 3 of Table 12 displays the multiple regression 

equation used in predictinq the rate of primary aiqration 

in 1980. The ten independent variables taken together in 

this equation explain 67 percent of the variance in 

primary aiqration vi th an F-value of 8.09 (59 percent, 

adjusted). By far the most iaportant. individual variable 

used to predict primary aiqra ti on in this eq 11ation is t.he 

aaenitv index, beta = .48. Only one other Yariable 

siqnificantly affects pri•ary 11iqration, number of 

hospital beds per 100.000 persons, beta = -.36. Al1 other 

effects are nonsiqnificant. Primary 

than other forms of aiqration, is 

miqration, aore so 

tied to the amenity 
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in-aiqration, primary, and 

secondary aiqration were all tied to the amenity index, 

1980 shows a trend for in-miqration and secondary 

miqration to be 11ovinq away from these effects. Like in-

miqration and secondary aiqration, there is a neqative 

effect of the nuaber of hospital beds per 100,000 persons 

on primary migration. 

ihen priaary 11iqration is reqressed on HOSPBEDS and 

AllEIITY, both effects qain in strenqth. In addition, the 

two independent variables explain 53 percent (51 percent, 

adjusted) of the variance in priaarv miqration compared to 

67 percent (59 percent, adjusted) by all ten independent 

variables. This means that the reaaininCI eiqht variables 

explain only 14 percent (8 percent, adiusted) of the 

variance in primary aiqration in 1980. Like return 

aiqration, only noneconomic variables siqnificantly affect 

primary 11iqration. The hiqher the amenity development in 

a state and the lover the number of hospital beds per 

100,000 persons. the lower is priaary miqration. 

btel'•i.!§l!t§ QI- ~!!~D.i~l:I !li.il'.ili21::::1.2ttQ-

The last column of Table 12 presents the findings of 

the reqression analysis performed on the rate of secondary 

aiqration. The ten independent variables taken toqether 

explain 76 percent of the variance in secondary migration 

with an P-va1ue of 12.36 (70 percent. ad;usted). This 
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ability to explain about three quarters of the variance in 

the dependent variable has been consistent throuqhout the 

analysis of all four dependent variables for both decades. 

The only drop from this leve1 is that for return miqration 

in 1980. 

The most import.ant individual effects on secondary 

aiqration are percent of labor force employed in 

aanufacturinq, beta = -. 45,; number of hospital beds per 

100,000 persons, beta= -.46; criae rate, beta= .31; and 

percent of owner-occupied housinq, beta = .24. Each of 

these four effects is siqnificant beyond the • 05 level. 

!lllfUF and HOSPBEDS have by far the stronqest effects on 

secondary 11iqration. All other effects are 

nonsiqnificant. 

Table 13 shows that when secondary aiqration is 

reqressed on the four siqnificant independent variables 

from the elaborated equation, a total of 69 percent of the 

variance is explained (66 percent, adiusted). This means 

that the reaaininq six independent variables explain only 

7 percent of the variance in secondary miqration (4 

percent when osinq ad;usted a-square). Individual effects 

in the reduced model reTea1 an interestinq pattern. Both 

crime rate and percent employed in manufacturing increase 

in the strenqth of their effects, while both the number of 

hospital beds per 100,000 persons and percent in owner-

occupied housing decrease in their strenqth. With fever 
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controls, the last two variables have weaker effects and 

the effect of HOUSJ::HG becomes nonsiqnificant. This means 

that confoundinq influences due to correlation with other 

nonsiqnificant variables had inflated the standardized 

regression coefficients in the full aodel. 

The results of the analysis on secondary miqration 

for 1980 need to be evaluated from tvo perspectives. 

First, a coaparison of the results of this table shov that 

the factors which determine secondary miqration are for 

the most part the saae as those that also affect in-

aiqration. Three of the four siqnificant. influences of 

secondary aiqra. tion also affect in-aiqration. The only 

difference is that secondary 11iqration is affected by 

er iae rate, while in-11iqra ti on is affected by the amen it v 

index. Thus, a portrait of the determinants of total in-

aiqration most closely reflects the effects of secondary 

aiqration. Those factors that affect both return and 

priaary miqration are for the most part not reflected in 

the determinants of total in-migration. 

The second method of evaluatinq this table is to 

compare the results for 1980 with the results for 1970. 

For secondary aiqration, the individual effects of these 

ten variables have chanqed drastically. Those variables 

that are siqnif icantly related to secondary miqration in 

1980 are CRU!.E, l!ARD:P. HOSPBEDS and HOUSING. In 1970, 

they are Al!ENITY and PAftINCOK. This represents a total 
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shift in the determinants of secondary 

other three dependent variables retain 

consistencT from 1970 to 1980. 

aiqration. 

some level 

The 

of 

Af!ERITY has a siqnificant effect on in-aiqration in 

both 1970 and 1980; CRIME has a siqnificant effect on 

return •iqration in both 1970 and 1980; and AMENITY has a 

siqn if icant effect on primary aiqration in both 19 70 and 

1980. There have been some chanqes in the siqnif icant 

effects of variables from one decade to the next but 

nothinq quite so drastic as that for secondary aiqration. 

Further, the determinants of in-aiqration can be reflected 

in both the effects on primary and secondary miqration in 

1970. Bot until 1980 are the effects on one component of 

miqration so reflected in the effects on total in-

miqration. Contrary to the hypothesized relationships, 

however, it seems that the chanqes in the determinants of 

in-11iqration are tied to cha nqes in the determinants of 

secondary miqration and not return aiqration. The resu1ts 

of these equations tied vith the fact that secondary 

aiqration is the component which has increased in its 

proportion in the in-miqration stream lead to the 

conclusion that secondary miqration plays an important 

role in the chanqinq economic and noneconomic determinants 

of in-miqration. 
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The final step in the process of ascertaininq the 

role of return miqration in the chanqinq economic and 

noneconomic determinants of in-aiqration is to directly 

test the effect of the proportion of return miqration on 

the ten independent variables in the equation. This has 

been done by recodinq the proportion of return migration 

into tvo ca teqorles--a low and hiqh cateqory. The line 

between low and hiqh vas arbitrarily drawn at the mean 

level of return aiqration for that decade. Percentaqes 

below the mean were coded as zero for the "lov" qroup and 

those above the mean were coded as one for the "hiqb• 

qroup. This dumay-coded return aiqration variable vas 

then added to the multiple reqression equation and 

interaction terms for each of the ten independent 

variables were constructed and a reqression was run on 

this full model. The differences between the R-squared in 

the full model and the R-squared in the reduced model are 

then tested to ascertain whether the addition of the 

interaction vi th return miqra tion helps to better explain 

in-miqration. Individual differences a11onq the econoaic 

and noneconomic determinants and the interaction with 

return aiqration vill also be observed. 

Table 14 presents the reqression equations used to 

predict rate of in-rdqration vith all ten interaction 

terms created for 1970 and 1980. Coefficients for both 

the variables and interaction terms have been included. 
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Those coefficients that do not meet ainiaum tolerance 

standards established by SPSSX have been oaitted in the 

table. An P-test for the difference in B-squared for the 

elaborated model vith interaction terms and the reduced 

model with no interaction terms for 1970 shovs that the 

increment in a-squared added with the interaction is not 

siqnificant. The increment in a-square added with the 

elaborated •odel aaounts to only 2 percent usinq adjusted 

a-square. There is only one individual relationship in 

1970 •here states with hiqh return rates differ 

substantially from states vith low return rates. For 

states with a hiqh rate of return aiqration. unemployment 

has a relatively stronq neqatiYe effect on in-aiqration. 

beta = -.39; while in states vith a lov rate of return 

migration, uneaployment has a aoderately stronq but 

positive effect on in-aiqration. beta = • 23. 

The results for 1980 show a somewhat different 

picture. When the difference in !-squared increaent is 

tested between the full aodel and the reduced aodel vith 

no interaction, the F-value is 2.6 which is significant 

beyoDd .05. Thus, interaction with return aiqration helps 

to better explain iu-miqration. t.rhere are four variables 

in particular that differ based on the aaount of retura 

aiqration. They are the percent of labor force in 

professional and technical occupations, rate of 

unemployment. percent of labor force employed in 
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Table 14: Standardized Beqression Coefficients for 
In-Miqration Reqressed on Ten Independent Variables 

and Interaction with Return Miqration: 1970 and 1980 

Variable 

Independent Variables 
HOSP BEDS 
CRiltE 
HOUSING 
CLiltATE 
.AMENITY 
EDUC 
UNEr!PLOY 
FIMINCOl!I 
PIAHUF 
PROP 

Interaction Terms 
HOSP BEDS 
CBifllE 
HOUSING 
CLI!UTE 
UIEHITY 
EDUC 
UNEMPLOY 
Pl!HNCOM 
lUNIJP' 
PROF 

a-squared 

adi R-squared 

stand error 

F-test 
df=17,32 

siqnif F 

Year 
••••· ·~--- ~ ,,. - -- '''' ... ·-- --· -· .... ·~· ·-· ,,., -·· .~ - _, 'N ·-. -· 

-~----------~ . ..a.,..;::. .. ,;a.~~~ ...... -~,--------1970 1980 

beta beta 

-.12 -.42* 
-.32• .42* 

.. 02 • 17 

.12 .06 

.54** • 39** 
-.07 -.18 

.23 -. 14 
• "1 -.04 

-.26 -. 09 
.27 -.01 

-.13 • 01 
.05 -. 45 

.47 • 45 
-.07 -. 20 

-.62 • 45 

.29 -. 83** 
• 57 

.76 • 85 

.64 • 76 

3.24 5.62 

6. 10 10. 37 

.0000 • 0000 
- ••• ~ ·- ..,. -- --· -·· -"" -· -~ •· --· .n• w. -· _,.. ·- • •- ··- -·- ~. ·-· -· ·~ -· ._ • ._ ·-· -. • •-· -·· •• -· ·- ,._ --·· --~ w --· .•• 

--=--·----.._,...,..~_.._..,,_.._, r -------=-·--~...._-......,.-....-,...;~.·~~·--------

* Siqnificant at • 05 le Ye I 
** Siqnificaat at .01 level 

*** Siqnificant at .001 level 

Those variables with no coefficient do not meet the 
aiuimua tolerance limits. 
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difference in 
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and crime rate. Interestinqly. the 

the proportion of return miqration chanqes 

the effects of three econoaic deterainants of in-11iqration 

but affects only one noneconomic variable. In hiqh return 

states. hiqh unem~lovaent but also hiqh levels of 

professional and technical eaployaent draw increased 

numbers of in-miqrants; whereas hiqh levels of 

manufacturinq eaployaent tends to assure very little in-

miqration in hiqh return states. 



Chapter VI 

Discussion and Concl11sions 

The oriqinal focus of this study vas to deteraine the 

role of return miqration in the chanqinq economic and 

noneconomic determinants of state in-11iqration. Au 

analysis of the selectivities and determinants of 

aiqration has hiqhliqhted a number of aa ior findings that 

are siqnificant to the miqration literature. Although 

many of the hypotheses concerninq the contribution of 

return miqration to chanqinq determinants of in-miqration 

have not been supported,. a qreat deal has been learned 

about t.be characteristics o.f the different migrant types 

and the relative contribution of the components of 

aiqration to the chanqinq determinants of aiqration. The 

present chapter vill suamarize these findinqs and attempt 

to relate them to their respective bodies of literature. 

Finally, a nuaber of general conclusions can be drawn from 

the analysis in this study • 

. Selecti•iti@§-

The first findinq of auy siqnificance is that the 

11iqrants in the population has qrovn fro• 

By 1980, rouqhly 20 percent of the 

population could be classified by the Census Bureau as 

proportion of 

1960 to 1980. 

aiqratory. This fiqure includes all return, pri•ary,. and 

150 



secondary miqrants 

means that these 
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in the stream of in-miqration. This 

individuals have cbanqed place of 

residence between 1975 and 1980 at least one time. It 

does not include all of the moYes betveen 1975 and 1980 

and does not include those individuals who aoved prior to 

1975 but reaained settled after that date. As a result, 

much of vhat can be referred to as miqration is in fact 

lost by definition of the Census Bureau. Thus, the 

f iqures qiven in this study are conservative estiaates of 

the aobility of the population. 

Bot only has miqration as a whole increased from 1960 

to 1980, but the various components have also increased. 

This is especially the case with secondary aiqration. In 

1960, secondary aiqrants vere qrouped toqether vith 

primary 11iqrants and coabined for a total of 7. 6 percent 

of the population. By 1980, primary miqrants represented 

4.0 percent of the population and secondary migrants 

represented 111. 0 percent of the population. This aaounts 

to a tre•endously larqe qrovth rate in the proportion of 

secondary aiqrants to the total in-miqration stream. As a 

result, hoveYer. a aaior contention of this study vas not 

foand to bear up under scrutiny, namely that the 

proportion of return aiqration had increased relative to 

the total in-miqration stream. 

Oriqinally, lookinq at the role of return aiqration 

in the chanqinq econoaic and noneconomic determinants of 
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miqration vas important because return miqrants shared 

many of the same motivations for aovinq as miqrants as a 

whole seemed to be expressinq based on recent agqreqate 

studies of miqration. It was felt that if return migrants 

represented a larqer proportion of the in-aiqration stream 

in 1980 than they did in 1960. then the weight of their 

characteristics vas what was beinq tapped by research on 

chanqinq determinants of aiqration. What has been found, 

however, is that the proportion of return miqration in the 

total in-miqration stream has actually decreased over 

time. It is thus impossible to iaaqine that return 

aiqration plays any role in the chanqinq economic and 

noneconomic determinants of in-miqration. 

However, it has also been found that the proportion 

of secondary miqrants has increased over time and this 

qrovth has been phenomenal. In 1980, secondary miqrants 

make up 70 percent of all five-year aiqrants. In fact, as 

will be discussed in a later section, determinants of in-

miqration pattern themselves more closely after the 

determinants of secondary aiqration in 1980 than they did 

in 1970 and the important determinants appear to be the 

noneconomic factors in 1980. It appears by all 

indications that the patterns and relationships 

hypothesized for return miqration are, in fact, true for 

secondary miqra~ion. 
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This study is the first to classify and use a 

separate cateqory of nonaiqrant called the five-year 

nonaiqrant. This cateqory consists of individuals vho 

aoved prior to 1975 but settled after that date. They 

have been classified in this study as five-year 

nonaiqrants and represent a fairly substantial proportion 

of the population (between 14 and 40 percent, depending on 

the year of analysis). It vas felt that since these 

individuals had not aoved at least in the past fiYe years 

that. their characteristics should be aore similar to 

nonmiqrants than to aiqrants. This was simply not the 

case. .In seYeral instances, five-year nonaigrants differ 

from all other cateqories, whether miqrant or nonai.qrant. 

This was the case vith aean aqe of these qroups. In other 

instances, five-year nonaiqrants haYe characteristics 

siailar to lifetiae nonaiqrants. This occurred vith both 

the education and income selectivities. ls a result, 

fiYe-year nonaiqrants have been kept as a separate 

cateqory in the selectivities portion of this study. 

The analysis of the selecti~ities of aiqration in 

this study has both supported and rejected existinq 

literature on the socio-deaoqraphic characteristics of 

miqrants. first. the literature that characterizes 

differences between aiqrants and nonaiqrants is vell 

grounded. Riqrants tend to be younqer, better educated 

persons froa white collar occupatians with hiqher incomes 
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and smaller households than nonmiqrants. Individual 

variations in these f .indinqs do exist across decades. 

For the most part, aiqrants are younqer than 

nonaiqrants. Hovever, iaportant differences do occur. 

Five-year nonaiqrants are by far the oldest of any of the 

aiqrant or nonaiqrant cateqories for all three decades. 

It was suspected that five-year nonaiqrants would share 

aany characteristics with lifetime nonmiqrants, but the 

findinqs for age show that this hypothesis is by no means 

correct. Lifetiae nonaiqra nts tend to be much younger 

than five-year nonaiqrants and much more similar to the 

aqe of aiqrants. At tiaes, lifetime nonaiqrants are 

younqer than certain miqrant cateqories. For instance, 

lifetime nonaiqrants are yonnqer than secondary migrants 

in 1980 and younqer than all three aiqrant qroups in 1970. 

This contradicts the aiqration selectivities literature 

but can be the result of breakinq five-vear nonaiqrants 

awav froa lifetime nonaiqrants. 

Occupation is another selective characteristic that 

shows inconsistencies across decades. For the most part, 

the proportion of both aiqrants and nonaiqrants in white 

collar occupations is very similar. In 1960. a smaller 

percentaqe of five-year nonmiqrants is found in white 

collar occupations, while lifetime nonaiqrants are more 

similar to the aiqrant groups in the proportion in vhite 

collar occupations. The larqest percentage of any group 
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in white collar occupations in 1970 belonqs to lifetime 

nonaiqrants, while the smallest percentaqe belongs to 

five-year nonaiqrants. ~iqrants fall between these tvo 

qroups. By 1980, there is little difference between 

miqrants and nonaiqrants in the percentaqe in vhite collar 

occupations. Lifetiae nonaiqrants do have the saallest 

percentaqe in these occupations which represents a 

reversal in PilSt: findinqs. Aqain five-year nonai.grants 

differ fro• lifetime nonaiqrants. 

!arital status is a confusinq characteristic by which 

to differentiate between aiqrant and nonmigrant or the 

different aiqrant types. One consistent finding is that 

the five-year nonaiqrant.s have the hiqhest percentage in 

the married category than any other qroup for all three 

decades. Lifetime nonaiqrants have a hiqher percentaqe 

amonq the sinqle, divorced and separated categories in 

1960 and 1970 but not 1980. In 1980, a larqer percentaqe 

of primary aiqrants falls into that cateqory. Prior 

research has indicated that there •av. in fact, be no 

relationship between aarita1 status and propensity to 

aiqrate. This study offers little consolation for those 

expectinq to find a stroaq, 

between the tvo. 

consistent relationship 

Coaparisons on income for the aiqrants versus 

nonaiqrants also reveal some inconsistencies. Five-year 

nonaiqrants have the hiqhest mean income in 1960 and 1980 
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but not in 1970. Lifetime nonaiqrants have the lowest 

income in 1960 and 1970 but the second highest in 1980. 

ftigrants fall between the two types of non11iqrants in 

1960, have higher incoaes than nonaiqrants in 1970, and 

have lover incomes than nonaiqrants in 1980. No clear 

pattern in the relatiYe income characteristics of migrants 

versus nonaiqrants ever develops. 

A comparison of only the aiqrant types on each of the 

socio-deaoqraphic characteristics associated with 

aigration is a much more tenuous task. This is due to the 

relative lack of a body of literature that compares the 

selective characteristics of different types of 11iqrants. 

one fact is established in these findings, however: 

different kinds of migrants exhibit different selective 

characteristics. 

consistent over 

characteristic. 

These characteristics aay or aay not be 

tiae, however, depending on the 

The focus of this study is on the difference between 

return migrants 

return aiqrants 

and the 

will be 

other tvo types of aiqrants so 

hiqhliqhted in this discussion. 

As far as aqe is concerned, return miqrants are different 

from both priaary and secondary aiqrants. In 1960, they 

were a little older; in 1970 were younqer: and in 1980 

were between primary and secondary migrants in mean aqe. 

Return aiqrants are slightly more likely to be male than 

the other miqrant types. This is the case for both 1960 
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and 1980 but not 1970. l'Jean education of return aiqrants 

tends also to be between that of primary and secondary 

aiqrants. This is consistent for both 1970 and 1980. 

Return aiqrants share their occupational characteristics 

with secondary aiqrants. There tends to be a smaller 

percentaqe in white collar occupations than other types of 

aiqrants. For marital status, return miqrants appear to 

be closer to secondary aiqrants than primary miqrants 

also. 'fhey consistently haYe a smaller percentage in the 

sinqle, divorced and separated cateqory than primary 

aiqrants and a larqer percentaqe in this category than 

secondary miqrants, eYen thouqh their percentages are 

closer to secondary miqrants. Return miqrants haYe the 

larqest household size of anv aiqrant type for all three 

decades. Return miq rants have the lowest incomes of the 

three qroups for 1960 and 1970 but fall between primary 

and secondary miqrants in 1980. Finally, there is no 

difference between the three types of miqrants on the race 

selectiYity characteristic. 

The picture of the return miqrant from the above 

brief summary corroborates many of the conclusions of 

Lansinq and !ueller (1967). IndiYiduals vho can be 

classified as return miqrants tend not to be as well off 

as other aiqrants as far as socioeconomic status is 

concerned. Thef tend to have lover education, come froa 

blue collar occupations, have larqer households, be a 
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little older, and have less income than other miqrants. 

Persons that differ on this 11any socio-demoqraphic 

characteristics comprise a separate and nniqne cluster of 

aiqrants. These miqrants have different motivations for 

movinq to an area, whether they be for family reasons or 

simply a prior knovledqe of a particular locale. For 

these reasons, location-specific capital in the area of 

destination is different for persons vho choose to return 

to an area than for persons vbo choose to move on to a nev 

area. 

It is in this vav that differences in the selective 

characteristics of miqrant tn>es can influence the kinds 

of determinants of in-aiqration at the aqqreqate level. A 

larqe proportion of a certain type of miqrant that all 

chose to move for similar reasons will be drawn to similar 

kinds of areas. This creates a differential in the kinds 

of characteristics of an area associated vith increased 

rates of in-miqration. These characteristics that are 

f oand to be associated with in-miqration can chanqe 

dependinq on the proportion of the different types of 

miqrants in the streaa. As a result, chanqes can occur in 

the econoaic and noneconoaic deterainants of in-miqration 

based on the level of the types of aiqrants vho are 

primarily drawn by economic or noneconomic reasons. 
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.U~-t;.eraig9_.t,s -

In conceptualizinq the determinants 

difference has been drawn between what 

of aiqration, 

are known 

a 

as 

economic determinants of 

determinants of miqration. 

aiqration and noneconomic 

This distinction has been 

recognized in nuaerous studies of the determinants of 

miqration (Sommers, 1981; Lichter and Pucruitt, 1982). The 

difference between what constitutes an economic 

determinant and vhat constitutes a noneconomic determinant 

of migration has been confused at best. 

Quality of life can include or exclude a variety of 

variables vhich can potentially fall under the cateqory of 

economic determinant. It can very easily be argued that 

quality of life is at least in part dependent upon 

economic considerations. Fo.r instance, the individual vho 

moves to an area and cites school svsteas and cliaate and 

cultural facilities as primary motiva tinq reasons for 

movinq to an area could not enioy these accutreaents 

without a iob that vill provide the resources to pay for 

aanv of these quality of life kinds of motivations. Thus, 

quality of life is very closely tied to economic 

determinants of aiqration. 

on the aqqreqate level, much of the research that has 

differentiated between economic and quality of life 

reasons for miqratinq has not e%pressed any kind of 

comprehensive evaluation of what exactly constitutes 
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quality of life. Rather. some proxy variable is chosen 

that is said to represent quality of life or developmental 

amenity or ecoloqical or environmental quality associated 

with miqration. lt best these indicators are questionable 

representations of quality of life. 

The present study has made a concerted effort to try 

to identify what exactly constitutes quality of life if 

anythinq and evaluate this concept methodoloqica1ly. 

First. ten variables were chosen that had coaaonly been 

associated with either economic or quality of life 

determinants of miqration or b.ad simply been used as 

indicators of quality of life in the literature. These 

vere obtained from a variety of sources and basicall v 
represent a variety of variables with no particular core 

conceptualization of one or tvo concepts. A factor 

analysis to test for some core association beinq tapped 

amonq the variables resultinq 

conceptualization of economic or 

in a theoretical 

qaalitv of life 

characteristics vas done. No such underlyinq factors 

could be discovered. 

The resulting solution has been to discard tbe 

concept of quality of life fro• the theoretical framework 

of this study. As stated earlier. it appears that quality 

of life is too volatile a concept t.o apply to miqration 

studies such as this and that it is more appropriate to 

address the economic and noneconoaic deterainants of 
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miqration. Each of the six Yariables initially delineated 

as qualit'f of life factors have a noneconomic nature as a 

co•aon denominator. The label o.f noneconoaic does not 

require the Yalue 1udqeaent called for by the concept 

quality of life and thus is a more neutral term to eaplof. 

Unfortunately there is no 

the variables labelled 

conceptual similarity between 

noneconomic, just a coaaon 

claaracteristic. It seeas to be in the best interest of 

both theoretical conceptualization and methodological 

parsimony that the concept quality of life be dropped froa 

the analysis of the differinq determinants of in-

miqration. This route has been initially taken by Heaton, 

et al. (1981) but not for the reasons outlined above. As 

a result, this study argues aqainst the further use of 

quality of life as a factor in the aiqration literature in 

lieu of the concept of noneconomic determinants of 

aiqration. 

~!Bel1sig!-

1tost of 

supported by 

form u1a tions 

deterainants 

the hypotheses in this study have not been 

the f indinqs of the analysis. Initial 

indicated that much of the chanqe in the 

of miqration from economic towards 

noneconoaic factors were the result of an increase in the 

proportion of return aiqrants in the in-aiqration stream. 

It has been discovered, hoveYer. that the leYel of return 
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miqration has actually decreased over time. Return 

aiqration does appear to be siqnificantly affected by 

noneconomic determinants of aiqration rather than econoaic 

deterainants of aiqration, however. 

The proportion of secondary miqration has qrovn 

treaendouslf in the past three decades. In addition, the 

deterainants of secondary aiqra tion aost closely resemble 

the deterainants of in-aiqration for 1980. 

the case in 1970. These findinqs indicate 

This was not 

that much of 

the chanqe in the deterainants of in-miqration is actually 

related to chanqes in the components of the in-aiqration 

streaa as vas oriqinally hypothesized. The difference 

lies in which component has grown in proportion oYer the 

last three decades. It was oriqinallY thouqht that return 

migration has increased. 

secondary aiqration has 

What has been discovered is that 

been the coaponent that has 

increased in proportion over the past three decades. 

If the basic theory is accurate, that is, that 

chanqinq coaponents of aigration contribute to chanqinq 

determinants o.f in-•iqration, then it is possible that the 

increase in the proportion of secondary aigrants has 

contributed to the aove•ent froa economic to noneconomic 

deterainants of in-aiqration. Thus, the basic theory 

reaains intact. What aust be reconceptualized is vhich 

coaponent contributes to the chanqe in the determinants of 

•iqration. An alternatiYe route of endeavor would be to 
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hypothesis that changes in the 

determinants of aigration are related to changes in the 

proportion of secondary 

aiqration stream. 

miqration in the total in-

In addition,, with chanqes in the determinants of 

migration beinq related to chanqes in the proportion of 

secondary aiqrants in the total in-a iqra tio n streaa,, 

Caapbell and Gartovich (1984) are more than litel y 

correct. The characteristics of secondary aiqrants in the 

past have not been tied to noneconoaic determinants of 

11 iqrat ion. By 1980,, however,, noneconomic determinants are 

stronq predictors of secondary miqration. This amounts to 

a radical chanqe froa previous decades. It appears that 

secondary aiqrants are aovinq for a different set of 

reasons in 1980 than in 1970 and these reasons are 

increasinqly noneconoaic in nature. In addition,, 

secondary aiqrants make up a larqer proportion of the in-

aiqration streaa. These findinqs point to aa additional 

avenue of research,, naael y,, the role of secondary 

11iqration on the changing determinants of in-miqration. 

Althouqh the results of the analyses do not support 

the original theory in this study,, this has not been an 

exercise in futility. A stronq case can be made that 

differinq deterainants of total in-aiqration are related 

to the relatiYe proportions of the co•ponents of the 

stream. Further, it has been found that there is a trend 
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toward noneconomic dete.rminants of miqration. In 

addition, it has been found that aiqrants differ from 

nonaiqrants and that aiqrants differ from other miqrants 

dependinq on the status of the aiqrant type. As a result, 

chanqes in the determinants of in-aiqration can be 

dependent upon the proportion of different 11iqrant types 

in the stream. 

This dissertation 

aiqration literature. 

makes two contributions to the 

Pirst, this is the first time that 

the cateqory of five-year nonmiqrant has been separated 

froa lifetiae nonaiqrant. It was oriqinally hypothesized 

that these tvo qroups would be very similar in their 

selective characteristics, but results of this study shov 

that, in fact, they are very different. Puture research 

will not be able to siaply separate migrants fro• 

nonaiqrants. Second, quality of life has been questionned 

as a viable concept in miqration research. Based on the 

findinqs of this study, there does not appear to be a 

sinqle, underlying quality of life concept aaonq the 

deterainants of •iqration. In addition. quality of life 

is a Yalue laden concept which tends to employ both 

economic and noneconomic interpretations. It has been 

concluded that nonecono•ic determinants is a auch more 

useful concept. 
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RETURN MIGRATION: SOCIOECONO~IC DETERMINANTS 

FOR STATE IN-ttIGBATIOR 

John "arvin Pippert 

(ABSTRACT} 

The central concern of this study is to determine the 

role of return 11iqration in the chanqinq econo•ic and 

noneconomic determinants of state in-miqration. It vas 

hypothesized that the transition from priaarily economic 

to noneconomic determinants of in-11iqration in the United 

States in the last decade vas directly related to chanqes 

in the components of the aiqration stream itself; that is, 

that an increasinq proportion of return miqrants in the 

in-miqration streaa contributes to the movement toward 

noneconomic reasons for 11iqratinq. 

This study compares the selective characteristics of 

lifetime and five-year nonaiqrants, and primary, secondary 

and return aiqrants usinq Public Use Sample data for 1960, 

1970, and 1980. In addition, it analvzes four economic 

and six noneconomic determinants of aiqration for 1970 and 

1980 usinq a data set that includes published data on 

state aiqration and socioeconomic characteristics. 

An analysis of the selectivities of miqration bas 

both supported and re1ected existinq literature. In a 

comparison of miqrants and nonaiqrants, aiqrants tend to 

be younqer, better educated persons fro• white collar 



occupations vith hiqher incomes and smaller households 

than nonmiqrants. When miqrant types are compared, return 

miqrants tend not to be as vell off as other miqrants 

socioeconomically. They tend to have lover education, 

come from blue collar occupations, have larqer households, 

be a little older and have less income than other 

aiqrants. The most siqnificant findinq is the distinction 

of five-year from lifetime non11iqrants. 

The reqression anal vsis on the determinants of state 

in-11iqration reveals that there has been a shift f roa 

economic to noneconomic reasons for miqratinq froa 1970 to 

1980. In addition, the relatiYe proportion of primary, 

secondary and return aiqration has chanqed over time. 

Contrar v to the hfpothesis, however, the trend from 

economic to noneconomic determinants of aiqration has not 

been related to chanqes in the proportion of return 

this study points to 

the relationship 

miqration in the stream. Bather, 

further research that investiqates 

between secondary •iqration and the chanqinq determinants 

of state in-aiqration. 
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